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Building of
All alderman and the mayor
were present.There wss s slim

the Holland City

will b« entering

audience, y

its^My-

"^Bnilton

The News has been in the Mulder
family for juat a half century,
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-
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Construction of
across Rabbit
started definitely
$47A12 project will
•arty this summer, it I
runner of the widely
“Bee Line" highway .
When this invitation came, Mayor the state highway dep
Bosch apologized for not extend- The bridge, Being
ing an invitationto the aldermen with funds furnishedthe
recently when a bid came from highway commission by the
Grand Haven to attend the dedRaJ will utilize as much Hamilton
tion of their new city hall. Mayor as possible and only the
Bosch said the invitationarrived men, unavailable in Hi
on the afternoon of the day of the Allegan county, will be
dedicationwhen the parade was in for the job.
Common labor was s
progress and there was an apology
for the lateness of the inviution, Wednesday last week,
The mayor stated that he felt it construction of the bridge
was too late to round up the al- this week.
Labor is being
dermen at the last minute.
the rolls of the 1
. i.
• • •
Sometime ago the city received ployment Service, the
which are now in '
a bill of some $8,000 from the of
according to the

your editor being in charge for 42
years.
“ During this last pariod of more
than four decades this newspaper
with the exceptionof one year, has
always occupied the same building
on West Eighth strati.
'

Wch

Exchange Club

Shows Spirit
Of Christmas

ClfH
Have you heard how angel voices

the olden story

Of the Star that led the Way,

1

T,

Mr*. F. Spangenberg

Do you know

!

••

the Lord s Prayer.
. „I
• • *
The common council was given
an invitationto be the guests ot
the Central Michigan basket ball
irateinity, The l|a>e came off
last night and the council adjourned in time to be present.

cil

•forthwith.
Your editor remembers that with
the terrible CulHngwood school
fire when ao many rittfe tots and
teachers perished, because doom
opened in insteadof out, there was
a general reviaion all over the natioryito safeguard lives in public
buildings. Proper exits in order
PAUL HINKAMi* TELLS DIFthat a public building may be
FERENCE BETWEEN JOY
cleared instantlywithout a stamAND FUN
pede is most important* since it
Is these stampedes during a fire
that cause terrible loss of life.
One of the banner days at the
When the matUr came up before Holland Exchange club has alt
the council, it was found that the ways been the meeting just before
city hall, which is, by tha way, Christmas.That k the time when
-

r
rtS

Those present saluted the Gag
and Alderman Pruu led the coun-

INSPECTED

land'

. •
• a

POLICE DEPARTMENT AND

Undoubtedlythe terribletragedy at Lansing made not oo^loUUre
hazard-mindetaH* matter came
up before the board of police and
fire commissioners and this board
l^iortb recommendationsthat
would fit into Holland's picture,
siAtfectto the approval of 'the
common council
it received

Start Mai

COUNCIL NOTES

JHett 3[nllo&iittg ®lje j^tar

Muskegon Tuberculosishospital down by the PWA
fot patients Hplland had sent with dependent*res
there. No appropriationwas village of Hamilton w
made in the budget lor this change first choice on the

Sinlul lives grow purer, better,

Sang the tweet and solemn strain?

For the Babe so meek and mild,

of seUip which formerly was paid
by Ottawa county. On a motion by
Alderman Prins, chairman of the
ways and means committee, the
payment was deferreduntil the
•mount could be provided for in
the next budget.

choice goes to the _
ployed of Hamilton
of fire hazard. Alderman Drinkcient employees are not 1
That In Bethlehem’s ma^er lay?
Peace on earth good will to men!
Who in Bethlehem'smanger smiled*
water pointed out that the welfare
the two classes, both are
Jmd lai kc consignment*of paint
to take In the entire;
under the stairs, and further, AlHeath and later, the entire
derman Steffens brought out that
To
the
parents,
to
the
children,
Every
year
the
wond'rous
story
of Allegan. However,
A real treat was the A Capella In the East it shone so brightly,
the attic was filled with old pathat Hamilton and Hi
choir of Holland High school givComes the sweet angelic attain,—
Thrills our spirit with delight,
Then o'er Judah's hillside steep,
pers, magazines,discarded flags
Relative to more tight on West can furnish enough labor
ing 16 minutes of carol singing
Glory in the Highest! Glory!
that had been Uttered, also comAnd that star through all the agee
Where the Shepherds lay in slumber
Eighth street, Aldcrmii:
that was Impressive and beautiful.
bustible material.The aldermen
Peace on earth, good will to men.
asked that the whole matter be P T^e^bridgeia being
Makes the world'sdarkpathway bright.
The
chorus was brought through
By their flocks o! quiet sheep.
were unanimous that there should
left to the lighting committeewith by the P. C. Nolan and
the courtesy of Director Heeter
be a house cleaning from garret to
of Detroit on a
power to act.
and direction was ably performed
basement, not of city officials, but
state highway
•
•
•
by
Miss Trixie Moore.
of rubbish and combustible matthree weeks ago.
On a motion of Alderman Prins,
POSTMASTER HAYS THERE
ter that could be stored elsewhere
A fine compliment was bestowed
It will replace the present strv
I OLD PIONEER PASSES
supportedby Alderman Kleis, it
" WILL BE DELIVERY SAT. was unanimously decided to ex lure across Rabbit river and will
so that the city hall might be safe upon Pater Norg, who has been
SUNDAY; WAS BORN IN
Files
of|
t
bridge «
from any unnecessary danger from Holland’s Scout leader for four
tend the time of paying taxes un- of the latest type
COVERED CITY
tion with a
fire.
In order to accommodate elev- til January 20, 1986.
at*
years and it was with sincere reHolland City
Fifty, Twenty-five
girder and provisionfor a
enth hour holiday mailing, the post
• • •
The communication, in reality di- gret that the members of the Ex()n Sunday, December 16, Mrs.’ office will be open Saturday afterroadway
(way and two 6-foot
Fifteen
rected to those in charga of pub- change club had to say goodbye
Anthony Van Ry has been hired
Anne C. AnnesleyKruisenga, wife noon until 6 p. m., Postmaster Ed
The entire
itlre project
project will lx
lic buildings and approvedby the to the man who is going to Green
heretofore to collectdelinquent ed by June 80 of inext year.
TfffWtFW i J I /irft ifUrt L
b 4 1 iWeyi
of the late John Kruisenga, well- Westveer announced today. The
common council, speaks for itself: Bay, Wis.,ito accept a similar po.
taxes. He, however, ts too busy on
tbo ne
new t
Construction of the
~ December 20. 1934. sition in a much larger field. In FIFTY YEARS AGO TODAY a Christinas present in the shape known pioneer grocer of the First usual closing hour is 2 o'clock other matters at this time and the
at Hamilton is the first
of a legacy of 12,000 gulden through ward some yean ago, passed away throughout the year.
To sll Churches, Schools, Hotels, responding,-Peter Norg was visaldermen will select someone else. ment made to M-40 for M
Dr. O. F. Yates and Peter Kane the death of a relative in the Neth- at her home at 231 Central avenue.
Stamp, parcel post and general
Theatersand all other public ibly affected, since he has made
but is the Ant of a si
Mrs.
Kruisenga
had
been
a
resierlands.
Talen
was
at
work
undelivery windows will be open durnthering places in the City of many close friendshipsin Holland. have purchased the stock of books
City Clerk Peterson slated that provements that will
ing the extra four hours of service bonds and interests for special asHowever, he extended a cordial and stationery,gold pens and no- loading beets at the Holland and dent of Holland for 62 years.
lead to the pavement of
She win a lovablecharacter and on Saturday.
Gentlemen:
welcome to all who might come tions of H. D. Post. The store will St. Louis sugar factory when apsessments were due and these were way, according to ai
praised
of
his
good
fortune
and
remain
located
in
the
Post
block.
had
so
endeared
herself
to
those
At the last regular meeting of that way and said that the “latch
ordered paid, again showing tbo by M. D. VanWago
will shortly leave for the mother who knew her that these friends
the board of polke and fire com- string would always be hanging Nots: The site of this store is the
high credit that Holland can boast way commissioner. _
Model
Drug
store, in fact it was country to claim his inheritance. feel her passing as a personal loss.
missioners,the matter of fire haz- out"
of.
modern type bridges
the outgrowthof this Post begin- Talen came to Holland from the She was born in Singapore, Mich.,
ards and adequate means of exit
y '-. ;v'-' ways usually Is the _
Dr. Paul Hinkamp of Hope col- ning. Mr. Post was Holland’s first Netheriandsa few months ago, on February 14, 1856.
in case of fire in public buildings,
The annual audit of the city preparation for highway
lege was then introduced by PresDr. Yates was a lead- where he operated a wheelbarrow It will be remembered that Sinwas discussed at considerable ident Jay Den Herder as the one postmaster.
books will again be made, and the ment but there are one
ing physician and mayor of Hol- factory.He says he expects to gapore, right across from Saugalength.
contract wai let to May buffer and other structuresthat mart
to give the Christmas message. land repeatedly.He lived with his return to Holland and invest in a
The clerk was directed to in- Mr. Hiqkamp said in part as fol- family m a home on* the dty hall new enterprise here. Note: That tuck, was a thriving lumber town
Moore, expert accountants,who placed before concrete or
with stores, sawmills,hotels, banks
surfaced highway cut I
struct the owners of all public
have done the job before.
site. Peter Kane dropped out of U 26 yean ago and we have heard
~
apd a, post office and dockage for
• • •
tween Allegan and
buildingsto have an immediate inthe
picture
years
ago.
The
store of no such enterprisebeing started.
"This is the last month of the
sailing vessels. Today it is known CHEERFUL, BUT IMPRESSIVE
in discusi
spection of all alactric wiring. Such
• • *
This was one of the shortest
as the “covered city,” not a trace of
inspectionto be made by some li- year, the month on the calendar
FEATURE
STARTED 8EV- council meetings on record.Msyor Mr. Van Wagoner
where Christmas appears. It i»
Coster’s photograph gallery at R remaining,the once thriving
the policy of the
censed electrician, and all defecBRAL YEARS AGO.
Bosch stated it took just nine min- build such structures
Macatawa,
near the hotel, was lumbering town being swallowed
the
time
of
the
happiness
of
chiltive wiring promptly corrected.'
tometrist,and it continued to be
utes.
The
News
scribe
says
it
was
burned with a loss of $1^00. Bradadvance of the
You were farther instructedto dren and what could be more ap- a drug store. After these proprie- ford’s bowling alley, next to it, was up by Lake Michigan sand dunes.
One of the very pleasingfeatures ten. “Wattle” of the Sentinel had ment of the highway or
propriate,for we art celebrating
Mrs. Kruisengawas married on
inspect and examine all exits and
tors passed on the place was purthe birth of a Child, namely the chased by “Gil” Haan of Grand saved by volunteer fire fighters. July 2, 1872, a year after the big of the Christman season in Holland a stop watch on the job and he road on which they are
fire escapes to see that they are
The fact that a heavy snow had
h tha beautifullyilluminated fir s#ys It was elsven minutes. Well, The Holland Chamber
Savior. To me there are two great Rapids.
fire. Mr. Kruisengapreceded her
ids. Today
it goes under the
1
adequate and in proper order.
days
in the Mar — Christmasand Walgreen banners with Henry Wii- fallen, covering all roofs, undoubt- in death fourteen years ago, pass- trees in Centennial park with broad well split the difference,so the merce and special
You were further instructedto
edly preventedthe sparks from
spreading branches at the bottom, News wins.
pointed here and all
Easter. I sometimes think that son in Chi
ing away in 1920.
Charge.
prohibit the use of chairs in aisles
F the fire at this resort,
have done "oceans of
^
tapering to an apex. The introduc
I love Easter the best, for it meant
Mrs.
Kruisenga
was
very
much
or other open spaces when they
desperate effort the hotel,
project and at last their efforts ap
tion of the lighted Christmaa tree ALL WEST EIGHTH STREET
the Risen Christ However, these ‘ Rumor that City Street Lamp
of a home body, but had her intiwould become an obstructionin
near, was saved.
LIGHTS TURNED ON AGAIN pear to be crowned with success,f,
days are not contradictory,for if Lighter Noble, age 68, had married
mate circle of friends who visited can be credited to the Elizabeth
case of a fire and a hurried exit
E. C. Nolan A Con Detroit,the
Schuyler Hamilton chapter,Daugh
Christ
had
pot
been
born
there
her
often.
She
was
s
member
of
a
young
lady,
age
18,
has
proven
became necessary
The lightingcommitteehas de- contractorswho will build the new
would
have
been
no
Easter, and untrue.Noble says that It is a base FIFTEEN YEARS AGO TODAY Grace Episcopal church since 1878, tent of the American Revolution
Anything else of a hazardous nacidsd to have all the lights on steel bridge, are building a tembecause of Easter there must be a fabrication.Note: Noble was a
being confirmed in the church many years ago.
ture should be eliminated,and the
West
Eighth street lighted until porary span to be used while the
The first trees were taken from
board respectfullyrequests your Christmas to emphasizethe Birth “Santa Claus" looking man, pudgy,
The News devotes a half-column which was destroyed by fire in
new bridge is constructed. TjThe
of
The
Child in the Manger at and wouldn’t even have to make up
the woods north of Holland, and after the holidays. Complaints
1186,
then
located
on
the
southco-operationin making all public
to the marriage of Mrs. Jane Cook,
have
been
coming
in about the dark Schutmaathardware store
Bethlehem.
—he
was
so perfect He took his
the
last
one
was
a
tremendous
tree,
buildings in the City of Holland
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gerard west corner of Pine avenue and
coming from near Overisel. This street since the boulevardlights is to be moved back from the
“We call it Marry Christmas, little ladder m the morning and M; Kole.son of Mr. and Mrs. James Eleventh street.
a safe place in which to congrehad only been half lighted as an ten feet.
filled the street lights— those 8and
that
ia
as
it
should
be.
It
gate.
She was a charter member of was an arduous task and it took economic measure.
Kole, at the home of the bride’s
cornered
affaire
stuck
on
a
7-foot
several
men
and
conveyances
to
Erutha cbekah Lodge and a memMr. C. Blom, fire chief, desires representsjoy, but do not misconTOYS ACCEPTED THROUGH
pole— with a can on the side for parents, East 14th Street, Rev.
lug the tree to this city and place
that you contact him on any mat- strue joy for fun. A wholesome
ber of the Woman’s Relief corps.
7
oil He lightedthese with a torch Herman Hoeksema of 14th Street
JSpL*.
ters of which you may be in doubt, fun is good for the tired man, es- at night and extinguished them in Christian Reformed church, officiFuneral services were held on it temporarily in the park. Then Very InterestingSidelight
someone
thought
of
the
twin
trees
and he will gladly render the nec- pecially in this nerve-racking age. the morning. Might rake up a few ating. Mrs. William J. Brouwer Wednesday afternoon, December
The Willard G. Leenhouts
on Yesteryear Emiwhich were even more beautiful
Joy goes deeper. There k groat
ess ary adviee and assistance.
American Legion, through iheir
of these and plant them on West was bridesmaid and George Glup- 19, at 2:80 at the home, Rev. J.
gration
joy ip having religion. There k
ker was best man. Full description Wendell Davis officiating.Inter- than those taken from the woods
Yours sincerely,
toy committeeand a small army,
8th Street
e • •.
of the bride’s gown was given. The ment was in Pilgrim Home ceme- and at Christmas tide each year
OSCAR PETERSON,! groat joy over the firtbborn babe. v
(of volunteer workers,havs been
Your
editor
a
few
weeks
ago
these
growing
trees
era
decked
Clerk of the Board of Police and There is joy when the eldest redoing wonderful work al the “Toy
Jan Roost received notice this ring bearer was little Master Rich- tery.
with myriads of lights with a beau- wrote the obituary of his dear
Iceives his diploma. And ao, too, week that there was a balance due ard Vissere and the flower girl was
Fire Commissioners.
Surviving are two daughters, tiful electricstar suspended be- mother, Mrs. Leendert Mulder. The Drive Headquarters"just east of
it was amongst the Jews during him of $405 as salary while post- Min Wilma Buis, a charming little
PS.— Mr. Blom’s address is:
Miss Anna C. Kruisengaof Hoi-' tween the tops of both.
article brought a letter from Rev. Keefers cafe. It is indeed interJudaism. There were many happy master of Holland twenty years miss. Mr. Kole was a sergeant in
18 W. 8th St, phone 2914.
esting to watch the men and womland and Mrs. Florence E. Vanden
The boys at the board of public D. Veltman. pastor of the local
days and also sorrowful ones. ago. Note: That’s strange m .those the marines and served two years Brink of this city; one son, Edward
en at work rejuvenating old toys,
Berean
church,
Holland,
which
is
of
works have always done a fine job
Christ was a Jew as were His days Unde Sam paid PJ).Q.— not in the Axore Islands during the
CEMETERY
v .
A. Kruisenga of Detroit,who at of electrifyingthe tree*. They real interest and shows how the which now look as fine as new, exWorld
War.
or N.R.A.
FURNISHES
FOB apostles.
one time was the head of the have also done their work very in flux of emigrants from the Nsth- cepting not a few new ones as well.
* • •
ABOUT 100 MEN “It has sdmetimesbeen said that
National Grocery company,having
erlsnds almost depleted small com- Some of the civic organisations
Peter Bream, the constable of
Dr. R. H. Nichols,in the Peters graduated as clerk from his fa- carefully since it was always unChrist never smiled. He had a
have sent their toys to headquarderstood that the ornamentingof munities. The letter is self-explanA force of nearly 100 men is benevolent face and He sometimes this dty. and Roelof Roboret of block, has installed one of the latters and toys are most welcome in
ther’s store to a prominent figure
atory
and
follows:
Zeeland
have
purchased
the.meat
these
trees
in
Centennial
park
employed on a work project at wept, the Bible says. But the Bible
est x-ray machines. Note: Doc is
the Eighth street toyland,you may
in the Musselman Grocery comDecember, 34.
^
should not bring about mutilation.
Laka Forest cemetery, Grand Ha does not say that Christ did not market of Peter Kleis.
still x-raying, now in the Model
be sure.
pany in Grand Rapids,finally movMr.
Mulder:
• • •
Anyway, our old friend and diven, whereby a new section is be- smile. It must have been underDrug Stqre building.
You still have time to bring the
ing to Detroit to assume this more rector, John Vander Sluis, who has
Dear
Sir:
In
the
obituary of
f
Jurors
from
this
vidnity
chosen
ing created which will eventually stood that when Christ was on
• * •
prominent position. The son spends always been in charge of the large your mother as given in the City old or new toys to American Leto
trv
cases
in
circuit
court
in
maka one of the most “beautiful earth and wrought so many miraSentinel force to Holland City hia summers at the local resorts.
News, it struck me that your gion headquartersuntil and inGrand Haven are Heber Walsh, lochorus of volunteer carol singrs,
part* of the cemetery,'^, ' I
cles that brought happiness to the
News forco— "Do you know that
cluding Saturday night. The toy
:^Wlls are being cut down and sick and the blind, the lame and cal druggist; Engbertus Vander you got Santa Claus in his aero- Feu Burch, a nephew of White- will again be in charge on ChrUt- MiiUf me omnu iibiic Auwii wnciv distributionis to be made in time
water, Wis., was brought up dur- mas eve. when the lights will be land’ the Wime ,itt,e town whflre
Veen, 'local hardwire dealer; Roeused to maka full in a section the halt, that hs must have had a
my father was minister, and where Monday so there will be a real
lof Veneklasen, brick maker, Hol- plane upside down in the News in ing his youth in the Kruisenga
turned on. If the weather is ini
running.;parallel to Lake ave- kindly smltobecauseof 1|s happiI was born; the same place where Christmas eve for every child not
land Town; Paul Troost, Zeeland. the Du Mes Christmasannounce- fkmily.
any
way
favorable,generallysome Ben Oosterbaan, once postmaster
nue, which will make possible
ness of it sll— that is understood.,
so fortunate |as jsome, hut for
Other
survivors
are
a
grand,
2,500
people
gather
to
participate
road connecting the present road
News force: “What's the matter
in Muskegon, during the Wilson whom the 1934 Christmaa will have
At high noon Miss Ella Barring- .Ne
* “Then, too, Judaism was a happy
daughter,
Mrs.
Johnson
Ross,
and
in these gloriousexercises portray- administration,
in the cemetery to the entrance of
Santa is looping the
with
and Rev. T. Vander a real meaning and leave favorareligiongfWe read about the feast; ton, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. J. |j J*»th
Duncan park. The project is be. loop. Just look in the first part of one great-granddaughterof De- ing "peace on earth, good will to Ark, of Harderwyk, were born. ble impressions that to them will
days for the harvest of grain, for Harrington, was married to Mr.
troit; one sister, Mrs. Abbie Ar- all men.”
jlag done by hand labo^jMfWH
, I the issue and you’ll find him loop"Blysters”I have found in all last a life time. All you who have
the harvest of fruit, for the Wess- Fred Ward of Marshall*Mich. Rev
is no overhead expenses to the city
TTiomaa Walker Jones of Hope» ing. In the last part he’s looped thur of Grand Rapids, and several Singing will begin at 7 o’clock Dutch settlements;my father used not contributed,open your hearts
wer®
Rtntinel force: “If he’s looping, nieees and nephews also survive. around the lightedChristmas trees to tell me that the emigration from
of Grand Haven. The welfare
and a little change from your puree,
many feast days and family re- kpripi) officiated.fej^;^7»
why didn’t the presents fall out?” The floral tributes were many in the park, Mr. Vandersluisstates. Blya in some years was so great
funds are being furnished through
and buy a toy or two for the little
unions and tkMi Were real famand
beautiful,
indicative
of
the
ywrl
force,
thoughtfully
but
that
the
Consistory
discussed
Among
the
songs
to
be
sung
are
the county welfare administration.
TWENTY-FIVEYEARS AGO
kiddies.
ily reunions,with offspring comnearly stuck— "Why didn’t you eeteem in which this Holland wom- "Joy to the World,” “It Came Up- whether it wouldn’t be advisableto
All other projects in Grand HaTODAY The American Legion and their
ing from mOllMBray over barren
more closely—you would an was held.
Eg&SEF £ . • f »'
on the MidnightClear," “O Lit- break up. Of course, they never
ven have been called off and it is
auxiliary have done a great deal
roads and days of travel. The
wn
chimra
do
did;
but
sometimes
they
grew
dishave
seen
them
drop
The
pallbearers
were
W.
Van
tle
Town
of
Bethlehem,”
“Hark
the
J.
B.
Mulder
has
sold
tickets
on
antidpatsd that work at tha cemealong the.se lines which has always
Jews had much to be thankful for. the Holland-American
3ycle, Dick Van Lente. W. L. Ste- Herald Angels Sing” and “Silent couraged. When discouraging reline to Attery will continue until the erecplayed an importantpart in our
God was with them constantly. A torney Patrick H. McBride who,
ports
cgme
in
from
the
emigrants
aide!
went
the
receiver.
venson, Bert Habink. Herm Dam Nlfht.”
•|tion of the city fire and police stacloud led them by day and a pillar with Mrs. McBride, will tour Eu- and straightened out again
during
the
Cleveland administra- Holland Christmas activities.
gpn
and
Dr.
George
Thomas.
John
Perkoski
and
Cornie
Stetion buildingis started^milch wil
of fire by night. God rained manna rope after. Jan. 1st. Not4gyim
Note: The New “makeup man’
over these last-minutebar- ketee, well known cornetizts, will tion the emigrationstopped and
be contingent upon the authorisaThe local D. A. R. chapter will
from the skies to 2,000,000people were the parents of former City dld get that cut bottom side
in poultry at the A. and P. accompany the singing at the the congregationthen began to
tion of $30,000 worth of bonds to
and to this day the Jews celebrate Attorn*# Chin* ~~
fluorish. Perhaps even
the be guest* of Mrs. C. J. Hand,
McBride.
Christmas carol progtam. '
be voted upon by the eligible votState street, at its regularij _____
Pood itor“
vicinity ,or the
their wanderings in the desert, and
holiday season.
The Rev. P. Jonker, pastor of boom" years of immigration many ing Thursday afternoon at 3
ers on Jsnuary 22. <
good folks in the United States
during certain periods live in tents, I Seth Nibbeiink’has added a fine Bros, possibly have a rebate comSixteenth Street ChristianRelooked troubledwhen so many o’clock. Miss Lida Rogers an'
commemorating their journey of pedigreed calico Shetland pony to ing even though it turned out to
SPRING PRIMARY ON
STORES OPEN EVENINGS formed church, will close with pray- aliens poured in; but they didn't Miss Maibelle Geiger, chairmen '
forty years hiths wilderness. To his 9th Street stables, costing $250. be a goodr^ldv."
]er
and
benediction.
MARCH 4, GENERAL
think that in their “homeland", the program committee,
Uff- TO CHRISTMAS
the young Jew thb k • lii^^fe The pony was brought over on the
Immediately after the carol sing- there were many who tried to keep
ELECTION, APRIL 1
ranged a one-net play
A letter from Japan states that
“Yes, it was a happy religion, steamer City of Traverse from
ing in the nark, a group of girls hardworking, honest folks at home.
singing by high school st„
hut there was and still is one day Chicago and is proving quite an at- a child was born to Rev. and Mrs.
All
places
of
business
tre
open
under
the
direction
of
Miss
Trixie
The Cleveland times were a Godprimary and general elec
The cars driven by George H«v.
A. Van Bronkhorst, Hope college
of fasting and atonement relig- tractionon Holland's streets.
evanings from now until Christmas Moore, wil! entertain with Christ- send for Hie Blya congrcgationj’
,iiarkeff up
missionaries,at Saxa. The joy was
boer of Noordfloos and G
iously kept by the orthodox Jews
ng Christmas Eve. Mer- mas carols at the hospital.
. by William of today. Wa believs that Christ fft£gfoenat the Holland water short and sorro#. followed when a
Sincerelyourerv-'/
Smith of 246 East
generally spesking,are well
The lighting of the trees and the
D. Veltman. Zeeland, collided on
clerk, as follows :
few
days
afterward
the
little son
; are to have a liwith the Christmas season illumination : of River avenue and
di<l
n, Arch 4, 1986;
miles east of Holland
of $25.00 has been died. It had been named William
Eighth street froii year to year,
Funeral services for Carl Kuhlday night with
Board of Pub- Lois, after both grandfathers, in
The Holland City News fs again has made Holland Christmas- man who died at Holland hospital, Heyboer
.>1.
te for petitions mult
books and the United States^
have Hgl
filled with announcementsof holi- minded in tbo way of lighting up. took place at the home, 36 East
m. J
so
which req
• * •
day gift HUP'gestions.amdit will be
For i time a lighted home with Twenty-seventh street, Tuesday He. howevz
I at Fennville postoffica
T for News readers to read these exterior lighting was rather scarce, afternoon at 2 o’clock with the Rev.
H
l it in position to give it
Holland
ertisementsfor this yuletidein- but today lighting the interior with John Lanting, pastor of the Imservice, we
tion
is
real
news
that
wil!
Christmas
--and
other
electri
manuel church, officiating.Burial
it time
helpntf to the puzzled purchaser, cal 0ma
na are nearly uni- took place in Pilgrim Home ceme' dollar you spend at home versa!,
exterior lighting tery. Mr. Kuhlman was born July
builds the community, ’.f - ;
has become
jtight and 16, 1862, In Berlin Germany, and
y ueiweeii has lived in this city forty years.
he was em
quite fireproof, is not entirely free

half the members exchange gifts
with the other half. Space forbids to enumerate these gifts, but
most of them brought sidesplitting
laughter, v

When

the Wise

Men

sought the Infant,

Glory in

For the Children'sInfant Savior,

ritt Highest! Glory!
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fiat airplane flight. 1903.

«/ IS— SlaveryU abolished by
the Conititution.1S6J.
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Sailors were B*fer on the Great
Lakes in ’34 than in many years.
Thanks to a kindlier storm god
ami the eternal vigilance of the
coast guardsmen, only four major
sh.|) wrecks were marked down on

Funeral servicestook

day afternoon at 1:30
the Klaaaen home (private),and
at 2 o’clockat LtuifeUndFuneral
home, Rev. J. Schortinghuis/pastor of Ebenexer Reformed church,

the log of the lakes this shipping
season and only five sailors
to come hack to port.
Two hundred lives,or more, were
lost on the five lakes — but these
were lucklessswimmers,unskilled
canoeists,

US— Mad dog bites fourteen

m

HOAX: CITY OF GRAND RAP.
IDS BOARDED BY PIRATBS;

SPECTACULAR

ohd

l-ili

ONLY FIVB LOST-ONE BIG

Who o-o
I'm A arise
> looi(in^

»

During 1934

HIT. Author.

MMMmm

to 'Tars

a

officiating.Burial will be
lawn cemeiery.

gjf lU— South Carolinaaeeedes

iraM

amateur yachtsmen and

from ihe Union,I860

time to rid 1-ake Michigan of a
band of modern “pirates."

21— Pilgrtm*land at Plymouth Rock. Maaa. 16^0.

Most spectacularof the coast
guard feats was the rescue of the

.

if§

offer there specials:

......

and Mrs. 8. Street were tha
hostessesat a Christmasparty
given at the home of Mrs, Jacobs
to members of the Rachel group
i
of
Trinity church Ladles’Aid1 society.
A program of competitive games
in which Mnr. Pas and Mra. D.
Mm>were awarded prizes, was
followedby a two-courselunch
served at a table irtUtfe»U]M«cobe

Cort Most Spectacular

crew of the Henry Cort Dec. 1. Belabored by mountainousseas and
groping for a safe harbor in a
rated with seasonal trimmings, inPress. 1908.
bliztaro, the 315-foot whaleback
cluding a miniature lighted tree and
steamer was driven against the
candles. The exchange of gifta
2J— Joan Crawford, acreen Muskegon breakwater shortly after
was alsq .a feature* Guests includpenonality. born. 1904.
it had clearedHolland harbor. Five
ed Mrs. A. Timmcr, Mrs. P. De
guardsmen attempted to reach the
Kraker, Mrs. W, Y«n Saun, Mrs. H.
fioundering freighter in a small
Klomparens, Mra. J. Poet, Mrs. V.
An Annual Reminder
boat. Their tiny craft was swampGuy, -Mrs. D. Radseck, Mrs. G. De
\ «Ki. Surfmarv John
Dipert was
Finland Again Pays
Vries, Mrs. G. Manting, Mra. P.
drowned. But at dawn a line was adopted to speed communications. tary and treasurer. Chairman of bor UniversityhoepiUl, where she
I shot aboard the Cort and her crew
They still need help in another the sewiny committeewill be Mrs. will undergo an operation shortly. Tuinsma, Mrs. E. Boerighter,Mrs.
S.,Pas, Mrs. C. Koaten, Mrs. HelWhile the leadingnationsindebt- of 26 pulled to safety.
quarter.Representative-elect
A. J. John Stuuring; fancy work, Mrs.
kar, Mrs. Jacobs, Mrs. S. Sweat.
The
Edward
E.
Loomis
and
the
Engel
of
Michigan
recently
moved
ed to the United States celebrate
H. Plaggemaars;quilting,Mrs. J. State Builds 47 Bridges
Christmas holies by drclar c- frjnz roibded off Thimd.r to bring that about with the an- Ter Book; rugs* Mrs. J. Vian Dyk;
“PROOF OF THE PUDDING”
‘t . T" j
bay in Lake Huron on Nov. 21. The nouncement he would present a bill
fcg defaults in their payments.FrHnz Hank Wlth four of her crew to congressrequiring all Great sunshine, Mrs. W. Van Appledorn, and 571 Miles of Highway
and leper fund, Mrs. D. Ver Hoef.
Finland again comes through ami |)Ut the coast guard cutter Cortigan Lakes vessels to natal11 wireless
The Methodist Women's Foreign
roved the equipment.
“•et* her obligations in the sped to the scene and convoyed
Closing 1M4 with a total of (U,- Mission societywill hold ft ChristThe Junior Welfare League Is
amount specified and at the time Loomis to Port Huron, Mich. The
making arrangementa for a dinner 563,733.74paid out to contractors mas bake good* sale Saturday of
Cortigan performed another rescue
this week in the store formerly
dance to he given at Warm Friend
dsaignated.-This comparatively in the same vicinity Nov. 3. She
occupied by } Setles,.the jeweler,
Tavern
on
New
Years
Eve.
Mils
V, nail nation appears to be the only raced out and took the 10 members
nearly aedross from the Western
Betty Smith is chairman of the
< am that will honor its honest debt of the crew off the dredge R. C.
Highway grant, the State Hi
Union Telegraph building on East
committee
on
arrangements.
Huffman a few moments before the
Holland High school seniors
way Departmentreports 671 miles Eighth street . The -tladireviftlk
tu Uncle Sam.
ill-fated craft plunged under the
of road improvementa divided at about goodies in the way of plum
Wednesday issued the Christmas
The amount of money involved turbulentwaves.
The Woman s Missionary socie- follows:
>udding, Christmas cookiesvftnd
Buffeted by a gale, the 25-ton Boomerang, the first of three num- ty of the Ninth Street Christian
in the Finnish payment is relativeMileage mme-made Christmascandies be*,
tug,
lakeside
III, plummetedto the bers composingthe school annual. Reformed church held their annual
ly email, from the standpoint of
Grading and drainage _______ 58.6 lag for sale, beaides much other
bottom near the mouth of the De- The second number will be issued business meeting on Wednesday,
Concrete pavement --------- 178J cookery.They say It’s good-well,
the creditor nation, when the sum
troit river on Dec. 1, but the four at Easter and the third, the Senior December 12. After the reading
Asphalt
44.9 the “proof of the pudding ia the
tetal of the uncollected bills is con- men who manned her clung to a
Boomerang, at graduation in June. of the annual reports by the secre- Gravel surfacing. ........
285.5 tasting.”
templated, but no doubt it means section of decking and were wash- The staff comprises 17 persons, in- tary and treasurer,officers were Brick surface --------------------2.6
cluding3 faculty advisers. The vol- electedfor the coming year. They Bituminous retread -------------much to the debtor. It means ed ashore
3 FORMER DETROIT DOCTOR
These were the major mishaps of ume is dedicated to football men are Rev. N. J. Monsma, president;
much, certainly,in the way of
BURIED IN HOLLAND
a season which witnessed increased and sophomores.
Mrs. J. Breen, vice president;Mrs.
pritk and prestige, and as an entraffic.None compared in tragic
J. Jappinga, second vice president;
deavor to maintain credit rating.
consequences to the sinking of the
Dr. Jack A. Poppen, aged 42, of
For the fifth consecutive year Mrs. H. VandenBerg,secretary; and nine roadside landscaping proOtsego, who had practiced mediAmerica welcomes the payment dozens of steamers lost on the
Mrs. L. Terpstra, treasurer; Mrs.
the Woman's club of Saugatuck
lakes in other years.
cine in Detroit 11 years and the
from Finland, not primarily be- treacherous
The guardsmen at Chicago and will sponsor a community Christ- J. Vander Vliet, assistantsecretary
last 2 years here, where he had
*;> «mee America is glad to receive Racine,wfs^frightened off pirates ) mas tree. On Monday evening all and treasurer; missionary review
from the ' *6,462,000 Cartwright gained a prominence, die<f late
committee,
Mrs.
N.
J.
Monsma,
money from debtors but because of who had been preying °n launches people of the community are inviU
Monday in a Kalamazoo hoepital
which was made
Mrs. D. DeBoer and Mrs. G. De grant wl
the good faith exhibited.Finland plying the World’s Fair trade. A ed to gather around the tree and
Weerd; program committee,Mrs. fate last summer. The remainder after a week's illness.
join
in
the
singing
of
Christmas
mysterious
radio
flashed
the
starthm ret an example for the rest of
W. Van Appledoorn;Mrs. Hero of the program is to be contracted Born in Kansas, the son of Mr
ling message that buccaneers had carols, after which candy, fiDie
world to louow
follow, though
it aptoe worm
umugh it
tb"pMBenferBte«merQtv nished by the village board, will be Brat and Mrs. Harry Kalmink; early in the new year. Aa of Jan. and Mrs. Albert Popped? now of
1, 1935, contractors will have Sioux .Center, Iowa, he attended
years extremely unlikelythat this of Grand Rapids, formerly a Hof- distributedto all children under sunshine committee,Mrs. E. O.
earned a half million dollars on tha Acadomy of Medicine at
Will b« done.
land and Chicago boat. Within 10 high school age. The Methodist Holkeboerand Mrs. G. Kalmink;
completedwork under the Cart- Orange City, Iowa; Hope colloge
minutes, four speed boats contain- church will offer its Christmas pro- leper fund treasurer,Mrs. D. Ver
wright program, all of which ia to at Holland, and NorthwesternuniHoef.
ing grim coast guardsmen armed gram Monday evening while the
be completed by July 1, 1985. Two versity medical school, where h*
OTTAWA COUNTY JUNIOR
with riflesroared away to the res- Congregational church will obeerve
of the paving jobs started last fall was a charter member of Phi Chi
The Junior Welfare League will
RED CROSS TO AID NEEDY cue. It was a hoax. Tnere weren’t Christmas with a program and a
already have been opened to traffic. medical fraternity.
married
any pirates. But after that incident tree on Sunday evening.
give a Christmas party on SaturHighway constructionfunds after Catherine Poppen, who survives
there were no more robberies in
day afternoon in the Woman’s Litthe
16,462,000
grant
is
expended
& Yuletida cheer will be spread in
the Chicago
erary dub for children of needy will depend on the state’s ability to along with two children, Bobbie, 6,
variouf ways by the Ottawa County
Planes Seek
Q Th« I£di.M’ Aid society of Ninth families. This has become an an- match federal aid money. Under and Jack, Jr„ 10; three brothers,
Junior Red Croax units, of which
u
j • I Street Christian Reformed church nual affair. Mrs. Bernard De Free
Dr. A- B. Poppen of Muskeg
Mrs. Harry White of Holland is
John of Sioux Center and I
t JSred
“
Wd
their enna.1 meeting
and
Miss
Elisabeth
Arendshorat
another
episode.
He
ordered
army
.
„
...
___
,
..
chairman. Plans are afoot to rt
Henry Poppen, a missionaryto
are in charge of the arrangements.
Bt whM:h tim«
veterans in the govem- Planes to scout Lake Michigan lart
Aua-ust for the missing
missimr sloop
slo^n An- P0^ °f
W€r* Presented.
August
HW04W0 In 1936, providing the China; two sisters, Mrs. R. Vanit. hospital at Battle Creek, the
funds distributedand offieerifor
Mrs. D. De Hoop of 152 East amounts are matched with state derShaff and Mrs. A. Van Putten
veterans’ hospital at Milwaukee, ita, which had put out from Milthe ensuing year elected, or re- Nineteenth street, is in Ann Arof Sioux Center, besides the parwaukee
with
two
youths
aboard.
Dm connty infirmary at Eastmanelected as the case may be. Mrs.
ents.
and needy children in the One was the son of R. M. Cedi, a John Breen, president of the soDr. Poppen belonged to the Isfriend of the chief executive. Three
•eetkrisof sonthern Ottawa
land club in Detroit and waa a
coast
vessels searched for two ciety for the past year, was reHolland hospitaland fo»member of the Masonic fraternity
weeks before they located the cap- elected to that office as was Mrs.
countria*£John Vander Vliet, first vice preathere.
sized craft near Frankfort, M
Members of the Holland council Its occupants had drowned.
ident, and Mrs. J. Dykhuis, second
Funeral serviceswere held at 1
will have a sleighrideparty DeThe guardsmenaround the Great vice president, and Mrs. George
p. m. Thursday at the Pardee fucember 22 for the purpose of di* Lakes area have constantly im- Arts, secretary. Mrs. H. Kuixenga
neral home at Otsego, with burial
tributingtoys and popcorn balls in proved and co-ordinatedtheir units. wax elected treasurer and Mrs.
in the Poppen family plot in West
rural districts.
Teletype and radio have been John De Boer re-electedas secreDrenthe.
22— Cigarette unoking by
women attackedby the

—
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handful of aviators caught by

trouble off shore.
The coast guards saved countless
others, and— between patrols— had
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Best Grade Turkey

32c-35c

Geese

m

Milk Fed Chicken

15c-25c

Fresh Killed Ducks

f

Cappons

6-8 lb.

Oysters,

Standards

Oysters,

Selects

22c
25c
30c

average

-

qt. 50c

-

70c

qt.

Phone 9776

.

&

i
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and

Father-

Comfortable

Dutch Novelties

Just now wc are
Specializing on

For All The Family!
For

Sell

Large and Small Wooden Shoes
Ornamftntal or Rftady to Wear
WOODEN SHOES - ALL SUES

IN

ST0CI

Lounging Chairs
z£M}

Reading Lamps

For Motherft

Dutch Novelty Shops
Holland's Wooden Shoe Factory Extends to
AUtiu YnUtide Greetings

Maytag Electric

The Ideal Cleaners

—

r

Saxophone,Trombone.

^

For Sister—
Sewing Cabinet

Ml

Lane Cedar Chest

VISIT OUR

-

v

Houbigant,:|3udn*m2

Adonna Evf
CocyVUAl

tots

Evening Until Christinas

I

m

mmmm

Illgs, Mrs. Ted Harmsen, Mrs. Gor-

Manicure Sets

M

Cutex, Glazo end

Lft-

-;

and combinationset.

85c and

R«d

Toilet Sets

Valuei

ers and Pipes pricetfi^

ror, priced at $5.75,
to

Gift

up

Cigarette cases, Light-

^Comb, Brush and
and up

,

$2.75 to $14D0
LMther Bill Fold,

|V«a;JS0cto*H00

^6.50

98c

Military Brush Sets,

25c up to $3.50

$19.00j

SI

TOYS FOR THE CHILDREN v

Smoky

Joe the Climbing

Farm'Tt«®^^E Duiable Toys
Dump
(ML
Wrecker
S»C

Truck
Truck

Violins [Can be Played]

only

;

• 69c

4

'

98c

Professional Table Tennis

Kitchen Stove

at^

Fireman

Player Pisno $1.29

- - -

98c

Children^ Roller States {Ball Bearing kind) onlf 89c

don Veen, Mto^lUchard-iJirkse,

Many

Josephine Bolks, Fannie Bultman,

other items to delight the

Kiddietfef'Kt

ti

Great Atlantic and Pacific
Food Stores, established76 years

WT

GIVES

us great plea-

citizens of

m

Christmas Candle, n
Chocolates

lead

Ho Hand

rxrvf 's

and vicinity the greetings
of the season. We sincerely

While Ribbon, Waiver}

‘

list

........

'

The scope of

"

A.«nd

m«ny

..........

low prices on qualityfl

is ahead.

us for

all

.......... 50c
Milk,

.

As Dry Cleaners you have known

We

ago, is planning big for the holiday. reason. Solid truck loads of
merchandise are to be sold at the

Cigars L

sure to extend to the

Bm
years.

n Every

A surprise shower was given oft
Tuesday evening by Mrs. Henry
Kruidhof, Mrs. Ben Boeve and
Mrs. Ernest De Haan at the First
Reformed parsonage in honor of
Ella Roggen. Mrs. j*: A. Roggen
provided the young ladies with
novel games and con teats. At the
close the bride-to-bewas obliged
to turn fisberwoman. From an
Improvised fish pond she enjoyed
horn- of real fishing. However,
the hook was often snagged to the
discomfort ef the young ladies.
As a climax after the fisberwoman
had delightedly exclaimedas the
lovely
y catches were Isnded, she was
nonplussed to find, when after a
bard pull the “fortunate man” appeared on the hook as the prise
catch. A two course luncheon was
served. Those present were Mabel Lugten, Gladys LubbervDora
and Maa Rankens, Janet and Ratal
Joostherns, Esther Brink, Grace

‘

f^fcriced

The.

*

you’ll End hundreds of
girls, little

Decree’s

Leather Travel Sets

many

v others at

Gilbert’s

Second Floor Toyland
things for boys,

S

Toilet Waters

FOOD SALlfSSi
8/

that the sunshine

Where

Lavender Sets
Wiliiams’
Colgate's or

HOLLAND’S GREATEST

GREETINGS

Cabinet Smokers

^

nink.

Washer

For Brother

Doux

Perfumes,

Aileen Dangremond, Myrtle Vendor Kojk, Eunice Hagelkamp, Josephine, ’'RddrilttA an*, Rhoda
JohnasgC Mrs. George Tailman,
Mrs. Hemf Kruidhof, *46® Ben
Boeve, Mra. Ernest De Haan/Eretjm Schutmaat, Harriet van Door-

Monarch Electric
Range

&

YardleySetsSlto $5
eaux
-98c
Peaux

-

ning in Paris and

Mr

Sharng Stt.

$1.25 to $«UX)

HAMILTON NEWS

*

| “FOR

Gift Sets inYftrdley,
Houbigtnt, Coty^t’.
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NEWS

formed church, gatbared

tb‘r their

Bsyff

and Mrs. Orlen 8. Croas on West
street

change of Christmas gifts were
a social hour fol- features of the afternoon's pro-

lowed.

Monday evening freshmenU and

y.; '{> <
could not help but feel “ChristRuth Morgansternwas
masy" since the Cross home was all
Member, of th°. Roth Circle of
following the supper. (I
Afi InUrestint prpfnun, distri- score being present Tables were
" VI V
>lled up" with seasonal trimo mM^SM^ijiad »’
included:
Program,
Mrs.
Morganbution of gifts and popcorn balk artistically
caljy decorated with poinsetAid society were guests at a t
by “SapU” and bis helpore, and tp tlas and
miHcellancous
o’clock
Tuesdafstt the
top it all, a tasty pot-luck supper, progiwm.Tndudinga vocal solo by
read by William Slater. A lively home of Mn,'' Marlnus Kola of
wera features at the annual Christ- Mrs. John Van Null; reading bydiscussionfollowed. Dr. T. W. Da* rural route 8. Game* and the ex
mas party
I'sAth- Mrs.. John Van Null. Reading by
Stash
Ictic club. The party was held in Mrs. M. Morganstem,and a play- Nick Lanning and
e Junior High school gymnasium. let by Mrs, Clarence Ter Hmar,
f

The

Sisters of Bethamy of

*
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elu%"X0hWiM#tttiiiay #rl|Dol
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21.
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GBERLINC^
2:8-18)
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CHRISTMAsli

d,

Dies.

Great Indeed

Choice Selections

lafi

GOOD UNTIL

laiwR«flo^l

CHRISTMAS
Store open Saturdiyend

wm

Monday Nights until 9

o'clock

Fancy Hard Mixed

Mixed

Christma* Candy

Christmas Nuts

19c

$*«
Give “Food Gill Basket.'

Dates

New Crop Bulk

Fresh

Farce-

10 oz.

pkg.

14^ DATES

pkg lie

reg.

ll€

pitted

Flufi

CakeFlour

5 lb.

sack

CALUMET BAK’G POWDER lb. 11c
12 oz. can 35c
ROYAL

UBEST YET' FLOUR 24^ Ibe. 9Sc

present were Mrs.
G. Glupker, Mrs. A. Otteman,Mrs.
H. Vissar, Mrs. John Siebelink.

Mrs. Jake Schaap, Mrs. E. Van
»,

Mrs. L. Vlsaer, Mrs.

W. Oonk, Mrs. Albert Timmer,
Mrs. Abel Bouwman, Mrs. J. Spy-

J.

Soeciab for Salardi; Only

Beef

ker. Mrs. H. Stroop, Mrs. A. Nien-

Boiling

lb. 6c

:

Hamburger

neat

fresh no. 1

Roast

Beef Chuck

6c

lb.

lb. 9c

its sin.

We know whst love meant to Approximately160 mothers of
Kaalte
V
Christ and whst it did in His Ufa. children attending Van
Its essence was service and sacri- school were entertainedat a Christfice. , A similar spirit is the true mas tea T»w*day afternoon. A varied program was presented by the
mark of a Christianhome.
Where parents and childrenlive school children. Mrs. Charles
and labV together in that spirit, Stoppels and Mrs. H. Cook preChrist abides. It imposes tremen- sided at the tea tables. Mrs. K.
dous burdens and responsibilities Walkman and her committeemade
upon parents. It bestows costly arrangements for the affair.
gifts upon children. ** But all live
together in kindly co-operation, Following a brief business meetnot in aelftsh competition,sharing ing in charge of the president, Mrs.
every burden and using the B. Ter Haar, the Ladies’ auxiliary
strength of each for the benefit and of Sixth Reformed church enjoyed
blessingof all. At Christmas time their annual Christmas party. The
no home quite escapes the gentle exchange of gifts was a feature.
compulsion of that Christlikespir- Mrs. J. Vanderbeek. Mrs. B. Kor

Is the mystery of
incarnation of the Infinite God in
Mwy’s Son; and great, the mystory of godliness that can apprehend and believe it Only those
who have the Spirit of Christ can
Una the transcendent glory of God
in this little child. Only the childhearted can understand the angelic it.
taring, Mrs. J. Bronkhorst, Mrs.
anthem, and share the shepherd’
Thst spirit must incarnate,first
faith. To all others, this holiest o of all, in parents, even as it was in William Jekei, Mrs. A. Moes and
Mrs. B. Ter Haar served refreshday* Is only a holiday.
Mary and Joseph, who will teach
Our special topic for this day and train their childrenby precept ments to the 38 members present.
o
is The Christian Home. Instead and example. Their sons and
CITY
MISSION
of merely rehearsing the familiar daughters will know the Bible.
story of the birth of Christ, we are They will love and honor the Central Avenue, between Seventh
and Eighth Street*.
to think of his significancefor the
church. Our methods may differ
home. There is the perennialsource widely from those in the home of MEL TROTTER. Superintendent.
of life. In our homes the founda- Jesus, but not our supreme aim GEORGE TROTTER. Acting SupL
tion is laid for the entire social and ambition for our children.
FOUR SERVICES SUNDAY
structure, for church and state,
On
Sunday at 2:30, George TrotSuch parents will also be deeply
business and politics.And in that
interested in the environmentof ter will speak on subject, “The
sphere the redeeming power of
their children. Soon schoolsusurp Greatest of ell Meiaages. In the
Christ must manifest itself. First
the major part of their time. Chums evening at 7:80 his subject will be
of all there his Spirit must reign
and companions help to mold their “The Greatest of all Gifts.”There
and his kingdom come, if he is to
ideals and shape their characters. will be special Christmas music at
'ave mankind.
both services. A Christmas enter
Men agree that all is not well We live in communitiesthat hold talnment is to be put on for am
many
perils for our children, and
with the home. If it is in grave
not a few parents are utterly in- by childrenof the Mission Sunday
danger of decay, what can we do
different and blind to them, <jntil school. Besides a good program
to restore its serength and stabilthere will also be goodies for the
ity? Money, certainly,is power- some domestic tragedy opens iheir children.
eyes
less to guard the home and proSunday school st 1:30. (’lasses
Happily, the church is extendtect it fro mdanger. Education and
for all ages.
ing
its
influence
beyond
the
four
legislation, by themselves, can do
8:30
m.— Young people’s
walls of the home. It is reaching
IWtlittla.'
One may argue that our world out into the life of her childrenon hour.
7:30 p m. -Song service. Music
and its problemsare so different week days as well as on Sundays,
from the times of Jesus, that s seeking to make them loyal fol- by Mission orchestra.A heartstudy of his life dfres not profit us lowers of the Christ whose birth searching evangelisticmessage by
much. But, after all, the ever- we arc about to celebrate.*,
George Trotter. Burdened ones,
---
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Veal Shoulder

Round

Steak

or Swiss

Mince Meat none better
Bacon Sliced our

Bread
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lb.
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15c

ib| 25c

ButUrKrust Junior Loaf .ijOaf 8C

A complete line
a Buehler

best

lb.

poultry for Chrislmts.| Give*
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Smoked Ham or Bacon for Christmas.

-

VEAL, LAMB, CHICKENS
Highest Price* Paid

BUEHLER

BROS.,

Inc.

PHONE

HOLLAND, MICH.

3551;

p

lb.

Dromedary Pssteuriaed

CURRANTS

Resdmin
Others
SchaSyl

-

ALL PRICES

i
Duenler Bros., Inc.

huis, Mrs. H. Vender Linde, Mrs.
Monroe, Mrs. H. Steketee,Mr*. C.
.
C. Steketee. Mrs. Neil De Jongh,
make a home truly Christian, even
Mrs. Henry Garvelink. Mrs. Jake
the spirit of love which
Fria, Mrs. G. Vsnde Water, Mrs.
in men. Thst spirit, ultimately,
Saggera and Mrs. II. D. Ter
must permeate and transform all
Keurst.
of life if the world is to be saved

from

This is our Christmas lesson. Today we go to Bethlehem to worship
the Savior of the world. We find
as a babe, lying in a manger,
ot as a king, dad In purple, with
pter and crown, hut ns a little
wrapped in swnddling

fOODS

H^Mon

n „

„

.

“The Christian Home*:

Savings on

-

i

-

^

V<

r

n

n„

wer® inn

changing circumstances of human
Well may we Join in the angelic bring unsaved.
culture and civilisation do not ma- chant, ascribing glory to God in
Tuesday- at 7:30 p. m.— Avery
terially affect the problems of the the highest as we celebrateChrist- helpful prayer meeting
home. They may make their solu. mas in our homes, for it is in the
Thursday at 1:80 p. m — Women
tion more difficult, but that is all. home thst the transforming power
meet to sew and give out clothThe foundation pillars of the home of Christ has been felt most of all.
ing.
remain the same in all the skcs.
There we msy have a foregleam
Thursday at 7:30 p. in. OrchesIt is the spirit thst makes the and a foretasteof the kingdom of
home, not things nor circum God. There our faith is confirmed tra practice. Bring youi instrustances. A palace may be the that the Spirit of Christ will ex- ment and use your talent.
Friday night at 7:30 p. m - The
mere shell of a home, where neither tend his sway until all the world
peace nor Joy abides. A hut msy shall hasten to Bethlehemto wor- Young People's Fellowship dub
ibe a true home for body and soul. ship Him as the Savior of man- has its meeting.
And only the Spirit of Christ can kind.
Saturdaynight at 7:30 p. m.—
Praise and testimony service.
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Fancy Seedleii

Raisins^

2
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lbs#

APRICOTS evaporatedbulk lb. 18c WALNUT MEATS
FIGS-

oz.

white 8

halves

pkg. Iff

Peaches

M

Ifc

lb.

i^
Bett Quality Sliced

Priced from

or Halves

No.
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HEREIN CHURCH

IMMANl/EL CHURCH

JELLY— 8 oz. Astorted Flavors 3 Jars
SALAD DR1 5SING Creamy and Delicious Tripoint Brand

898

quart

fTlS

Nineteenth Street aad Maple Avc.
Dr. D. Vfltman. Patter.
Services ix the Armory, Ninth
9:30 a. m.— Morning worship in
Street at Central
topic, "Glory to

God in the High-

Complete 26-Piece Sets

est.’’

cemeat

floor.

9:30 a. m.— Prayer meeting, sec-

7:30 p. m.— Evening service in
the English language. Continua| ond
•
10:00 a. m.— Morning worship, tion of the Exposition of Romans.
j Studies in the Book of Hebrew*! Sermon topic, "The Safety of the
| “The Anchor for the Soul.”
Believer.
11130 a. m.— Sunday school.
“I will not stir lest I forsake
Thine arm and break the charm,
8:00 p. m.— Jill services.
6:30 p. m.— Young peoples raeet- which lulls me, clinging to my Father’s breast, in perfect rest."—
I ^SO p. m.— Song service led by

“Old Time”
3—9

oz. pkga.

Dole Pineheart

Delicious
Bartledl^
no. 2 can

mm

PINEtPPLE
SM

No. 2 Can

SURESETITc
ncuESiiso CHRISTMAS NUTS

PEAS
CORN

17c

PIP
3 no.

10c

DIAMOND
ALMONDS
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FILBERTS

cans
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-

-

Candy

[

New-Born Klnf.”

evening
|

22c

1b. 17c
lb.
lb.

-
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prayer and Bible study
Saturdaye v e n i n
leetingsin the homes.

Midweek
g

-Praytr

6.15— Y P. meeting.
7:30— Song service.
CHURCH
8:00— Message on “The Two
West Tenth street, half block west Advents."
' of Part Offlce
7:30— Wednesday, cottage pray“The Church with the Revolving er meeting at the home of Gerrit
Crow”
Bloukamp in Borcuio.
Dr. T. G. R. Brow alow. Minister. 10:00 Saturday— Jewel class.
Parsonage: 69 West Tenth Street
7:30 Saturday— Y. P. prayer
Office Phone 2755.
meeting.
10:00 a. m^-A service of ChristThe young people will give a
mas musk and Christmas cheer. Christmasprogram at the Allegan
Sermon, “Rethinking Christmas.' county farm Monday evening, De. 3:00 p. m.— Junior Epworth cember 24. They will also have
League. A meeting for children. charge of a service Christmas Day,
6:30 p. m.— Christmas carols
December 25, at the Witness Hall,
good Will, Mrs. EstelleDeVries.
2:30 p. m.
7:00 p. m.— Christmas on the

|

V

I

CENTRALPARK CHURCH
*^30

Sliced Buttons

Lb.

SAGE

ground rubbed or

POULTRY

Thomas Special
Green Japan

leal

SEASONING

ONION SALT

JAR

Zeeland
C. J. TarvesUd. Pastor.
10:00— "In theTuUnessof Time."
11:30— Bible school.
2:00— Park Township school
service.

Thbma* Special

Mushrooms

B1BLE WITNESS HALL

p. m.— Christmas
“Christmas Through the
Dorothy White, dire
special readers,assisted b
fly# young people in costume
senting a series of livi

One and one-halfmiles west of city
limits on U8-31.
The Rev. F. 4. Van Dyke, Minister
10:00 a. m.— Morning worsh
Christmas sermon, “The

to see our

Girl over 18 to help
with general houseworkand care
of children. Call or write D. H.

New

$T

Rogtw
to

.................

$30.Q0

Gilc Box Deluxe of

,

Community Plate

Other Gift Suggestions
Toilet Sets

Cigarette Cases

Compacts

Manicure Rolls
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Cameo &
For
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up
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Rings
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Men and

up

$4.75

$1.00

Women

Electric Clocks
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to $30

up

7«
t#*
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pkg.
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full cream
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MAN WANTED

for

WRIST .nd POCKET

Rawleigh

route of 800 families.Write
immediateiy RAWLEIGH. Dept.
MCL-234-SA, Freeport, 111.

WATCHES

2tp

SPECIAL*— Give her LINGERIE

For Men and

for CHRISTMAS. A lovely gift.
$1.00 to $5.95 ut Jcane's Shoppe,
208 College avenue.

A Complete

Women
Line oi

RULOVA, ELGIN

and

HAMILTON

Wanted— For needy, food, clothing and furniture.Mrs. A. E. Sanford, Householdof Faith Mission,
27 W. Fourth street, Phono 3782.

choose
yours

WANTED —

Girl for general houseApply Mrs. J. E. Telling,

work.
Park Road, Route

now

1.

Open Every Evening Until Christmas

WANTED TO RENT my

farm to
someone with own animals ami
tools. Call Saturday afternoon.
160 acres. MARTHA E. FROST,
Route 2, West Olive.

B. H.

WILLIAMS
JEWELER

p4t

Holland, Michigan

24 Hast Eighth Street

WE WOULD BE GLAD

to hear

from anvone having old clothing,
ness of Christmas," Phil. 2:7.
used furniture or any thing that
them by the vested choir, “HeaBIBLE CHUltCil ven’s Eternal King," Wilson, and would be suitable to help the needy.
HOUSEHOLD
FAITH MISkY SERVICES
"Lo, How a Rose E’er Blooming," SION, 27 W. 7th St, or phone 3782.
Brahms. Prelude,“Gesu Bambino,"
by Pietro Yon, and postlude,“Ho- CLERKS
Men-women, good
and Central Avenue
r by Wachs.
health; experience unnecessary;
A.Elv., Pastor
i a. m.— Sunday school, common educationsufficient to
m.— Prayer service.
Van Den Berg, superinten- qualify for governmentwork; $105
to $175 monthly. Write CIVIL
Chris- SERVICE TRAINING BUREAU,
Endeavor meeting, Mary Jane INC, Box Mbi* paper.
A combination meet- Miles, lender. The Sopie will be
“Love Camt’Down at Ci|A*tmas,f’
dren’s
k 6:30 p. m.— Senior ChristianEn- ATTENtlOHiffltock ownart. Free
ren on dead or diaabled
for the Christmasonrtdses. The deavor meeting.,' Lloyd Van Lente
vs. Notify us
public is cordiallyinvited., . J? SB be the leader in charge.
charge, v.
' pliect.““
6:30 p. m.— Young people’s 7:30 p. m.— Evening worship.
meeting. The attendance at this
---Many.
g is constantly incronsinf.
2:85. The
SAMSON'S OFFICE
and enjoy the fell,
Country dab Addition
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DICKINSON, Fennville.
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Other* up
Ask

RELIABLE BICYCLE SHOP

FIRST METHODIST EPISCOPAL

HOUDAY SELECTION OF

Roe GruuliMd

•(let.

classes.

Afternoon, 3 p. m.— A Christma*
program presented by the Sunday
| school in a
new and interesting
way. Ail
All are
ai welcome.

i
lb.

•

DRAKE
BRAZIL NUTS Filled Christmas

2

Crop

Also balloon-tired
bikes and accessories. Dependablerepairing done.
Open evenings for your convent-

Mr. Kenneth Lovelady. Sermon, Christmas morning at 9:30—
136 Wert 19th St.
“The Second Coming of Christ in Sermon topic, “The Mystery of the
Relation to the Jew.” Hear thi* Incarnation.”
SPECIAL FOR CHRISTMAS—
Christmas evening at 7— Promessage.
All sweaters and blouses for
Christmas Day services.Tues- gram by the Choral societyof the $1.98 at Jcane's Shoppe, 208 Colidajr morning at 10 o'clock. “The church and the Sunday school lege avenue.

2'A Gm Sliced .................. IS*
No.2HC.nCru.bed ..................

Fresh N«w

GIFTS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
FOR SALE — Boys' and girls' nsw
and reconditioned bicycles,velocipedes, ,a!l in A-l condition.

me.

No.

500

to

SILVERWARE

the Holland language. Sermon
Rev. J. Lanting, Pastor.

m

Ifc 5

East Eighth Street,,

have the latest and fewest
in glasses at prices Wow
at
can save you Uie high cost

Special at Knolls
AH Kelvinator

Electric Refrigerators

on

our floor to be sold at

SACRINCE PRICES
Come in and

mM
No

_

you buy. wl
Her More!

see us before

Gift Could Please

Knoil PlumbingS Heal’i ~

ate**-

•

w*

Simplify Diphtheria

Hudsonville

rropi

Man Escapes

B5f7

Missionaries

Immunization

Known By Many

With No Clothes

w at

Slain In China

Bridge
Fans!

FRED McEACHRON BARELY
to
ESCAPED FROM HOTELTOB
Fred G. McEachron, former coun-

______

physicians

&
all

SAY
WITH

Aabe
ABANDONED; RESCUED
BY CHINESE CHRIS-

ty clerk, now living in Rudson- effMtiveJnpreventing diphtheria,

A

PriKlll*

the

Wuhu

MfM
to report*, the ban-

anmlipimMsAue A

in the

sionary found her in a deserted
house and cared for her until she
could be taken to Wuhu.
‘‘They’d Praise God.”
“If we could hear our beloved
childrenapeak we know from their
convictionsthey would praise God
because he counted them worthy to
suffer for the sake of Jesus
Christ,”Dr. Scott commented.

toll

spin

di

SUtns were executed by awords

dfta also executed^nn aged Chinese

native witneas said the night be- Christian,trim pleaded
fore the execution the SUms were soldiersnot to ktifjfr. and Mm.
tightly bound with cord and not Stam, and also for the releaseof a
permitted to lie down.
CMneae evangelist who had been
Slain in SpeeUde.
taken by the bandita because of h}s
The following day, he continued, interceding for the Stems. The
Chinese evangelist was released,
their outer clothing was stripped
but the aged man was slain.
from them and they were marched

•

.

through the streetsof the village
TIAN*
had a narrow eeeape from the and, most important,
Dr. Scott recalled the enthusias- of Miaosheo, while their captors indoae is required. Up
Renta hotel fire last week by grabent, two doses of the ---Dispatcheswere received here tic manner in which the Stams un- vited the public to see ihe forelgnbing a rope from a fire ladder aa it toxoid had been necessary
wary in order Friday telling of the brutal slay- dertook their mission work in $he ere kllME;
of the primary achool money^or
was raised to the window where to immunise against diphtheria. Inf
ing of
of itwo well-known American lonely mountainousarea of south 5 Before the executions the bri- this county. The department haa
Mr. McEachron waa calling for This new diphtheria preventive missionaries,namely Mr. and Mrs. ero Anhwei province. “They were gands explained the missionaries
tatlp.
has already been used with great J. C. Siam, in Tsinan, China, aft- wholly consecrated to God and ra- were aiding the Nanking governttaa. It
He stated to a news reporter
hundreds of thousands er they had been kidnaped by Chi- diant in their love to their Savior ment, helping to build roads and vdthin a few days, according to injust fMj 0f jf,e Model I>ruK
from Detroit that he waa awakneae Communist soldiere. Reports and to each other,” he asserted,
must die. Several residentsinter- structions to be received by the
Tally Cards ened by what he thought was an
clerk.
receivedSaturday described the u “Since hearing of their capture ceded in vain.
_
explosion.It proved to be the more Obr Health Department, Dr. cold-blooded,public execution of conatant prayers have been that
An
attempt ia being made to reprinted
backfire of a fire truck parked be- Morton L Levin, head of the Ot- tike two American missionariesby whether by costly sacrifice In* death cover the Americans’bodiea.illi*- FOR / SALE— Oliver Typewriter.
c&dlly
tawa County Health Unit, last the Chinese bandits who looted or deliverance,God would be glori- sionaricshero art caring for little
neath his window.
in Colors
;; Cars Holland City Naws.
summer administeredthe alum- Taingteh they were given by
MI saw flames break out in my
precipitated
toxoid
to
500
cKildren
with
Couple Mo.
room and ran to the window and between the agea of 6 months and the China Inland Mission. Mr. and
opened it. I saw there waa no 12 years, and found a very high Mrs. Stam are known here, Mr.
String
fire escape near the window and percentage of these wen immun- Stam being a son of Peter Stam,
attached
worker among the immigrantsin
by this time the flames, and smoke ized against d
diphtheriawithin two
were pouring into the room. I months time after receiving the Patterson, N. J., and Mrs. Stam
knew I could not get out through single dose. It is especially applic- being the daughter of the wellthe door.
able for use in young
_ children of known missionary, Dr. C. E. Scott,
for many years doing missionary
‘T climbed out of the window and the pre-school age. “The Health
hung from the ledge by my hands Department recommends that in- work in China. Mr. and Mrs. Stam
are graduates of Moody Institute,
yelling to the firemen at the hook fants be Immunized as soon as
and ladder wagon below to send they reach the age of 6 months, Chicago, attending that institution
for it is at this time that they first at the same time that Mrs. Edup a ladder.
become highly liable to conUct the gar Smith, formerly Miss Nelle
“I guess they didn’t hear me but disease.
No Strings
Breen, missionary to Africa, studthey did start to raise a ladder
ied there.
to this Offer to the window next to mine. I let
Details of the fate that befell
go and shoved myself outward in
SIXTH REFORMED CHURCH Rev. and Mrs. John C. Stam, young
ZName
a plunge for the rope. I grabbed
KROGER EMPLOYEES Join In Wishing You a Merry Christmas and Hunk you for
victims of the outlaws’ brutality,
it safely and let myself down hand
your wonderful support during thn year 19)4. Ws thank you. In a practical maimer by
Lincoln .Avenue
were communicatedto the mission
over hand. I didn’t have a shred
bringing te you tide Great Chrietmaa Time Sale. r
headquarters by Rev. George
Twelfth Street
of clothing on so ran to the DeBirch. Mr. Birch, a Canadian mistroit hotel across the street, where
sionary, was one of a group that
J. Vanderbeek, Pastor.
friends furnished me with appartook the Stams' orphaned daughel.
0:30 a. m.— Morning worship. ter, three-months-old Helen PrisMr. McEachron is a member of Sermon, “Emmanuel."Singing by cilla,to Wuhu after the pillage of
the state banking departmentand the church choir.
Taingteh.
was in Lansing to make a report
11:80 a. m.
Sunday school Birch said the Americans were
He was formerly the state repre- with classes for «11 ages.
slain by the bandits, apparently
sentative from this district Junior Christian Endeavor for with the object of embarrassing
Strange to say, his successor,Ed- children between 6 and 12 years the Chinese government in its reward Brouwer,had a similar es- at 2:15 o’clock.
lations with the United States.
cape from the building by jumping
Intermediate and Senior Chris- Their bodies,abandonedon a batfor a ladder that was raised by the
tlefield fifteen miles from Tsingtian Endeavor societiesat 6:16
Pork SiMtigt 2 **• 25<
fire department.
teh, were discovered by Chinese
Bulk
p.
m.
Yoa limply c<m’f be vrrong if
who
risked
their lives in the search
7:16 p. m. — Song service.
yoa give these modish “S.V.M."
for the family.
Sliced Bacon
«b.
Rirhard E. Keech, 20, of Jeni7:30 p. m. — Evening worship.
Kroger’s Own
Baby Abandoned.
son, R. R. 1. arrestedby Conserva- Sermon, "Isaac an Apostle of
chiffons with their cheery tidChinese Christian pastor,
tion Officer I. A. Antles, was as- Peace." Special singing by the
Cottage Cheese Ib. 10c
ings of new hosiery »enrke wd
Birch related, found Helen, crying
sessed a fine of $60 and costs of choir.
4-POINT BLUE RIBBON
and
hungry,
in
a
deserted
house
satisfaction.It's really almost
$6A5 or an alternativeof 30 days
Christmasmorning— Sermon by
EVERY ONE AN
in the county jail in court of Jus- Rev. Victor tfaxam. On Christmas where she apparently had been
onbeHevabie that anything to
OUTSTANDING BIRD
tice John Galien on a charge of evening, December 26, at 7:30 p. abandoned by her captors. ChiAcer and lovely could be so
shooting hen pheasants. He plead- m., a Christmas program will be nese harbored the infant in a rice
ed guilty.
serviceable.
given by the church Sunday school. basket until it was possibleto begin the long trek to Wuhu.
Lirgc
n>.
Fowl
4 to 6 ib.
) to 4 Ib. average
*S.V. M." Chiffons are all reinChinese mothers nursed the baby
along the route, the missionary
forced at every vital point of
said, and volunteer nurses cared
wear. They’re SHADO-CLEER,
for her. The infant arrived at
ib. 25c
Salmon
Wuhu in apparent good health.
too — the name for the excluFancy Red
Unaware of the tragedy in which
sive process which achieves
quart
she had figured,she beamed
Freeh solid pack
hitherto impossible dearnessm
brightly from the improvised crib
villo,
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SPRING CHICKENS -ZSc

DYKE&HORNSmA

IRZYC

Pork Ch,p.?:”19c

Oysters

which she made the trip.
Arrangementswere made to care
for her in the Episcopal mission
hospitalat Wuhu.
The bodies of her parents were
placed in coffins purchased by
their Chinese friends. They were
ordered sent to Shanghai for identification by government represen-

DUCKS
OLEO

in

79c Pair

Comer

or Boxed 3 pairs

Washington Ave.

18th and

MEATS GROCERIES DRYGOODS

$2.25
f

GIFTS

Also for
this

Strictly

Fmh

Beef

Forequarters

Sale
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22c Doz

SHE'LL IX)VE Silk lingerie— Silk ScarfiHaad Bagg-Fine Hankies- Silk or Flannel
Robe*— Silk Blouses— Wool Sweaters- Fnrs-

Dried Beef

4

,0 5

7c

lb>

Meanwhile, government troops
hastened westward in hot pursuit
of the band believed to have perpetrated the outrages.Military
leaders suspected a mob of about
1,000 outlaws led by Fan ChinMing, who were driven from Kiangai by Gen. Chiang Kai-Shek’s
gn to eradicatebanditry.
parenU of Mrs. J. C. Stam
expressedthe conviction Monday
that the young missionary cou-

Lb;

Lb

Killed

Chickens, Ducks, Geese, Turkeys

Attractively Priced

Us

Call

foi Price*

Holyoka, Mass
Shortl]
-jortly afterward the Scotts left
for Wuhu, Anhwei province,to get

TRY

OUR — (Economy) Family
finished service. All flat work

ironed. Starched goods starched
and ironed: balance fluff dry.
Entire bundle ready to use. Av«
erage east, 12c per lb. MODEL

LAUNDRY.

Phone 3626.
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STAY **
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v
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—
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Special Showing Holiday Dresses

CHUCK ROAST

ple “did not die in vain.”
“The blood of the martyr is the
seed of the church,” said Dr. C. E.
Scott, Mrs. Siam’s father, himself
missionary representingthe

Buckie. 23c Lb
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Costume Jewelry-SportTogs.
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IQc

t‘

—

19*

"r”

A*; (Sake Tea Included)

Mixed

BETTER STOCK UF AT THIS LOW PRICE

PINEAPPLE
1c

Nutt

19c

ib.

WALNUTS lg. budded

Ib.SSc

GleeMokt*

29c

Fruit
Rkh,

Fresh

Delicious,

Breed fekof^ 6c

DIaIm
riaink^pr an
oiicoa

FANCY CENTER SLICES

___

Geld Cigarettes.

Carton 296’s, 11.20

PECK’S DRUG

STORE

13-Egg Angel

Feed

!l 39c

FOOD BASKETS

DATED COFFEE

KROGER FOOD .
THE FOOD OF

Chase 6 Sanborn

HENKEL'S

-v ;
Velvet Cake Fleur !£ 33c
DROMEDARY

Cranberry Sauce

.

2

^

.

.

GOOD TASTE

'• •;l*

15c

YOUR

NEARBY KROGER MANAGER

SASKET OF
YOUR OWN SELECnON-AT PRICES
YOU WANT TO PAY %
WILL PREPARE A FOOD

FANCY CALIFORNIA^

•Cor. River and 8th

FMI.. „
_______________

Ip."

J

j»

"

SHAPES
Mt.

'

TWENTY GRAND
WINGS- vMrtoi^ Wl

COUNTRY CLUB OR AVONDALE

SAVE

;

—23c, 49c, 98c

CseU agars, box

White Owls, box

CORN

CIGARETTES
CHESTERFIELD

EXTRA STANDARD QUALITY

.

,

29c

R>.ti»

CAMEL OLD COLD

...................

La Coats Cigars, bex
La

.......... $100 00
CLASS 500 Members paying $5.00 a
week lor fifty waaka will receive ........... $250 00
CLASS 1000 Members paying $1000 a
week for fifty weeks will rscaive ............$10000
CLASS 2000 Meuban paying $2000 a
week for fifty weeka will tacaiva ............ $1000.00
weekforfiltyweek, will

1 lb.

Pipes

............ $50.00
200 Members paying $2.00 a

iot fifty wanks

CLASS

$5

paying 50 cents a

CLASS 100 Members

It is

.......

Prince Albert

paying 25 cemaa

for fifty wetka will raoaivt..-..

CLASS 50 Membert

week

iweaiva

29c

cane $1.12

GOLDEN BANTAM

NOW OPEN

(OmTinas

98c

YEAR?

of patrons the

3
-IS

BUY A DOZEN CANS -SAVE 29c-

49c
5# box Holland for

thousands

— SAVE Me

AVONDALE

Hollander Chocolate

THIS

Holland and

TOMATOES

(l

2l/i Iba.

IS corn

lb.

Candy

Extend

AVONDALE

BUY A DOZEN CANS

23c

3~"25<IF?.si£*iiS,5‘
-

Sic

Country Club

Sunbeam Kisses
New England Mix

Hard

Hot Dated!'

PUMPKIN

Canities

Vandenberg Bros

Hot Doted, Smooth, ftagraat

COUNTRY CLUB

Christmas

21c

Jewel Coffee *• beg

g-agagaweaesggessgssesg

A*

RKHif!
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Steamer Cort

Wrecked 4 Times
Is To Come Back
OWNERS SAY THE STURDY
ALEBACK" WILL AGAIN

“WH

CARRY FREIGHT ON THE
CHAIN OF LAKES

If

You Think

vt5

sir,

i

Member

ONE WINTER

$00X0 OUR

Thunderous, poundingseas may
toss them on the rocks; the marc!
of progress may strew their course
with economic shoals, but don't
count out the sturdy whaleback

It’s

It

WAS

VNEU-

K02t
AM
HAP TO MELT
vjjt

SNOW TO SANE
uaTER THAT WINTER

Number 52
Allotments for

Cold— Listen In

vou

Martins Are

With Sadness

Warm Friend
Tavern

Clfmtmaa Dinner
DECEMBER

25. 1934

COVER

$1.00 PER

ahptailfwzem
CLEAN Off-

VJOROVJHENI60T

~

a CAT

WHAT

HAP

1VW EARS

ws

IT'5

W

the winter of

THERE If THAT

week grievouslybefell the Patterson household. ‘Pat’ lost his pet
The sugar beet program to be
dog, Hardware. This beloved ani- offered to beet growers of Michimal that never strayed from the gan will not be presented to WestScotch firesidefoolishly took a ern Michigan farmers until the
walk around the block one evening first of the year. When the program
and he never came back alive. A was worked out it was intended to
motorist hit Hardware a terrible reaent it by December 1st, bu*.
blow and he died. Then came the ue to changes made it was decided

MI LIL

MsioFOIZEN SOUP]

^eNrV-fouR

equally appalling cataatrophy that
tore from all the hardware hearts
another cherished member of the
family, Tom Holland's cat, yellow
but of rare alley breeding.Tommy,
the cat, crawled upon the spare
tire of a car parked near the hard
ware center of the universe and
went to sleep. That’s all probably
that will ever be heard from
Tommy. The car went out of town
so fast the cat didn’t have
chance to disembark and he’s gone
probably forever."

LOCAL PROPERTY MOVES
INTO HANDS OF OWNERS

Assorted Salted Nuta

Oyster Cocktail

Chilled Tomato or Pineapple Juice

Supreme of Orange and Grapefruit Cocktail

Chicken Gumbo.

Assorted

Creole

(

onaor^e Double, Royal

Olivea

Stuffed Celery

Fresh Baby lobster,Thermidor
Crown Roast of Lamb, Mint Jelly, Glazed Vegetables
Roast Native Turkey, Chestnut Dressing, Cranberries
GrilledSirloin Steak, Fresh Mushroom Sauce
Pineapple Sherbet
W hipped

Potatoes
Candied Sweet

Brussel Sprouts au Buerre

,

Potato*

i * T

Fresh Cauliflower,Hollandaise

Pear and Grape Salad, Ta\ern Dressing

Hot Mince Pie, Hard
Old-Fashioned Fruit

Sauce

Cake

Pumpkin Pie with Whipped Cream
Macaroons Glace

Plum Pudding with Brandy Sauce

Parfait

Christmas

Chocolate Sundae

-OB-

Choice of Ice Cream with Petit

Fours

»
|

Roquefort or Swiss Gruyer Cheese and Wafers

Hot

Rolls, French Bread

Coffee, Tea, Milk

Why Not a

"Streamline"

Don Hootman, of the horticultural department of Michigan State
College, will have charge of the
program In Western Michigan. The
program will follow along the same
lines as other emergency measures,
It will differ in this
s respect,
rest
however, that the local associationwill
include all growers under contract,

with the factory whereas in other
programs the county was the unit.
Ix>cal community
coi
. committees
will
be selected and the chairman of

these will serve as directors. An
allotment committee will be selected by the directors, who will
have charge of the program.

PaymenU will be made on the
sugar at hand at time of process'
ing tax went into effect no there
(Zeeland Record)
be small payment on the 1983
The first real active business
venture that has taken place in crop. A payment of not leas than
Zeeland since the economic depres- $1.25 per ton will be made on 1934
sion began was closed this week crop. A parity price will be estabwhen Messrs. John Bouws of New lished which will be the difference
Groningen and William Dinkeloo of between the 1984 average price
P a s
Holland purchased the old Lambert and the established parity price.
* are signed
Igned
Brouwer estate near*the west city Aa soon as contracts
they will be sent to the state office
limits on West Centrnl Avenue.
ivraent will be sent out
This property consistsof eightIrst w
payments
een acres of land, nearly all of directly as they are received.
which is vacant property,only the
This ia not necessarilya reduchouse in which the Brouwer family tion program. A certain tonnage
lived being situated on the north- haa been ailoted to various sugar
producing sections and the allotwest corner.
Just what their plans are has not ment for the United States ia 1,been revealed,but from rather di- 550.000 tons. In only one year haa
rect but unauthorizedsource, infor- such a tonnage been exceeded in
mation has been given statingthat the country.
some manufacturing institutionis
MeetingH will be held in various
being contacted with reasonable parts of the county to discuss the
hopes of putting this property to program in detail. All features of
the contract will be thoroughly
its use.
Of course, this is also desirable gone into.
-oresidence property, and with the
extension of Lawrence and South HOLLAND PYTHIAN8
Jefferson Streets would make a
NAME NEW OFFICERS
nice additionto our community.
.
— o ---

w

Strikes

YOUTHS GET 60 DAYS
FOR FALSE FIRE ALARMS

(Grand Haven Tribune)
Wagon, Aged
a
alarm
Man Killed notRinging
looked upon in
city as
in

false fire
this

is

a

villageprank but as a serious ofFRANCIS McCLESKY THROWN fense. Today two local young men
WOOD Maynard Hunt, 22, and John Hacklander, 23, were given 60 days in
OVER BRIDGE
the county jail for this offense
Francis McClesky, 76 years old, following their arraignmentthis
living in Spring Lake township, afternoon before Justice Peter Verwas killed when a wagon filled duin.
Both admitted ringing in an
with a load of wood on which he
was riding, was struck by an au- alarm last night about midnight
tomobile driven by Thomas Ben- from box 14. They denied turning
Lucian J. Raven waa elected
BLACK LAKE
Two deer were killed last winter nett, aged 17, of Spring Lake town- in the alarm from that box on
behind a steel compartmentin the
chancellor commander of the
FISHERMEN
GET
BUSY
Sunday night, but members of the
extreme stern, and above them tow- and their carcessesleft where they ship.
Knighta of Pvthias at the annual
ered the wheelhouse and quarters fell and at that time a reward was
The man was rUshed to Hatton police departmentsaid they were
Rabbit hunting la legal to and meeting. Gerald Bolhuiswaa named
for the officersand crew. Alto- offered for information leading to hospitalwhere he died of injuries there when the department an includingJan. 31 ini bot
both the upper vice chancellor. I
gether, the whaleback, or "pig," as the arrest and convictionof those a few minutes after entering. He swered the call. They admitted
and lower peninsulas,but those inOther officers elected are: George
lake
ake men later
la
called the boat, drew responsible. The reward was offer•ustained a fractured skull, shoul- turning in an alarm on Hallowe'en dividual?
l? who enjoy sitting in a Damson, prelate; Pat Nordhof,
many a chuckle, which ceased to be ed by Clare E. Hoffman,Allegan, dei and arm bones, and was badly night.
fishing shanty on an inland
d lake or master of work; John Olert, masheard, however,when the type now congressman.
The city charter provides a pen- fishing through, the ice in the open ter of exchequer: A. J. Westveer.
bruised and cut as he was pitched
gained immediate success.
Allegan county’s deer have been over the bridge at Jerusalem alty of $25 to $100, or 30 to 90 may enjoy their sport as long aa keeper of records and master of
Within 10 years, in the nineties, increasing since they were first
days in the county jail.
the Ice remains on the open waters. finance; Vernon D. Ten Cate, mas45 of the cigar-shaped boats were placed in this county and the herd Bayou, on the west side of Spring
Chief Edward Boomgaard pointExcept for designated trout ter-at-arms; George Esaenburgh,
built and they made a brave record now roams over about 100,000 acres Lake and dropped 20 feet below to
ed to the call last night, which lakes and streams all inland waters inner guard; Carl Harrington,
the
ice.
in opening navigation in the spring of grubs land in this immediate
is made over very slippery of Michigan are open to legal fish- outer guard; Carl Harrington, fl~
and fightingice packs in the late territory.Deer have been seen as
The wagon was driven by a son,
chef; William Wishmeier, trustee.
streets,as a hazardous drive at ing until April 30.
fall.
Frank
C.
McClesky,
47
years
old,
far south as the Indiana state line
best and one which might have re"Such a ship can’t be drowned." and also scores of miles to the east and the Bennett car was coming
sulted in skidding so that the
said Capt. McDougitll.“They'llride of Allegan.
down the long hill when at the toot equipmentmight have been damout any storm, because the seas
Herds of deer are seen from time the car struck the wagon with such aged or persons injured.
will simply wash over them. Keep
to time by Allegan fanners and a force as to swing it across the road
Chief Lawrence DeWitt, formerthe hatches batteneddown and
number have been seen by drivers throwing the aged man clear of ly of HoMand, immediately got on
keep them off the rocks and they’ll
of automobiles along roads leading the bridge rail and over to the the job and through the observance
float through anything."
through the grubs. Not a few bayou below. Frank McClesky was of some people living nearby where
But the march of progress ruled
have wandered into Ottawa county not injured nor was the driver of the call was placed the police were
otherwise.New loading machinery
the car. The wagon was demolat times.
unable to locate the two young
and new docks made loading of the
Plotts has requested that any ished and the car badly damaged men. They were made to get out
"pigs" difficult.They began to disappear from the lakes, as pounding fanner having knowledge of deer in the front.
of bed and -go to the county jail,
Sergeant Secristof the state poseas also took their toll. The whale- hunting report to conservation ofwhere they spent the night, and
lice
took
charge
and
Coroner
ficials
at
once
so
that
an
investigaback Clifton was lost in Lake
now will spend 60 more.
nly a tion can be made. If these prove Govert Van Zantwick was called.
year after Capt. McDougall died at to be Holland hunters everything The driver was held blameless as GRAND HAVEN ROTARIAN8
will be done here to help prosecute the owner of the wagon failed to
the age of 78 years.
HEAR HOPE ARABIAN
them. Our game club stands for have lights on it. The accident
But the Henry Cort fought on
just
that.
until
itil struck by a "jinx
"jinx" which sent
happened about 5:30 p. m. The
The following is part of a story
it to the bottom of Lake Erie and
car lighta, as the driver reached
the Detroit river three times from
the top of the hill, were thrown taken from the Grand Haven TriMAN WHO LIVED ON
1917 through 1933. More than
above the wagon and it was im- bune:
HOLLAND CITY STATE
$800,000 was spent reconditioning
possible to see the vehicle until the
"The address to the Rotarians
BANK CORNER DIES driver was upon it, it was reported. was given by Fathalla E. Naoum
the boat and then, on Nov. 30,
bound from Holland, Mich., to
Sergeant Secrist reported that a of Iraq, Arabia, who is at the presSouth Chicago to pick up a cargo
Last week the News gave an ac- neighbor, Rudy Sakarek, crawled ent time a student at Hope college,
of scrap iron, it was caught in the
count of the death of Chris Schille- out over the ice and drew the in* Holland. Mr. Naoum discussedthe
teeth of a 60-mile gale. Capt. man, an early pioneer of Holland, jured man over the ice to the subject, “Problems Facing Arabia."
Charles V. Cox headed for the
who ater went to North Holland shore. He was bleeding badly and He stated that the "Arab knows
nearest port, Muskegon harbor,
and spent his declining days in was unconscious.Sakarek stated no distinction in religion, he knows
took a chance on squeezing his ship
Zeeland. It appears from the Zee- he was fearful of the ice as it was ony that he is an Arab."
through the breakwater entrance—
land Record that the old auction- not thick.
"He referredbrieflyto the conand crash!
eer’s full name was Christian DanFollowing the impact the horses flicts in the west ard stated that
Twenty-five men were helped to
iel Schilleman and that he was one
broke away from the wagon and for years Arabia nad remained
safety in a breeches buoy. As they
the early pioneer children bom were later caught by some farmmade their way over the gale- of
peaceful. Later, however, with
in Holland city, then a wilderness,
ers who found them headed for the promise of an independent
lashed breakwaterto land mounin May, 1850, the son of the late home.
tainous seas roared a salute to a
government given to them they
pioneers, Mr. and Mrs. Reineer
The deceased had lived in the had been drawn into the world war,
staunch and valiant line
the
Schilleman, who came to Holland
whalebacks.
township for the past nine years, but when the Versailles treaty was
from Breskens, Province Zeeland,
coming to this section from Mil- signed the provisions with referThe
Netherland, as one of the
Edward Soule of Grand Haven,
Van Raalte colonists.They settled waukee. He was born in Bohemia, ence to independence made it look
Re|inered (J. S. Patent Office
son of the late Judge Soule, gives
as if Arabia had been forgotten.
on a piece of land at the comer December 6, 1859.
an interestingstory of whalebacks
“Despite the fact that the Arabs
of Eighth and River Streets, Holcovering several columns of newsHOLLAND CAGERS
have been time and again called That
paper space. Among other things land, and their home was located
FACE FOUR GAMES savages, Mr. Naoum called attenat the comer now occupied by the
several
‘ acts are given by him as
Holland City State Bank. As
tion to the fact that Arabia conchronicledin the above DetroitdisThree Holland major league tributed the Arabic numeral sysa young man he waa almost daily
patch, only more fully. In closing
You'll haai glowing reports ol Manhattan's performin contact with the numerous In- teams will be active on basket ball tem to the world and also gave the
Mr. Soule gives the followinginterdians of that section, and assisted courts this week. Holland High world chemistry.
ance around the homes where this good coal is doing
esting bit of history known to all
will face Muskegon Reds on the
"One of the contentions of the
the heating jobl Believe it or not it IS practically
Columbian exhibition visitors of in reducing the woods to fertile Armory court Friday night, Holfields and in constructingthe then
Arabs had been to unite all the
1892-93.He says:
•ootleee ... the ashpile IS pleasingly small at the end
corduroy road through the low land Christian will meet St. Au- colonies as a United States of
"All the 'whalebacks' that were
of the season. And it HEATS like nobody's business.
lands east of Holland which fdr gustine at Kalamazoo Tuesday Arabia, but this dream had not
built compared in size and carrymany
years
served
as
the
main
Tty it and seel
night,
and
Cass
City
High
here
ing capacity with other types of
come true because of the fact that
boats of that period. The Cort highway between Hblland and Zee- Thursday night, and Holland Fly- France gained certain of the coling Dutchmen will buck up against onies and got them through a
measured 320 feet in length and
Grand Rapids Carloaders here treaty with Great Britain.
most of the others approximated

FROM LOAD OF
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Special Raked Potatoes

to hold off until Jenuary.

FOR NEW DEVELOPMENT

Claimed

Anchovy Canape

Will Be Placed

No, we are not talking about

ovian^c

Holland, Michigan

Sugar Producer

i¥as A BPV 1 folks on the planet next door but
a village next door in Allegan CONTRACTS MUST BE POSTAMPTAKINOlHEMKR
county. According to the Allegan
PONED TILL AFTER NEW
Gazette "the whole village of
YEAR DUE TO CHANGE
TO % or CHEESE
Martin is tad because of what last
IN PLANS
(WTPRV, WEIL PON W

freighters yet.

The Henry Cort, unofficial flagship of that disappearing fleet of
peculiar design known as “McDougall's dream, ia to be raiaed from
what many mariners believed was
its watery grave.
After two weeks of buffeting
with the waves after wreckingat
the Muskegon breakwater, which
by the way was its fourth wreck,
the Cort’s owners announcedthat
the gallant ship would be returned
to senice to renew its battle with
the elements and the inland seas,
according to a Detroit dispatch.
A few other whalebacks are tied
up in variousGreat Lakes ports. A
few made their way to the Allantic coast, where they may yet be in
ivzwv.
Ml*; strange design that
vnav
service,
but the
gave them their name was abandoned by shipbuilders years ago,
and their eventual disappearance
seems inevitable.
Captains on the lakes, sweeping
horizons with their glasses in the
summer of 1889, were startledto
see what appeared to be an overturned hull bobbing in the waves.
What they saw was the realization
of a dream of Capt. Alexander McDougall, of Duluth, part owner of
America
lerican Steel Barge company,
Capt. McDougall
c
ugall had planned a
new type of fr
freighter,
'
one that Holland Hunters
rl
would ‘'ride out any storm." With
cylindrical shaped holds, the new
After Allegan Deer
boat, Capt. McDougall believed,
would revolutionizethe ore-carryInformation that a groupvof four
ing trade. Beauty and luxury of
appointment were not consideredby or five men are hunting deer in Althe practical lake captain. A round- legan county has been filed with
ed "snoot" and rounded sides, with Conservation Officer Harry Plotts
a bow which curved upward in an and a close watch of the grubs
easy slant from the keel, gave the area of Allegan— where more than
new freighter a cumbersome and 200 deer roam — is being kept in
grotesque appearance, and its pe- an effort to apprehend the hunters.
culiar shape was furthernoticeable The report was filed with Plotts
>y the low turret placed just back after four men had been seen on
wing
of the bow, a post from where a the trail of a deer, which was bei
lookout could scan the horizon in chased by a hound. It was repojrted
that the four unknown hunters
rough weather.
The engines and boiler room were were from Holland.

Filled

PPM

—
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• - and the Whole House Kept

Cjjrisitmag &ift?

Cozy, Day-and-Night Long, with

MANHATTAN

—

Clean-Burning
Reasonably Priced

w

Hert'i the very newest design in

room Scale— new

Bath-

airplane type dial, low

platform, easy to stand on,
sion accuracy

a

and absolute

and

the preci-

reliabilitywhich

everyone knows they are sure to get

in

HEALTH-O-METER
It's

a welcome gift for the whole family—

children as well as grown-ups need

^

"watch thair wight"

$7«
Oih*r Modtfs $2.93

io $15

JO

Knoll PlombiDg & Heating Co.
17 East 8th

Street

Phone 4225

size, which was about the
maximum for those days. The 400

that

OTTAWA DENTISTS MEET

Wednesday night. Hope college
He spoke of the rich oil fields
has no date until December 28, in Arabia and the fact that forwhen the college alumni will be its eign countries had taken most of ICODI
fctliIMM
opponent.
the revenue. He also protested MMwtni
the attempt on the part of Great
PRIMARY SCHOOL CHECKS
Britain to establisha national
SENT OUT— HOLLAND
Jewish home in Arabia. He said

foot boats and the 600 foot boats
The Ottawa County Dental sowere to come later.
ciety met at HillcrestManor, at
"Probably the largest and best Grand Haven, with seventeen memknown of the exponents of the bers attending. Dr. Ira D. Nord‘whaleback’ type is the steamship hoff of Muskegon gave a compreChristopher Columbus, but she is
GETS HERS
hensive paper on "Diet and Nutria ‘whaleback’ in hull only, as her
Primary school checks have been
tion." He reviewed the findings of
cabins and upperworks are practhe research workers in the vari- sent out by the county treasurer
tically the same as on any orthodox
ous phases aa affectingthe health to the various cities and townships
steamer. She measures860 feet in
in the county in accordance with
of the mouth and teeth.
length and came out in the spring
The officera of the society are the 50 per cent received by the
orid’s Fair year, *93. She was
treasurer from the state and the
put on the run between the Fair at Dr. Arend Vyn, Grand Haven,
distribution,as indicatedby the
president;
Dr.
ML
J.
Cook
of
HolJackson Park and the down-town
state department.
district of Chicago and few visitors land, vice preaident, and Dr. H. A.
This city received a check for
at the Fair went home without tak- Muzzal of Coopersville, secretary
$2,969.64;Holland City, $4,953.57;
ing a ride on the much advertised and treasurer.
Spring Lake, $1,114.09; Grand Haand popular ‘whaleback.’The next
ven township, $476.74; and Robinyear she was put on the excursion
son township, $468.74. The total
run between Chicago and Milwau- as the line continued.
kee and enjoyed a monopoly of the
"Captain McDougall died aa amount received by the county
business, partly because of the many other men of vision have treasurer was $22,104.46.
novelty of her construction and died — disappointed and disheartBids for the constructionof the
partly because of her marvelous ened, and with his dream of fame
speed. She easily out-ran such fa- and supi
shattered and torn post office at Zeeland will be openmous speedstersas the old ‘City of by more or
factors that
Milwaukee' and the new Goodrich he had not
but he wrote
liner, ‘Virginia,’ and so seriously his name
Harry Maatman, who submitted
that the

iiLr

he had no. objectionto Jewish citizens locating in Arabia with the
idea of making it their home but

he did not want them to come
there with the idea of taking the
rights of Arabians away from
them.
“He made a strong plea for the
libertyof his people.’

o

MIDDAY STEALS AT MIDNIGHT
Bernard Midday, a Grand Haven
man, was sentenced to one year at
Ionia by Judge Miles, charged with
breaking and entering the William

Bronsema garage in Grand Haven
and stealing a five-gallon container
of oil and some gasoline. This was
..... ‘I third theft offense at

.....

jSU'

High Heats,

Q Q ^

Krollitz, Briquets, Coke,

Hard Coal. Wood

and Kindling.

Van Alsburg Coal Co.
469 Columbia Ave.

Jj

1

»V

s'1

He

improvingrapidly.

I

lives at re-election as circuit judge of the
SLIPPERY ROAD NEARLY I CONGRESSMAN NAPES
district comprising Ottawa and
CAUSES
BEGINS 12TH 1TERM
ities were
we sent In yes- HOLLAND HEADS LIST FOR
Allegan counties
Eugene Van Dyke, route 6 Hol- terday to the secretary of state's SECURING
INDUSTRIES
. Carl E. Mapes left Monday
Ottawa school is holding a land, is at Holland hospital with office at Lansing.Names of apMr. and Mrs. E. F. Payne of
A survey made this week by the Ganges had two narrow escapes for Washingtonand, with the open
festivity this Thursday pneumonia. He is the son of Mr. proximately 600 petitionersare attached to the papers that in accord- Chambsr of Commerce of the major from serious injury while going to ing of the new congress in Janulit with all pupils attending.
and Mrs. Fred Van Dyke.
ance to law must be filed before industriesof the city shows 2,941 and returning from the horticul- ary, will begin his twelfth term as
Jan. 28. 1935, at 4 p. m. The pri- persons employed. Of this number
jt Post and Dick Miles of
tural meeting at Grand Rapids. representativeof the Fifth Michielection is to be held March 875 are employed in new indus?5SiHand Fertiliser Co., were in Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Herman mary
Tuesday,
after they had left Hol- gan district. Accompaniedby Mrs.
tries
which
have
located
In
Hob
Kiekeulveld,195 East Tenth street, 4, and the general spring election
pes, he is making the trip by
on business.
land, their car skidded and a wheel
land
during
the
past
year,
which
vdll be on April 1. Judge Miles
a daughter.
auto.
They will not return to
came
off.
Wednesday
evening
a
is seeking renomination on the Re- means an addition to the annual
Mrs. Harold J. Kanrten spent the
publican
ticket.
He
was
elected to payroll of Holland of |350,000 a slippery road about half a mile
The United Spanish War VetTt-end in Chicago where she atyear. To properly gauge and ap- north of Saugatuck caused the
a first term six years ago.
erans will meet today, Friday, in
preciatewhat this means one must car to skid and run into a soft bank
* a performance of the opera
^ *
WuT I the A. R. rooms at the city hall
m and Isolde by Ine Ch - for christmas entertainment.Mem- Charles R. Sligh, head of the consider how smdous our plight and turn over on its side. James
_ not and Will Billings, who were comhad
Opera company with Fred- bers and families are cordially in- Sligh Furniture Company, East would have been if we __
Twelfth
street, has moved from made a determined and successful ing home from Grand Rapids,
Stock directing.
Vited.
Grand Rapids to 119 West Tenth effort to bring about industrialre- helped to extricate .the Paynes
covery.
street, Holland.
from the car. Mrs. Payne received
Harry D. Maatman,
H who
»»
was opPetitions
4
\ v k
i for
i i uJudge
u
m v. a
Fred
ivu T.
•
Miles
There is keen rivalryamong the a severe cut over the left eye and
on at Holland hospital,is to qualify him as a candidate for
various
manufacturing
towns
to
James Spruit and wife to Lydia
numerous bruises,but Mr. Payne
secure new industry.
survey
J •
a
u.
Knooihuizen, et al., lot 160 Post’s was unhurt.
shows
that Holland is standing at
Fourth Addition, Holland.
the head of the list. We still have
factor
four empty factory
buildings and
Special Allegan City Attorney
Wilbert Van Appledom and wife
still have a
stock of
no effort is being spared to
Clare E. Hoffman has been notito Dale M. Fogerty and wife, lot
fied by the PWA that the contract
204 Steketee Bros. Addition, Hol- desirableoccupants for them.
for the loan for $320,000 and the
land.
$90,000gift has been signed by the
ChristmasDay will have a spe- government at Washington. As
MOTHER OF ATTORNEY
cial significancefor Mr. and Mrs.
soon as the bonds are printed and
PASSES AWAY SUNDAY Klaas Roster on R.F.D. No. 1 as some legal formalities executed the Grand Rapids for the Christmas
the day will mark the fifty-firstanmoney will be available,in a holidays..
Mrs. Anna Misner, mother of niversary of their marriage. They month or more and idle laboring Congressman Mapes is returning
CUTS FOR WOMEN
GIFTS FOR MEN
Charles E. Misner, Grand Haven have resided on the same farm men of the city are looking for to Washington early to assist in
city attorney, died Sunday after since they were married in Holemploymenton Allegan’s municipal the preparation of a report of a
51.00 up
Yardley's Shav. Bowl $1.00
an illness of only two days. She land in 1883. Mr. Roster, a huck- dam soon.
CtaatKis
special committee, appointed in the
Colgates Shav.
89c
.75
had been visiting the Misner fam- ster most of his life, still follows
last session, to investigatethe peI’almolive Shav.
89c
up
ily for the past eight weeks and his vocation.Mrs. Roster’s mairtvfatr. b*\«i
troleum industry.As a member
Atetiaarri
Playing Card* ......... 39c up
J»0 Up
intended to remain until after the den name was Johanna Hovinga. PATRICK O’LEARY PASSES
of this committee,Mapes sat in
.50 up
Poker ( hips ..... 59c up
Maakvre Set*
holidays. Apparentlyshe was in Their children are: Mrs. Gerrit
AT HOLLAND HOSPITAL public hearings held in Olkahoma,
1.00 up
Razors
25c up
FaaaUin IVn*
her usual good health until Fri- Rutgers of Graafschap, Mrs. CorTexas and California.
.95 up
Comb and Brush Sets $2.89
nelius Lokker and Mrs. Albert
IWH SHr . _
day when she was taken ill.
Patrick
J.
O’Leary,
resident
of
1. 00 up
Tie
$1.00
Math Salts ^
She had made her home with a Raak of Holland, and John Rosthis city for the past five years, FRUIT AND PRODUCE PUR50c up
Uvire ----- ----- _. 1.00 up
daughter, Mrs. William Davison, ter of R. F. D. No. 1 There are
>assed away at Holland hospital
CHASED BY
Flint, and the body was taken to sixteen grandchildren and twentyTuesday
morning at the age of 73, TRUCKERS AT BENTON HAR.
Flint Monday morning, where the six great-grandchildren.
following an illness of about six
o—
funeral was held Wednesday at the
duration.He was born in
Methodist church at Ottisville, a
The Junior Wefare League weeks’
New
Britain,Conn., on February Thirteen Holland produce hauls
village near Flint, the old home of sponsored a hoiday dance in the
ers purchased 94 truckloads of
• - -Tavern on Saturday 12, 1861.
the Misner family. Burial took
arm Friend
Mr. O'Leary came to Holland in Michigan fruit and vegetables oh
place in Smith Hill cemeterybe- evening, with Gene De Gloppers’
the Benton Harbor, Michigan, muin
lb. 1 lb. 2 lb. 3 lb. Xmas Boxes
side the body of |her husbandf orchestra furnishing the music. June of 1929, when the Hart A
nicipalmarket, it is shown by the
Miss
Olga
Eberharot
was
general
Cooley
and
the
Federal
ManufacJames Misner, who died in April,
28 Different Flavors
chairman for the affair. Proceeds turing company consolidated. He final 1934 figures, which also dis1929.
close that 6,909,774packages were,
Mrs. Misner was born in Genesee from the party will be used for had been connected with the Hart
the
welfare
work
of the organiza- & Cooley company since its or- sold to truckers from 25 states.
See the new
county in 1855. She was married
During the past year 535 buytion.
ganization in 1901, and has held
in 1872 and ten childrenwere bom
positionsas foreman and assistant ers came to that market from
.00
to this couple of which six are livLeo Salisbury of Grand Haven superintendent and was acting as 120 Michigancities. Many Michiing. The deceased was a member
has
moved to 30 East Eigth street, superintendetprior to his illness. gan haulers brought products to
15-Inch
of the Methodist church at OttisOUT-DOOR LIGHTS
Benton Harbor and loaded up with
Holland.
MICKEY MOUSE
ville where she lived the greater
Funeral serviceswere held Wedthe commoditiesoffered there to
nesday morning at 9 o’clock at the
share of her married life; she was
bring back.
St. Francis de Sales church of
very active in church work earlier
The equivalent of 8,184 carloads
PLENTY
OF
GUNS
ARE
which Mr. O’Leary was an active
in life. One of the surviversis Atof fruit and vegetables were sold
CONFISCATED
torney Charles E. Misner.
member, Father F. W. Ryan ofat Benton Harbor's city-owned
o
ficiating.The body was taken to
Nearly 300 shotguns and rifles of
market during the trading season
New
Britain,
Conn.,
for
burial.
PAYMENTS TO BE MADE
various descriptions were confisfrom June 1 to December 9, the
ON 1933-34 WHEAT CROPS cated by conservationofficers dur- The local Hart & Cooley plant U. S. Bureau of Agricultural Ecoing Septemberand October, accord- was closed Wednesday morning in nomics reports.
ing to the Department of Conser- respect to Mr. O’Leary.
The magnitude of the market’s
The
second
payment
on
the
1933
rm r
r I ^ 11 V U IT - ILL
IV4V K
ii
E. EIGHTH ST. - 166 W. Il’k ST
Surviving are two (laughters, business is appreciated when it is
wheat crop and first payment on vation. The number taken from
the 1934 crop will soon be made game-law violators during October Miss Margaret O’Leary of Holland, known that 2,167 individualtruckto those farmers whose compli- was 200, those confiscatedin Sep- and Mrs. John T. Lynch of New ers from 568 cities were on hand
ance papers have been checked and tember 74.
Britain, Conn.;
son, William to place bids on the 131,392 farmpassed by the wheat section in
O’Leary of New Britain, Conn.; ers’ loads that were offered.More
Washington. L. R. Arnold, counRETAIL BUSINESS CONTINUES four grandchildren; two brothers, than 50 different agriculturalprodty agriculturalagent, is in receipt
IMPROVEMENT OVER 1933 Edward and Arthur O’Leary of ucts were sold, all under state inof vouchersfor payment of such
New Britain,Conn., and a sister, spection.
contracts. Checks are expected to
Some of the Holland produce
The buying public, for the thjrd Mrs. Elizabeth Haren of Holland
follow any moment. Such checks
haulers who went to Benton Harconsecutive month, is reported as
will be received by William Easton,
paying retail bills more promptly
bor were Ben Produce, A. Cook,
treasurer of the local association.
___
from the
R. 8, John Depree, J. Franzberg,
Upon receipt of the checks, Mr. and to be buying more _____
John Funckis, George Heidema,
Easton will arrange to get these retail stores, in the monthly survey for November, of retail credit
R. 3, Ed Hettlinger,97 Columbia
to the farmers without delay.
avenue; R. Israel and John Jacobs,
Various delays incident to the sales and collections— compiledby
oprogram have delayed acceptance the Research Division of the Nationa Retail Credit AssociationMONTHLY RECORDS OF
of compliance papers. The allotjust receivedby John Mikula, manment committee, consistingof ager
OTTAWA COUNTY DAIRY
of the Merchants’ Credit BuCharles Lowing, Jenison, Everett
HERDS AVAILABLE
reau.
Collar, Conklin, and John Kemme,
Sales on credit for November
Holland, have worked hard to get
The reorganized Dairy Herd Imare reported as 14.6 per cent highcompliance papers in correct shape
provement Association for Ottawa
er than November, 1933, while refor payments. Numerous errors
county will start records in Janutail collectionsare 9.0 per cent
arose. Some errors were due to
ary, 1935. Mr. Wyant of Nunka,
higher for the same period. These
officials in charge, others to the
who has been testing in this councontinued month-after-monthinfarmer who may have violatedthe
ty for some time, resigned as testcreases indicatethat the public in
contractor made incorrect answers.
general is buying more freely and
er at the close of the past year’s
All such errors had to be corrected.
work December 1. It was necesMany papers were returned by the with greater confidencein the future. Most-------------important, they
ey ----show
sary to find a new tester. Mr.
wheat section for further •Directhat recovery is actuallyunder way
Baltzer of the dairy department,
tions. Such corrections required
Michigan State college,has notimuch time, as statements, forms as retail business is the Mnation's
fied Mr. Gross and Mr. Rice, presiand afTdavitshad to be obtained. barometer.”
Of the 62 cities reporting,repreAll papers are now in Washingsenting 18,000 retaiers, 54 show inExpires Jan. 5—13940
ton again, and officials are hopecreases in collections, 5 report deful that payments will soon be
creases,3 “no change,
i.” In sales
STATE OF MICHIGAN
forthcoming on those contractsfor
$6.95
on credit, 56 report increases,only Firestone Junior ......................
which vouchers were not issued
A Game for the Whole Family.
one reports a decrease,two report
recently.
Firestone Senior .......................
$8.95
THE PROBATE COURT FOR THE
no change.
Inquiriesare constantly coming
Dolls and Trains at Closing-Out Prices.
Thermostats......................
. 95c up
COUNTY OF OTTAWA
Virginia Park.

LOCAL NEWS
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WRECK

NEW

j
y

i
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i
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v i

a new teeter has been
secured. The" new tester, Mr.
Bjork, was formerly an Ottawa
county Resident He has taken
tion, that

phases of the comiiw year's work.
Testing on ths different farms will
start January 1, 1986.

The

of-

fidals of the associationhope to

orUomjse work at Michigan add a few more new members so
*te college,and has been em- that a fall-time associationwill be
ployed in dairy work near Detroit
in' operation in Ottawa county in
(hiring the past year. Mr. Baltzer
recommends him as a willing con- 1935. Any dairyman interestedin
joining this associationis requestscientiousworker; therefore,it is
ed to get in touch with Clarence
hoped that the work will not suffer
Rice, manager of Greenvale Farms,
Mr UWyahnT,fh
rwlgn,,t,onof Coopersville.
Monthly records
n
of the assocmThe new tester will meet with tion will be gathered at the county
the president and secretary of the agriculturalagent’s office and pubassociation December 21 at the lished in the local papers.

^

•

----

WADES’

toi^ppfE

dent and secretary of

A*

«

complete

CHRISTMAS CARDS
MANICURE SETS

$1.00
Set

On the Franklin Payroll for
Life-at 65!

Set

.......

Rack
Pipes

t

-

WADES Supreme Chocolates
50c per

pound

-

Our Golden Jubilee

Wai

and

98c

$2-25

supports you

it

if

you out-

power.

live your earning

Have given Franklin service lor over
30 years. Let us serve you.

^

SCHICK DRY SHAVER

your

dependents if you die prematurely;

HOLUND

;

Policy supports

ptmm
Wm.

J. Olive,

General Agent

Free

Kenneth De

Harry Kramer

Special Agent!

-

-

WA.Sk.'S
W

a

COMBINATION

CARRON
anc(

Be Comfortable

JCROKINOLE

BOARDS
GAMES

A

ONE

on

Better

Loaf

BOARD

A Heater for

Holland Baking Co.
—Bakers of—
Better Bread since 1900— Bread Sliced
or

Your Car

in to the county agricultural

Gamas

agent’s office in regard to second

for Young and Old Folks.

payment on corn-hog contracts.

A Properly Selected Book Makes Lasting Friendship.

10c to $10.00
Oh, yes. and don’t forget that typewriter that the
Boy and Girl is Waiting for. Prices and Terms.

$15.00 up
Bibles, Purses, Diaries, Brief Cases

and

Leather Book Covers.

The allotment committee consistAn increase of $798,305 in sales
ing of Sam Rymer, Spring Lake;
Glenn Taylor. Coopersville, and of the Kroger Grocery and Baking
Claude McNitt, Conklin, are busy company for the twelfth four-week
checking compliance papers and period of 1934 over the same pegetting set for the last inspection. riod of 1933, was reported today.
All compliance papers will ’be for- The period ended December 2. The
warded to Washington
hi
by Decem- total amount of sales reach $1,066,ber 24 and payments should follow 616, compared to a total of $16,within 14 days. The final check- 268,311, in the same period last
up will start before Jan. 1, 1935. year, representing a gain of five
e third and last payment should per cent. With the new figures, the
cumulative sales of the company
be made in February, 1935.
A new corn-hog program will be since the first of the year soared
compared to cumuoffered after the sugar program is to $202,602,494,
out of the

Lettering FREE on all pens, pencils or leather goods
on all items of

$3*ffO and up

VOLUME OF BUSINESS
GRADUALLY BETTER

way.

This wil start in
January. L. R. Arnold, county agricultural agent, will attend a
meeting in Kalamazoo January 8,
to get final instructionsfor carrying on the sugar program.

lative sales of $188,768,413for the

same twelve periods of 1933, an
increase of $13,834,081,or seven
per cent. The company is operating
4,352 stores, compared to 4,424 at
this time a year ago.

ALCOHOL
IN

188 Proof

YOUR CONTAINER,
Per Gallon

BATTERIES
ARC
13 Plate

—

$MS

..........

Exchange

SPECIALS:
Rubber Floor Mata ......................
59c
Spark Plugs
...............
3 for $1.00
Bumper Guards .... .....................
'79c
.....

STEWART-WARNER
CAR RADIOS

$21.93

........................

FIRESTONE
SERVICE STORES

Extends to the Citizens of Holland and vicinity the

At a session of said Court, held
at the Probate Office in the City
of Grand Haven in said County, on
the 14th day of December, A.D.
1934. ’
Present, Hon. Cora Van De Water, Judge of Probate.
In the Matter of the Estate of
Peter M. Nienhuis, Deceased.
Hubert PeJgrim, having filed in
said court his final administration
account, and his petitionpraying
for the allowance thereof and for
the assignmentand distributionof
the residue of said estate.
It is Ordered, That the
15th Day of January, A.D. 1935,
at ten o’clockin the forenoon, at
said probate office,be and is here-

by appointedfor examining and
allowing said account and hearing
said petition:

Whole

ftmtings

of tlje

Reason

Yours for Fine Products
Yours for Prompt Stroke

Phone

4353

251 West 11th Street

Holland

YOU ORDER

It is Further Ordered, that pub-

notice thereof be given by publicationof a copy of this order,
L. STEKETEE, Mgr.
for three successiveweeks previous
77 E. 8th
Phone 3662
to said day of hearing, in the HolHolland, Mich.

Brink’s Book Store

lic

SL

Holland, Mich.

land City News, a newspaper
printed and circulated in said

Expire* Jan. 5—15169

STATE OF MICHIGAN

NO TAX ON

county.

CORA VAN DE WATER,
Judge of Probate.

THE PROBATE COURT FOR A true copy.
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA HARRIET SWART,
At a session of said Court, held ^ Register of Probate.

BANK CHECKS

at the Probate Office in the City of
Grand Haven in said County, on the
17th day of December,A.D. 1934.
Present, Hon. Cora Vandewater,

The Federal law which places a
2c on every

tax of

bank check ends December

will simplified

Baker’s Greeting

for includ-

Account with Peoyour plana for 1935.

the use of a Checking
ples State

Bank

in

May we

extend to you our sincere appreciation for
your past patronage?May we also wish you the
best Christmas you have ever enjoyed. Realizing
the significance of the Day, we will make no deliveries Tuesday, Christmas Day. Kindly order a loaf
or two extra Saturday.

FEDERAL BAKING

CO.
k

jn«T IT BAKEBY.

against said estate should be lim- 1934.
and that a time and place be
Present, HON. CORA VANDEappointed to receive, examine and WATER, Judge of Probate.
adjust al! claims and demands In the Matter of the Estate of
against said deceased by and before
Hendrik Kamper, Deceased.
said court:
Isaac Kouw, having filed in said
It is ordered, That creditorsof court his final administration acsaid deceased are required to pre- count, and his petition praying for
sent their claims to said court at the allowance thereof and for the
said Probate Office on or before assignment and distribution of the
residue of said estate.
the
It is Ordered, That the
17Ui Day of April, A.D. 1935.
15th Day of January, AJ>. 1915,
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, said
at ten o’clockin the forenoon, at
time and place being hereby apsaid probate office, be and is hereby
pointed for the examinationand
appointed for examining and af.
adjustmentof all claims and delowing said account and hearing
mands against said deceased.
said petition.
It Is Further Ordered, That pubIt is Further Ordered, That public notice thereof be given by pubc notice thereof be given by publication of a copy of this order for
lication of a copy of this order, for
three successiveweeks previous to
three successiveweeks previout to
said day of hearing, in the Holsaid day of hearing, in the Hoi.
land City News, a newspaper printlane City News, a newspaper
ed and circulatedin said county*
printed and circnlated in said
CORA VANDEWjnTER, county.
ited,

accordingly.

Here are additionalreasons

STATE OF MICHIGAN

THE PROBATE COURT FOR
Judge of Probate.
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA
In the Matter of the Estate of
At
a sessionof said Court, held
Doede J. Du Saar, Deceased.
at the Probate Office in the City
It appearing to the court that
of Grand Haven in said County, on
the time for presentationof claims
the 18th day of December,A. D.

31st. Beginning with the New Year,
therefore, you will safe 2c on every
check yon write, and yonr personal accounting

Expires Jan. 12—14584

CORA

INC CO.

V

WE
We

DELIVER

extend the greetings
Season

to our

many

Friends and

Patrons
2,

*

of the

LOCALS

GOLD STAR MARBLE
GAME Larte size.
[GRISWOLD,

11 in. full pol-

Griddle and a pint
ip

pitcher

98c

Attractive finish .....

ay-

-Both

only

'''"J

mm
STURDY VELOCIPEDE—
heavy

12*in. front wheel. B. Btires—
1

40-IN. FLY-

WAY SLED

A-

Green

finish

..........

lor only

$3.49

Sturdy, yet light weight.

Haa grooved
|

Other

sizes $1.19

local school are sponsoring is en- afternoon at 1:80 o’clock at the practicallyall
on. home private, and 2 o'clock at the past 18 years
titled “Deacon Dubbs,” and was
v

-

The Quality Service Organization of
Holland wishes to extend to

and $1.S9

25c

Coffee

v

-

WE HAVE A SPECIAL
lOne 9*A Pie
J

Plate,

SET- CHRISTMAS TREE LIGHT

Measuring Cup,
tard Cups

one

six 4'os.

—

8

pt.

Cus- SETS— String ol
All colors-only .....

$1.00

complete for...

QCas

OvC

Extra bulbs, any color,

Nies Hardware Co.

Applicationto build a double garage at 196 West Thirteenth street
has been filed by John Homfeld. He
also is seeking permission to move
a present garage to 247 Washington boulevard.The cost of the
work is estimated at $175.

twelve guests being present.

group of friends of Donna
Mae Van Wieren gathered at the
Van Wieren home on Columbia
avenue Saturdayafternoon to observe Donna Mae’s tenth birthday.
Refreshments,includinga large
cake, topped with ten candles, were

43 East Eighth St.— Phone 3315— Holland, Mich.

o

V2

-

1 lb. Mixed Nats

this vicinity recently.

Mr. and Mrs. Ben Bartels visited at the home of Mrs. Gerrit
Bartels Friday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Arend Brouwer
called at the home of their father,
Mr. Albert Mulder, Thursday aft-

1 lb. English

“Here and There in Europe”
was the topic of an address given
by Dr. Wynand Wichers Monday
evening at a regular meeting of
the Century club, meeting at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. George Pel ernoon.
grim. Dr. and Mrs. Wichers spent
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Brouwer visthe summer vacation in Europe and ited at the home of James Knoll on
Dr. Wichers in a most interesting Friday evening.
manner described their visit
The play that the officers of the

or
1 Lge.

prizes. Guests included Jean and
Shirley Mack, Beatrice Tubergan,

selectionfrom

«

toimmm

imkmi mi fad

fcy

Kwyv

dbt

F—

By JEAN

769

Fri. Sat, Dec. 21-22

uick

ALLEN

1

"divinities” that will blossom in

50c up

50c

. -

75c

40c

Poinsettias
Per

-

50c

Christmas Wreathes
*-$1.00 up
Holly Wreathes

—40c,

Shady Lawo Florists
Open

day and evening
until 10 p. m.

Phone

2652

281

E. 16th

J. ft
11 E.

Tenth

H.

DeJONGH

St.

jjj

shaved
cup
milk

H. P.
Phone 8306 154 E. Eighth
Phone 4204 Jacob De

Free

Phpne 5512

STEFFENS BROTHERS'

PEOPLE'S MARKET

Ave.

Phone 4784

CENTRAL PARK GROCERY

EAST END MARKET

8t.

KLEI8

St.

Phone 3329

Phone 3916 288 W. 14th St.

g!
jjj

S
*
Weaves and Patterns
W
Smartly Tailored
S
Polo-Half-Belt, Plain
£
Back Styles
£
£
$15 $19*50 $22.50 $25 yj

We have them

2 cups sugar
teaspoon salt
ft cup evaporated milk and
2 tablespoon butter
Toes. Dec. 25, is GUEST NIGHT.
water, or % cup top
1 teaspoon vanilla
Attend the 9 o’clock performance
Combine the chocolate, milk, and water, and place over a low fiame.
and remain as OUR GUESTS to
Cook until mixture fa smooth and blended, stirringconstantly. Add
seo Jack Oakie, Bea Bernie and
sugar and salt, and stir until sugar is dissolved and mixture boils.
Dorothy Dell in
Continue cooking without stirringuntil a small amount will form a
“SHOOT THE WORKS”
soft ball in cold water (287* F.). Remove from fire, add butter and
vanilla. Chill to lukewarm (110 F.) then beat until mixture bef^ins
Thurs. Fri. Sat, Dee. 27-28-29
to thicken and lose its gloss. Pour into a greased square pan, one inch
WALLACE BEERY and
deep, and cut into squares.
Vfc

in

the Newest

lust a few other Suggestions to give

him

for Christmas:

COCOA FUDGE

Shirts, Ties, Socks,

One-third cup of cocoa may be substitutedfor the chocolate in the
above recipe by mixing it with the sunr and milk, and proceeding
as directed for Chocolate Fudge. If fresh milk is used with cocoa, add
an extra tablespoonof butter Wore beating.

Loung-

Scarfs, Gloves,

Substitute4 tablespoonsof peanut butter for butter in the Chocolate

Fudge

ing Robes, Handker-

recipe.

SEA FOAM DIVINITY

sugar
syrup

THEATRE
Matinee daily at 2:30— Even. 7,9

Ave.

Christmas

chocolate,

Gift

The Mighty Barnam

Stores

Buy Him An Overcoat For

(Everybody’s Favorite)
Itt squares unsweetened

COLONIAL

srt tfjp

etc.

ysafiasifiSfiHafiSi******®*****#**

PEANUT BUTTER FUDGE

lat&

pkg. Marshmelfows 10c

HUL8T ft SON

Phone 9491 408 Columbia

CHOCOLATE FUDGE

A

J.

Lincoln Avenue— Phone 2806 155 E. 16th

Arts

ADOLPHE MENJOU

TRY THE WANT ADS FOR RESULTS

WESTING & WARNER

—

It’s

lb.

Satisfactory Service

144 Washington Blvd. Phone 9733 577 College

Gables

50c and 60c

Chriatmaa Trees
-25c up to $3.00

Salad Dressin

As space is limited,we cannot go into the packagingof candy,
though we might
ht whispei
whisper in passing that painted coffee and other
inv ppossibihties, and of couree, hever forget the novelties
tins
ive man]

that lurk in cellophane and foil.
But like the old recipe for rabbit stew that advises us to “first catch
the rabbit,"let us first catch our candies. And to make sure they
justify their fancy packing, let us consider one or two practicaland
Imjwrtant rules or the game.
Be sure to use an amply large pan of heavy metal, and if possible
use a wooden spoon for stirring.
Monn Dee. 24, ONE DAY ONLY
2. A candy thermometeris very helpful, but as temperature may
TOM BROWN and
ed by weather conditions,
be affected
conditions it is better to check the reading with
ANITA LOUISE
the “cold water” test as follows:
—in—
Soft Ball (will Just hold together when lifted from the water) 236
240* F.
Firm Ball (will hold its shape and can be easily lifted from the water)
— 242‘— 248* F.
of
Hard Ball (firm to touch) 260 - 270* F.
Brittle (cracksagainst cup) 290 — 300 F.
Ties. Wed, Dec. 25-26
Very Brittle,810* F.
(Continuous Tuesday, Xmas Day)
(These temperatures must be adjusted,of course, if you are over
W. C. FIELDS A BABY LEROY 500 feet above sea level.)

Bachelor

Bloom

Lawn

kitchens this season!

Anne of the Green

PRIMROSE
BEGONIA
BIRDSEYE PEPPER

Shady

rrdfM tmd

At Christmas time “Mrs. Santa Claus” all over the world gets ready
to demonstratethe old saying that “sweet language will multiply
friends.” Sometimes she buys her candiea ready made, and frankly,
in the case of fancy dipped chocolatesand such, that is the best plan
unless she is a qualified expert. Here are a few of the homemade

ANNE SHIRLEY— TOM BROWN

CYCLAMEN

1 qt. jar

10c

20c

Atre. K >"U k^e

SAY IT WITH SWEETS

plants*

Here Are Other Holiday Suggestions:

Fancy Red Salmon

uality Service

HOLLAND

Flowers

1

25c V2

WASHINGTON BLVD. MARKET

All Kinds of Cut

fancy box Asst. Choc. 95c

Irt
ktart

M

M

Matineee Daily 2:30— Even.

10c per bottle

lb.

pteUmo h Uy4H or pwfwtag fowl,
-rfu ••
Mtar, ia care •( tWa p«f«r.We-iUfceplemdlarwiWjcarnawbm

HOLLAND, MICH.

sortment of cut flowers and

Ricky

5

Grapes,

THEATRES

as-

10c

Can Pumpkin

YOUR FAMILY WILL ENJOY!
tfMAMAlUM
W»
h
rtr^ my
!m4 m**

your

our huge

Tomato Sauce

Elaine Hertz, Beverly Pardee, Mil-

dred Ter Beek, Ramona Murray,
Leona Bremer, Esther Mae Post,
Russell Murray, Eugene Buursma,
Ruth Woodwyk, Helen Lundgren,
Shirley Modders, Shirley Guy and

Blooms are always appre-

Make

Mustard

2 Cans Good Corn

Eugene Lundgren were awarded

Christmas mes-

Raisins

Headquarters for Cranberries, Celery, Oranges,
Lemons, Orange and Citron Peel, Sweet
Potatoes, Pop Corn, Nut Meats,

Julia Simonson.

to carry the

Currants

22c Lime
25c

Walnuts

1 Oval Sardines

a

ciated as gifts for they seem

Ketchup

Meat
Meat

served following
program of
games in which Leona Bremer and

FLOWERS for
CHRISTMAS

1—14

Candy

A

WE DELIVER THE DAY BEFORE CHRISTMAS

sage so ideally.

patrons

and to the citizens of Holland and

Tapioca

|8PG PYREX GIFT

its

vicinity the greetings of the season.

$1.85

runnera

life

her
vrou.
when she has been
joyed Thursday and Friday eve- Fourteenth Street Christian Re- living with her son, George at
ning^. It wll again be given formed church.Burial took place in Muskegon.She had been ill for
December 19 for those who were FaiHawn cemetery.Mr. Knoll was the put ten. months. She would
formerly from here and Mrs. Knoll have been 84 years old on Monday,
unable to soe it
Many from here attended the fu- was from North Holland until a December Funeral services
neral of Mrs. Andrew Knoll Sat- few years ago when they moved to were held at 2 o’clock Monday afturday, who died suddenly Wednes- Holland. Mrs. Knoll was 27 years ernoon at the Lakeside M. E.
Cate
and
Vernon
Ten
Cate.
The
church at Muskegon. Surviving
day
evening at the Lombard sani old.
served.
Local sportsmen report excellent
next meeting will be held at the Urium, Lombard, Illinois. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. William Hirdes and are a son, George H. Conklin of
perch fishing in Lake Macatawa
The annual meeting of the T. M. home of Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Olive Knoll had been in ill health for family of Holland visited at the Muskegon; Mrs. William Warren,
formerly
formerly Black lake.
M. class of Third Reformed on Friday, December 28.
some time and six weeks ago left home of their parents, Mr. and a step- daughter of Muskegon,and
The Msple Avenue church La- church was held at the home of
Holland for Lombard sanitorium. Mrs. Charley Schemper, Sunday one step-son, Dwight Cheeseman
ALLEGAN COUNTY NEWS She is survived by her husband; evening.
dies’ Aid societywill have a sale Mrs. Peter Notier Monday eveof Brawly, California. She also
In the Du Saar building on East ning. Following a pot-luck supparents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry LemMrs. Mary Jane Cheesemin, a leaves fifty grand-childrenand
The annual Christmasparty of men of Holland; one sister, Mrs.
Eighth street Friday beginning at >er, the election of officerswas
resident of Olive Center, died early great-grandchildren.
idd with the following results: the Woman’s auxilisry of the Fred Bueker of Gratfschao;two Friday morning at the home of her The school children are prepar9 o’clock. , _
American
Legion
at
Saugstuck
Mrs. ClarenceParker, president:
brothers,Gerrit and Harold Lem- •on, George H. Conklin, 2033 Har- ing for a Christmas program to be
Miss Nellie Elenbaasspoke on Mrs. L. E. Hleftje, vice president: was held Monday evening. Each tnen, both of Holland. Funeral rison avenue, Muskegon. Mrs. given at the local school Friday
the topic, “The Influence of the Mrs. John Koning, secretary;Mrs. was to bring a gift for the serv- services were conducted Saturday Cheeseman resided in Olive Center evening at 7:30 p. m.
ice basket to be sent to Veterans'
Bible,” at the regular meeting of Arthur Pommerening, treasurer,
Fourth Reformed church Interme- and Miss Geneva De K eater, mis- hospitalat Camp Custer.
r. E. E. Felts, aged 63, died on
diate Christian Endeavor society. sion treasurer. The social hour inNext week's meeting will be led cluded playing of competitive Sunday afternoon at his home in
Laketown. Surviving are the widby Miss Ruth Nybofcr, her topic games, and exchanging of gifts.
ow
and1 two sons, George and Leo.
being “Love Came Down at Christmas/ There will be no committee Born to Mr. and Mrs. John Zyl- Funeral services were held Wed.
stra, rural route 1, on November nesday morning at 10 o’clock at
meeting next week. Play pi
practice
25, a daughter, Mildred Jean.
the home and at 10:45 o'clockat
will take place this Friday
Gibson church. The Rev. C. W.
noon at the church.
Miss Mildred Klow will come Meredith of this city officiated.
o
from Leslie and Milton Klow will
lama
ZUTPHEN
come
from
Hope
college,
Holland,
ran down a doe 15 miles south of
Holland.It is said the deer weighed to spend the Christmas recess
Mrs. Peter De Weerd. who wss
125 pounds. It is also said that the with their parifots, Mr. and Mrs.
seriouslyill with pneumonia,was
Meno
Klow,
Spring
Lake.
Miss
accidentwas accidental. However,
taken to the Holland hospitalMonyon will have a hard time making Marjorie Scholten, a student st
expert hunters, who came home Hope college, and Harvey Scholten, day morning.
A Christmas program will be
without a deer, believe that The a student at the University of
given in the local church Tuesday
Michigan,
Ann
Arbor,
will
arrive
doe will be fried up for 95 inmates
afternoon,December 25.
of the Allegan county poor farm this week to be with their parents,
Mrs. John Nagel visited her parfor Christmas dinner, so the acci- Mr. and Mrs. Frank Scholten of
ents a few days, Mr. and Mrs. John
Spring
Lake.
dent will be appreciated in some
Danhof of Grand Rapids.
quarters. The Allegan “oak grub'
The Young Peoples society was
Edward P. Slooter,secretary of
district harbors some 200 deer.
Unity Lodge No. 191, has received led by Rev. S. Vroon. Marie Pouter gave a reading. The music was
Born to Dr. and Mrs. W. C. Kools a letter from WorshipfulMaster rendered by Harold and Clarence
at Holland hospital, a son, Sunday, George Weeks of the Masonic lodge
Peuler, accompaniedby Gertrude
at Traverse City, seeking support
December 16.
of the local lodge for Traverse Peuler.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Schcrmor of
City’s invitation for the 1936 state
Two young men from Holland, Masonic convention to be held late Vriesland visited their parents,
namely Bud Van Liere and Ben D. in May which would bring it to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Looks, SunBulder, are in Chicago this week Traverse City in cherry blossom day.
Lucas De Keine won the third
spreading the fame of Holland’s time, the letter stated.
prize in the baby beef exhibit held
Tulip Time. The musical team
in Grand Rapids last week, Wedknown as “Bud and Ben," will play
Miss Evelyn Albers was hostess nesday and Thursday.
at a convention in the Windy City
at a luncheon given at her home,
Those who visited their parents
and have been supplied with ma- 254 College avenue, on Saturday
19c
3 Tall Page Milk
2 Minute
over the week-endwere Edna Mae
terial to advertise the festival.
in honor of Miss Lois Keppel, who
(Can
Be
Whipped)
Nederveldt, Dena Hoppen, Jeanwill be a bride on Deceml>er 27. ette van Ess, Marie Peuler, all of
1 Maxwell House
31c
oz. bottle
The local Gil-Boat Company has Three tables of bridge were in play Grand Rapids, and Tena van Ess of
been requested to have a 16-foot following the luncheon, prizes go Zeeland.
lb. Bakers Pie Cho’late 23c
Table King
13c
life boat in Washington, D. C., ing to Miss Helen Sprietsmaand
Mr. and Mrs. William Ensing
early in January. Capt. M. L. Miss Alma Cook.
called on Mr. and Mrs. Harm Tim1 N. Such Mince
14c
Gilbert, presidentof the local com10c and 15c pkg.
mer Sunday evening.
pany, was in Chicago a few days
Miss Lois Keppel was guest of
1 Gutchess Mince
9c 2 lbs.
this week to speed up the delivery honor at a party given Monday
17c
OLIVE CENTER
of machinery required for manu- evening by Miss Betty Smith at
1 lb. Peanut Brittle
10c 1 lge. Ginger Ale or
facturing operations.
the home of her aunt, Mrs. C. M.
Miss Janet Brandsenand friend
McLean, 191 West Twelfth street, from Woodland visited relatives in

The Holland Teachers' dub an* London, Paris and Rome, and incijoyed their annual Christinasparty dents relating thereto. Mrs. Arat Junior High school Monday thur Vitscher, accompanied by
afternoon. The miscellaneouspro- Mr*. W. Curtis Snow, sang two
The ice on Lake Macatawa is gram rendered included a timely groups of songs. Following the
reported to be at least five inches reading by Mrs. Nina Daugherty, a program a social hour was enjoyed.
thick, and “shanty town” haa made talk by Miss Vera Johnson and the Refreshments were served by Mr.
singing of Christmas carols by the and Mrs. W. Curtis Snow. Mr. and
its annual appearance.
guests present. ^Refreshments were Mrs. C. J. McLean, Miss Myra Ten

* (Truly Divine)

8 cups light brown
6 tablespoons corn

cup water
2 egg whites

chiefs,

Suede Jackets,

1 cup walnuts

Fri. Sat, Dec. 21-22

We

wish to express our sincere appreciation to our

many

friends and business associates for their con-

tinued patronage which has helped us to achieve the

measure of success we have enjoyed during the past
year, and we extend to you
i

all

our best wishes for

a

Merry Christmas and a Happy and Prosperous

New

WARNER BAXTER

Year.

Dissolve sugar in water, add syrup, and boil to 251’ F. Pour gradually over stiffly beaten egg whites, beating until mixture will hold
shape. Add nuts, and drop by spoonfuls on oiled paper, or pour into
. butted p«i and cut

Sweaters, Shoes and
Slippers.

sugar
water

Hell Id the Heavens

(Simply Delicious)
K cup orange juice
Sat, Dec. 22, fa GUEST NIGHT.
1 teaspoon grated orange nnd
Attend the 9 o’clock performance
1 pound shelled pecans or other not meats
and remain as OUR GUEST to see
Mix the sugar, water, and orange juice, and boil to the soft-ball
Helen Twelvetreen and Ralph Mer stage (240* F.). Remove from stove, add the orange rind and pecans,
gan in “SHE WAS A LADY.”
and stir until syrup looks cloudy. Pour onto a heavy waxed paper
8 cups
1 cup

Mon. Tare, Dee. 24-25
(CmUbmos Xmas Day)

DOUBLE FEATURE
Laarri ft Hardy in

“BABES IN TOY LAND"

or greased surface,and

\
%

cup dried
cup

“

All Goods

|

(Appreciating the Apricot)
% teaspoon grated orange nnd
1 teaspoon grated lemon rind

cocoanut

(^raWoe°?mu'*coco»imt,and nuU. Pot them through the food

STEP IN AND LOOK

livA

m

Christmas Boxes Free

AROUND

.S.BOTER&
CLOTHING

or

in

j Quality Merchandise at Reasonable

break apart‘

apricots

Wrapped

Prices!

'v'1"

1

ii

11

have been taken to their home in by Mr. Emmick and Mr. Rotman.
^ CENTRAL f
1 snowfallto hold a sleigh ride party
Van Dyk attended
that village. Coroners who investi- The Anal number was a play, MA last week and plans to bperate a WW<W<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<4<<<H<<M<
drug store in that place. A few CHILDREN HAVE GLORIOUS Mr. and Mrs. Dick Van Der last Wednesday evening.Don Van the presentationof the “Messiah
gated the accident pronouncedit
A rh/nrt an man 4 ft am.
days ago Mr. Menold was informed
TIME AT LEGION AUXILI
unavoidable.
Meere were in Grand Rapids Sun- Lento, Junior .Van Lento, Leon Van at the Civic auditorium in Grand
that the building in Which he was
Huia, Gladys Zeedvk, and Grace Rapids last week.
ARY
FESTIVITY
day
evening.
wvwaswAy fj\ai«4i fiooctj Tf mine TIMLucile Reimink was in charge of Teusink were on the refreshment
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. DeLano and ser and Theresia Busscher.Mr. and doing businasa,would be sold. His
The Christmasprogram of the
George Sheridan, clau of *80, in
many friends wish him the Best of
Saturdayafternoon was a gala the Senior Christian Endeavor committee.
Saufatuck High, has been named their son, George, of Holland, who Mrs. Frank Kooyers will be in
Sunday school will feature a play,
success
and
without
a
doubt
Mr.
John Hartbornwas in charge of
occasion for thd children of mem- meeting last Sunday evening.She
aecretary of Lewis Branch of the until the past year, were prominent charge of the January meeting.
Menold will have a large number bers of the American Legion auxil- spoke of the local missionary work the Intermediate Christian Endea- “Why the Chimes Rang,” in which
American Society of Civil Engi- Allegan residents,have been reof Hamilton folks as patrons in iary when nearly 100 little ones being done in the community by vor meeting Sunday afternoon.He the followingwill take part: Dick
neers. He was a member of the moved from the hospital in Holland
Mr. and Mrs. Johannes VandenVan Der Meer, Junior Bertsch,
to their home. They had a very berg were in Ann Arbor on Thurs- Allegan.
1984 class of Lewis institute.
gatheredat the Holland armory, the Hope College League for Serv- spoke on “The Influenceof the Bi- Mrs. J. H. De Free, Robert Van
close call. All three were uncon- day to attend a performance of the
ble."
Mrs. Ben Kooiker and daughter, together with the auxiliary and ice and other organizations.
Den Berg, Dick Miles, Judd KroneThe Senior Christian Endeavor Mr. and Mrs. John Nylamf and meyer, Mrs. Ben Nyland, Charles
Members of the John Haan fam- scious when picked up by a passing Michigan opera, “Give Us Rhythm,*’ Joyce, and Mrs. John Haakma were several guests, adding 75 more to
motorist and taken into Holland. in which their son, Vaudie. Jr.," in Grand Rapids last Saturday.
the list of children,since all felt society took advantageof the daughters, Pauline and Lorraine, Bertsch and Mildred Schuppert.
ily of Hudsonville went to Holland
The crew of the freight train which took a leadiing part. In his cnaracCelery shipping ' will about be youthfulagain. The large hall
last Thursday to offer congratulathey struck probably was unaware terization off _
Flossie Spivak, husky- finished by the end of this week. was made to look homey and cozy
tions to their aged grandmother,
er, me
the noiiana
Holland arasi
artist This is at least three weeks or a with a fireside, a lighted ChristMrs. Hamm, who celebrated her there had been an accident Both voiced singer,
Mr. and Mrs. DeLano sustainedan was reported in the press as “stealninety-fourthbirthday anniversary
month earlier than usual. This is mas tree, and all the yuletidedecokle injuries. Mrs. DeLano was cut
ing the show.M It is expected the the result of the mild weather this rations that make a picture of good
on that day. Her health has not
across her forehead and George had opera will be repeated in Flint and
been so very good lately.— HudsonROUND, SIRLOIN or SWISS
fall. However, it has been a very cheer, happiness and contentment
a badly bruised eye and cheek.
Toledo after the week’s run in Ann successful year for the celery grow*
ville correspondent.
.There
was
a
real
live
Santa
Allegan Gazette.
Arbor. “Vaudie, Jr.” follows in the ers of this community. A splendid
Claus, too, possibly captured in
footsteps of his illustriousdad, crop was grown and prices were
Nick .aiming,Tom White, Walthe polar region or rather was it
Dick VerHage, age 18, of Hud- who, in his younger days, was pop- tatter than for many years, while
lace Kuite, Jacob Kuite and James
a "Polar Bear” from Russia— we
ular
in
local
“skits"
and
monosonville,
has
posted
a
bond
of
S500
De Roster attended the fat stock
the Hamilton brands secured the still have a few of these in Holland,
show in Grand Rapids. Some of the for his appearance today (Friday) logues and black-face—starring in top prices on the market.
you know. Anyway Santa brought
the
“Vaudie
Ribs
Combination
Co.,
boys bid on the ^fatted calf' but in Justice John Galien’s court, HolThe John Kaper family has “dead loads” of candy enough for
were unsuccessful bidders. The land, after demandinga hearing on Inc.”
moved into the new house built by all and to spare.
All the Best Cuts
grand champion steer was pur- a charge of hit-and-run driving,
the Brink Lumber company on
The
program, which had been
An
electric
sign
visible
for
blocks
causing
injury
to
Miss
Celia
Overchased for 52 cents a pound and it
South Main street.
prepared by Mrs. William Bos and
set of Grand Rapids. VerHage adorns police headquarters on West
weighed 915 pounds.
Mrs. Hein Brower celebratedher Mrs. William Brouwer, opened with
8th
Street
It
will
be
“red
neon"
avers he was unaware his machine
..
.......
to guide the good, but a danger eightieth birthday last week, on “Merry Christmas”by Ruth Ann
struck Miss Overset.
The freighterBennington tied up
Thursday.
All
the
children
and
signal to the Bad.
Topp. Other numbers were as follb. 10c
SPARE
Lean tad. Meaty
at the Harrington dock shortly
grandchildrengathered at the home lows:
The Little Workers 4-H club was
lb. 10c
FRANKFURTS
or
Michigan
Grade
No.
1
after noon on Saturday after a deThe Welcome Comer class of for the occasion. The community “Welcome,” Betty Sikkel;
layed voyage from South Chicago entertained at the home of Miss
extends
heartiest
congratulations
“ChristmasGreetings,”.Dale Bos
First Methodist Episcopal church
with a load of pig iron for the Lois Brower. Mrs. Richard Bouws, held its Christmas party at the and best wishes.
and Delwyn Van Tongeren; “Greet>
Holland Furnace company. The the leader, assisted the group in
The Woman’s Study club met at ings,” Donna Ter Haar; “Christmaking aprons. Those present were home of the teacher, Judge Fred T.
ship, which was blocked by the ice
Miles,
14
East
26th
Street,
elected
mas
Wish,”
Bobby
Bos;
duet,
the home of Mrs. E. Archambault
BEEF
Fancy Cuts from the Chock
lb. 9c
in Black lake near Virginia Pajk.l Louise Veele, Ida Laarman, Marion
Lem Harris president for the enwas able to proceed in the moor- Cramer, Edna Diekema, Kathryn suing year. Other officersnamed last week, Wednesday evening. "Sleep, Baby, Sleep," by Myra
’
4 lbs. 25c
Pore
Freth
Chopped
Fannie Bultman read a paper on Jane Brouwer and Evelyn Cook,
ing when its way was paved by the Dykstra, Betty Spoor, Lois Browwere Mrs. Ruth Bocks, vice presi- “Children’s Poetry.” Mrs. H. D. accompanied by Marjorie Brouwer;
coast guard cutter Escanaba from er, Jennie Mae Kleeves,Jean NieFreih Picnic Cats
dent; Mrs. Harry Galbraith,secre- Strabbing spoke on “Modern Poe- “The Longest Day,” Gene Barnes;
Grand Haven. The Escanaba crack boer, Dorothy De Visser and June
f. The next meeting
_______ w will tary; and Mrs. B. Banks, treasurer.
try." A quartet,consisting of Mrs. "My Speech,” Betty Jean Spaulded up the ice near the dock, and
About 30 attendedthe meeting, Harry Lampin, Mrs. Henry Nyen- ing; piano solo, "The Silver Band,”
PORK STEAK
Lean Shoulder Cuts
2 lbs. 25c
then opened the way for the Ben- be held Jan. 9 at 4 o’clock at the
which opened with the singing of huis, Mrs. H. D. Strabbingand Stewart Padnos; “We Know,”
home
of Miss Marion Cramer.
nington. The boat, which is the last
All
First
Cuts
lb. 14c
PORK
CHOPS
Christmas carols and devotions by
Fannie Bultman,sang several se- Joyce Post and Ruth Barkema; reone expected at the local docks this
Dr. Thomas G. R. Brown low. Judge
Bulk
The annual Christmaspot-luck
citation, by Lynn Irving Post; saxseason, left South Chicago twice,
Miles spoke to the group, after lections. Mrs. Henry Van Door2 lb.. 25c
only to turn hack after experienc- was enjoyed by Mrs. George Vande
nink read current events. The la- ophone solo, Bobby Kole, accomWhite Rendered
which refreshments were served by
ing high seas. Harry Harrington, Kiefs Sunday school class of Third
panied by Marjorie Brouwer.
Mrs. Ruth Bocks and her commit- dies have decided to omit the meetMild) Sugar Cured Squares
lb. 17c
son of the captain, helped pilot the Reformed church at her home, 89 tee.
"We’re Very Little Tots,” Doning during the holiday season.
West 11th Street Twenty-three
freighterin port.
A business meeting and social ald Van Ry, Martha Sikkel and
lb. 17c
MINCED
LUNCHEON
Machine
Sliced
members were served dinner, after
of the Christian Endeavor society Shirley Bedell; recitation, "Christwhich they exchangedgifts. The
HAMILTON
of the First Reformed church was mas Presents,” Donna Van TonJohn Costing was named elder
Pure Perk Breekfe.t Freth
election of officers resultedas folheld at the church last week, Tues- geren; vocal solo, G. Viening, acand Arthur Schaap was chosen dealows: Miss Ruth Van Kersen, prescompanied by Marian Kuite;
con at a congregationalmeeting of
During the past week Hamilton day evening.
ident; Miss Genevieve Tinholt, vice
PORK LIVER or HEARTS
lb. 6c
Trinity Reformed church held in
Rev. William Pyle of Overisel "Christmas Smiles,” Teddy Bos;
president; Mrs. Bernard Plakke, has again put on Christmastogs.
conjunction with the weekly prayrecitation,
Howard
Kole;
reading,
BEEF
'
j
lb. 9c
was a Hamilton visitor last week,
secretary,and Mrs. Ivan Bosman,
As we look at ourselveswe realize Thursday.
er meeting last evening. They will
Betty Mills; vocal solo, Vivian
treasurer.The next meeting takes
serve as replacements on the conDalman; "Three Little Ladies and
place Jan. 4 at the home of Mrs. that we are dressed up a little
Choice Shoulder Cut.
Local men on the bridge crew are
sistory. A. Koppenaal, who until
Ivan Bosman, 48 West 16th Street more elaborately than during the having their difficulties as new What They Want," Barbara Wesrecentlyserved the church as custrate,
Jacqueline
Marcusse
and
Mrs. Chester Van Lopik of Zeeland past few years. Homes, 3awns hands. The rainy weather practiVEAL STEAK or Chops
lb. 19c
todian, was honored at the meeting
Doris Strowenjans; chorus,"Christwill assist the hostess.
with the gift of a chair by the conand places of business are bright cally every day is giving the work* mas Babe," by Wilma Rutgers, ArNECK
BONES
5 lbs. 19c
Fresh
and
Meaty
sistoryin behalf of the congregawith Christmas colors. Every eve- ers slippery footing. The result
Several members of the Maple ning of the week witnesses some has been that several have tum- lene Eby, Mavis Riemersma, Evetion. The gift was received with
lyn Kramer, Marie Klomparens,
thanks. Mr. Koppenaal served Utt Avenue Women’s Bible class and kind of rehearsalfor the festivities bled and received a cold bath in
Carol Bos, Erma Rozeboom, Georyears until recently when he was
which will be held in the homes, the river about 20 feet below. One gia Frundt, Myra Jean Brouwer,
of
the
men
enjoyed
the
pleasure
forced to resign due to advanced
school and churches. The local
Alma Kramer, Mary Lois De Fouw,
school will present a program this twice in one day. In spite of this Myrtle Bos, Elvina Kammeraad,
mittee.The election of officers redifficulty work has progressed
week,
Thursday
evening.
The
Nominating petitionsfor Judge sulted as follows: Mrs. A. Slenk, First Reformed church will give a rapidly and the temporary bridge Dorothy Mills, Vivian Dalman, Angeline Rowan, Erelyn Cook and
Fred T. Miles of Holland are now president; Mrs. A. Peerbolt,vice
pageant on Christmasevening. A will be completed early next week. Ruth Kammeraad.
being circulatedin Allegan county president; and Mrs. G. Streur,
The
first community play, a
children’s
program
will
be
enjoyed
The program continued with
and the judge probably will file treasurer,were re-elected. Mrs. J.
3 lb. beg. 53c
comedy drama, entitled “WhitUin’,”
8
them in the near future. Judge Klinkenburg was named secretary at the American Reformed church was presented to large audiences "Wireless to SanU,” by Marie
on
Sunday
evening.
While
many
and
Mrs.
J.
Nyland,
assistant
secKlomparens;vocal duet, "Away in
Miles seeks the Republican nomifamily reunions will be held in the at the auditorium last week Thursnation at the primaries on March retary and treasurer.
a Manger,” by Minnie Marjorie
day
and
Friday.
The
children
were
homes. Here is hoping that every*
4 of 1985 and at present is alone in
given a chance to see the play on Marcusseand Elaine Vos; Christthe field. The regular election will
Deted Coffee
The regullar meeting of the body will have a real Merry Christ- Wednesday when a dress rehearsal mas drill, directed by Mrs. M. Jatake place on the first Monday in Maple wood
rood 1P.-TA. was well at- mas.
pinga
by
Kenneth
Kammeraad,
was held. The members of the cast
April and at that time the bench tended,
______ Russell
______ Boeve,
_____ , president
Mrs. Sam Kurz, Mrs. Fred DieJackie Slooter,Jimmy Den Herwul be filled for the ensuing six was in charge. The meeting opened kema and children visited Mrs. were Frederick Johnson, Edna der, Jimmy Stallkamp, Billy Bos,
years. Only one judge will be elect- with si
singing of Christmas carols, William Ten Brink last week on Dangremond, Ben Kooiker, John Roger Zwemer, Ernest Meeuwsen,
Haakma, Leonard Dangremond,
ed and it is supposed that the Dem- led by F. Schoonard with Miss
h
Ha- Thursday.
Mrs. Allan Callahan, Bernard Robert Japinga, George Manting,
ocratic party also will have a can- zel Schroetenboer
at the piano.
Student Harold Hoffman of the
Voorhorstand Margaret Roggen. Jr., Fred Meppelink, Jr., Orrin
didate. The Judge of Probate office After the business session a proWestern seminary preached at the Music was furnished by the Oak- Cook and Gerard Cook; vocal solo
will not be vacant again until 1936, gram prepared by Mr. and Mrs. L.
when it will be filled by election. Timmer was given. It consistedof American Reformed church last land orchestra.Proceedsof the by Elaine Eding, accompaniedby

ARK

LOCAL NEWS
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I

STEAKS
SMOKED HAMS
RIBS

1

ITVac

BOLOGNA

—

POT ROAST OF BEEF
ROASTS
HAMBURG

1

/

Beef

PORK ROASTS

Molengraf

PURE LARD

BA£ON MEAT

PORK SAUSAGE

10c

Sliced

UVER

VEAL ROAST

HVzc

Save on Groceries with these Bargain Prices

COFFEE

O'CLOCK

BOKAR

2

RED CIRCLE

49c

CHASE & SANBORN

MAXWELL HOUSE

—Allegan News.

I
P,

guitar renditionsby John Emmick,

Sunday.

Principal Earl Mosier has been
reading by Miss Harriet Prins,
Mr. and Mrf. Roy Berg and “Changing Color,” a vocal duet by chosen as the directorof the next
their son of Saugatuck, who fig- Misses Cornelia and Johanna community play. Rehearsals will
ured in the fatal collision near Ot- Blaauw, an address,“The Place of begin immediately after the holisego recentlyin which the Beatties Education,” by Prof. Deckard Rit- day season.
of Hopkins were fatally injured, ter of Hope college, guitar music
C. N. Menold moved to Allegan

Mrs. S. J. Meeusen, and recitation,
“Goodbye,” by Nona Ver Meulen.
Santa appeared and presented
each child with a box of candy.
Mrs. Chester Van Tongeren was in
charge of the candy. Mrs. Chester Ver Meulen, president of the
Legion auxiliary, arranged the dec-

play amounted to almost 9100).
which will be used for community
purposes. The presentation was
given under the directionof Mrs.
John Brink, Jr.
J. H. Volkers is on the sick list
this week.

orations.

Leon Winstrom, student and fellowship instructor at Carnegie
Tech at Pittsburg,Pa., is home for

Company

the holidays with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. William Winstrom.
Arlene, kindergarten pupil in the
local school, daughterof Mr. and
Mrs. John Knoll, has been seri-

ously ill with pneumonia, but is
somewhat recovered at present
writing.

ISHES

friends in Holland and

program was given Wednesday

on the farms of this community

evening at the schoolhouse to a
large audience of parents and patrons. The following program was
given. Invocation,Rev. F. F. Van

all its

A fWernj Christmas
The
1 Heinz Oven-Baked Beans with
Pork and Tomato Sauce.

Varieties

17 Heinz Scotch Broth
18 Heinz Noodle

2 Heinz Oven-Baked Beans without Tomato Sauce, with Pork

—Boston

Style.

38 Heinz Sandwich Spread

Soup

19 Heinz Pepper1Pot

39 Heinz Pickled Onions—
Sweet or Sour

Soup

40 Heinz Olives— Plain or Stuffed

20 Heinz Vegetable Soup

3 Heinz Oven-Baked Beans in
Tomato Sauce without Meatr—
Vegetarian
4 Heinz Oven-Baked

Red

Kidney

Beans
5 Heinz Cream of Asparagus

W

—

Date, Fig,

a

26 Heinz Cooked Spaghetti

7 Heinz Cream of Green Pea Soup

27 Heinz Cooked Macaroni

47 Heinz Worcestershire Sauce

8 Heinz Cream of Mushroom

28 Heinz Pure Jellies

48 Heinz Prepared MustardBrown or Yellow

9 Heinz Cream of Oyster

29 Heinz Apple Butter
49 Heinz Evaporated Horse Radish

10 Heinz Cream of Spinach Soup

30 Heinz Gherkins— Sweet or Sour

11 Heinz Cream of Tomato Soup

31 Heinz Mixed Pickles — Sweet or
Sour

12 Heinz Bean Soup

32 Heins Chow

13 Heinz Beef Broth

33 Heinz Sweet Mustard Pickle

14 Heinz Clara Chowder

34 Heinz Dill Pickles

54 Heinz Tarragon Vinegar

35 Heinz Fresh Cucumber Pickle

55 Heinz Rice Flakes

15 Heinz

Gumbo Creole

16 Heinz

Mock Turtle Soup

36-

ing the

50 Heinz Mayonnaise
51 Heinz Pure Malt Vinegar
52 Heinz Pure Cider Vinegar

Pickle

53 Heinz Distilled White Vinegar

Heinz Strained Foods

SUNDAY DINNER
SUGGESTIONS
By

ANN FAGB

_
or less
blanketed the country baa
lor
W
decreasedthe supply of fresh fruits
and vegetables and sharply Increased
their prices.Rdot vegetables are particularly good choicesat this time.
Cabbage and kale are hardy and are
still plentifuland fairly low in price.
There will be plenty of citrus fruits,
apples and nuts for holiday needs at
moderate prices. There will also be an
ample supply of turkeys, geese, ducks,
and roasting chickens. They will be
moderatelypriced.
Here are three menus, Including a
Christmas dinner, made up from
seasonablefoods.

Ham

Low Cost Dinner

Soiled

Potatoes

or

Coffee

Milk

Medium Cost Dinner
1

i

Test

ASK YOUR DEALER
•-•lx

Baked

g

Hem

Mashed Sweet Potatoes
Creamed Celery
Bread and Butter
Fruit Cup with Coconut
Tea or
Milk

Coffee

Christmas Dinner

Tomato Cocktail with Parsley Sprig

Celery

Stuffed Olives

Roast Turkey or Goose
Sweet PoUtoes ButteredOniom
Cranberry or Currant Jelly
( Green Salad PimlentoDressing

‘

-Vi &

Jjry's

v

.

1

rMnnm*

Rnlla

.

-

\

%

i

lb.

/

'

ParpoM Fiour 49

ib‘

2

$im

b*«

PILLSBURY FLOUR

lbs.

11c
23c

83c

24)4 fc b*>

24ft.Ib.bag $1.09
24Vt.lb.bag $1.12

GOLD MEDAL FLOUR

WHITEHOUSE MILK ^.^u?*11"* -50c
^r‘rATI0N
OVALTINE
29c »,
FELS NAPTHA SOAP
10 43c

M,uc

9*11

Th*

un
«c
Urge can 52c

Small can

P.

A

G.

SOAP

6 large bars 23c

AJAX SOAP

19 amall bars, 29e

Giant Bara

6 ban 23c

MONTE VALUES

DEL
PEACHES
PEARS
PEARS

do...

d.». $2.59

PINEAPPLE
PINEAPPLE

d.... $2.10

d.,« $|,9t

CORN

Vacuum Pecked

cans

EASY TASK SOAP CHIPS

J

CAMAY SOAP

PAPER

IONA PEACHES
IONA

Thank You

t

dosen $2.29
dosen $1.69

2 cans 29c

10c

.....

14rt>i. bottle 10c

DILL

2 quarts 29c

5

Tall Cans

k- 21c

lk

3 cans 49c
2 quarts 49c

CHEESE

Mild Full Cream er Brick

SALMON

N.B.C.

17c
2-lb.

Tall Cana
Seeded, 4 lb. pkg. 31e

BULK GREEN TEA

;

i

pkg. 17c

3 cans 35c
SeedieM

4 £ 29c

I#

j

NORTHERN TISSUE

KARO

«...

'»

2 larga cana 39c

. .......

RAISINS

J

Lera Can.
S can. 29c

Brand

RED SALMON
RAJAH SYRUP

cert

roll 3c

f

PINEAPPLES Sliced *

lb.

29c

6 cakes 25c

g

NAVY BEANS
ANN PAGE CATSUP
PICKLES Water
PANCAKE FLOUR

PINK

Jj.io

d..« $t,|o

EXCEL SODA CRACKERS

Cabbage
Bread and Butter
Prune Whip

57 Heinz Tomato Juice

Is the

FLOURn* m

PEARS

__ cold weather which has more
nma

Tea

The Taste

IONA

PACIFIC TOILET

56 Heinz Breakfast Wheat

37 Heinz India Relish

OLEO

KEYKO

hostess.

45 Heinz Beefsteak Sauce
46 Heinz Pepper Sauce— Red
or Green

Chow

grades; violin duet by Dorothy Van
Osa and June Luplow; P. T. A.
business meeting;dialogue, "How
the Christmas Song was Found;”
accordion and harmonica duet and
solos, May Luplow and Marvin
Henagin; reading by Dorothy Van
Oss; songs, “Long Ago from Prophet’s Pages” and “Our Prayer.”
The Boosters Sunday school
class of the Central Park church
met Tuesday evening at the home
of Mrs. William Appledorn with
Mrs. John Van Der Werf assist-

44 Heinz Chili Sauce

25 Heinz Peanut Butter
6 Heinz Cream of Celery Soup

school Christmas

primary grades; reading by Geraldine Teusink; duet, Joyce and
Jane Baker; Christmas songs, by
the grammar grades; dialogue,
“Christmas * Fairy and Scrooge;"
piano solo by Marilyn Baker;
Christmas carols by the primary

43 Heinz Tomato Ketchup

23 Heinz Mince Meat

e

"

100

Dyke; “Welcome,”by Kenneth
Kuypers; dialogus, ' "Bennie’s’
Dream;” Christmas songs by the

42 Heinz Pure Spanish Olive Oil

22 Heinz Onion Soup

24 Heinz Puddings
and Plum

The Harrington

41 Heinz Ripe Olives

21 Heinz Consomme

SUGAR
ik
OLEOMARGARINE .

BEET

NUTLEY

VIRGINIA PARK

Heinz

COFFEE
WHITEHOUSE COFFEE
DEL MONTE COFFEE
HILLS BROS. COFFEE

lb.

4 rolls

Blue Label

llb.ti.29a

|0

lb.

25c
19c

tin J1

v<r'
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Man

Tries His

Greetings

Luck
Boring

He
Season's

Greetings

Mezzanine Floor of
the Peopl t Bank

BiiUini

PHONE

2948

Holland, Michigan

Not long ago one of our nature

-

-

WN

A

V

-

Made

wishes you a

MERRY CHRISTMAS!

-

luscious jolm

of rip# fruits

and pur* gran-

ulated sugar. So thair flavor ia the
real

old-fashioned thing, and they

are fit accessories for tha yaar’s

scientists stated that the victim of
In
a bee sting might always have the
satisfactionof knowing that the
insect attacking him lost its wea- WILL SPEND SIMM Bt
BEAUTIFUL
8
pon and its life as a result of the
TURK NEAR PRBSI
stinging.Now Dr. J. G. Myers, of
CHURCH
the Imperial College of Tropical
Agriculture,Trinidad, offers proof
At the congregational
that this isn’t always the case. Dr.
Myers conducted a number of ex- of the First Christian 1
periments with bees under various Church at Zeeland there
conditions,inducing them to sting be a very enthusiastic
handkerchiefs, insects and frogs, numbering162, who de
and he found that even after sting- a vote of 108 to 44 to build a
ing several times the bee usually chapel costinga sum of not to
recovered. When one of the bees ceed $15,000.
This was the second time
stung him unexpectedly, however,
the insect’s sting was left in the the past year that this
wound. This he attributesto his has been before the
own violent reaction to the sting- for consideration.The dial
l>e a l>eautiful gable-*
ing.
ture facing on Cherry Street
will occupy the place now
by the manse garage, with a
Arrange Loans
age of about eighty feet and
Use Cash as Needed tending about forty feet north
south. This will be a two-i
structure, consisting of a half
Forehanded Michigan fanners ment and the main floor.
who will want to borrow money
It will be built of the best
from their local production credit of face brick, and the fe
associationcan make applicationswill be of auffident strength 4
now and save any chance of delay support an in:
’
next spring, according to Commis- it later be
sioner S. M. Garwood,Washington. the building. Another feature
Some loans are being made now that the structurewill be built
but the rush of applicationsbegins unlta in order that in the future
just l>efore the crop season. Most new church edifice can be ad
farmers know whether they will it to face on Church Street
need additional credit facilities site of the present church b(
next spring and can make their That is one of the aims
^.1
applicationsnow. Money on ap- mgregition, but at this time,
proved loans will be advanced ntil this chapel is ill paid foi
when wanted and interest charges is thought best to continue t‘
begin only when the money is ad- of the present church audit
vanced. The production credit asThe plan of financing has'
sociationsare permanent additions been arranged by popular i
to the credit facilities of agricul- lions up to two-thirds of ths
ture. They are conducted by local needed and the balance Is
people and make loans only on a raised by voluntary coll
ROTARY WILL FETE
business basis of ample security this purpose which during the
HOLLAND CHILDREN;
for the money loaned.
two months has totaled more
VANCE MAPE SANTA Commissioner Garwood points $200.00.Thus the church
out that the two common mistakes feel safe in proceeding with
made in borrowingmoney are to construction of this much-*
Manager Henry Carley has do- borrow too early and pay unnecesnated the Holland theater Dec. 24 sary interest charges or to borrow building.
The new chepel will contain
at 10:30 a. m. for a Christmaa the- too late and be unable to get cash
ater party for Holland's indigent discounts on materials purchased. church office, consistory room,
sembly room, ladies society
children, sponsored by the Holland
Managers of production credit as
Rotary club. Each child attending sociations are expectedto assist ing room, library,fifteenS
will be given a present by local their clients in avoiding both of School class rooms, lavat
businessmen and Carley will throw these mistakes. Borrowers do not boiler room and storage. This
pictures on the screen. Vance have to draw the full amount of a relieve the congestion from
Mape will assume the role of Santa, loan at once. The money can be main church auditorium during
assisted by Mayor Nicodemus taken up at the production credit Sunday School hour where
larger portion of the 22
Bosch and Bill Connelly.
associationas it is needed, and the
The party will lie conducted by interest charges are made only on School classes are assembled.
At this annual meeting chi
the community servicecommittee, the portionswhich have been withconsistingof William C. Vanden- drawn. If application has been officerswere also elected,wl
berg, Dr. John G. Huizinga. W. C. made for more than is needed, the election resulted in the selection
Blanchard and Henry Coating. balance can be left at the associa- the following:Elders,Bert
Tickets will be distributedthrougn tion and no interest charge is er, William Gras, Bert Storing,
Gerrit Van Koevering; deac
welfare agencies.
made.
Richard Gort, Peter Lookerse,
The Rotary club also donated
Henry Nykamp.
$25 toward the toy project spon- HOLLAND CHRISTIAN
sored by the Willard G. lieenhouts
DEBATE TEAM WINS ZEELAND MAN IS TAKEN
Post, American Legion.

Early

Now;

¥

Wm

Hew

will

t _

Holland Christian High
school debating team won Its sec-

your
HN'f

HEINZ

a

lively pickles

—10

kinds!

Picklw put excitementin

the

feast, so serve several kinds.

Heinm pickles are made

of

crisp

fresh vegetables, and fine Hein*
vinegars, and rarest spices.

'f

rslish. Also

We

can help you get your Christmas feast
away to a great start, with our home-recipe
soups. There arc 18 of them— cooked of garden
vegetables, and prime meats, and sprightly
spices we bring from the Far East. Then, when
each soup is finished, we taste it so we can assure you

of these

SOUPS?

Mock Turtle
Vegetable
Cream of Spinach
Consomml
Pepper Pot
Cream of Mushroom
Noodle
Cream of Oyster
Beef Broth
Cream of Asparagus
Gumbo Creole Cream of Green Pea
Clam Chowder
Cream of Celery
Scotch Broth
Cream of Tomato

We

suggsat sweet gherkins and India

it’s

perfect. (Important, because things

Heins imported Span-

ish olives, big

queens or pimiento-

stuffedones.

HEINZ

famous

must be right for Christmas.)And you don’t
add or stir in anything, you just heat and serve.

We

send you sauces to do justly

by your holiday cooking.Heins

you favor a creamy rich soup, we suggest
Heinz Cream of Mushroom. If a broth seems
best, Heinz Gumbo Creole. Anyway he& is
the list, and the soups are at your grocer’s.
If

HEINZ

homostyle

Sauce, rich, thick and ripetomato rad. Hain* Worcester-

Chili

shire

Sauce, Old English in type.

Heins Beefsteak Sauce, too.

SOUPS

AFTER MULTIPLE CRASH

Grand Rapids
ipidi
Herald - Ja
ond decisionof the year from Paw Wyngarden.
de 24, of 281 East
I’nw High school.
Street '/.coland,was arrested
The Holland team, composed of night by Patrolman Rich&rd WageLewis Groeneveld, Gordon Buter maker and Joseph McPhllamy on
and Roger Heyna, upheld the nega- a charge of recklessdriving.
tive of the question, "Resolved:
Wyngardenis alleged to have
That federalgrants be given to the driven an automobile which struck
states annually for the pur- four other cars. on Division AveHAVE several
pose of equalizingeducational op- nue, 8., near Burton Street, and
BRAKES; THOSE
3000
portunitiesamong the states for to have attempted to flee.
POUNDS ARE "OUT OF the
support of high school and secMartin Hulst, 19, of Route 1,
LUCK’’ WITHOUT THEM
ondary education as a permanent Grand Rapids, driver of one of the
policy."
four cars, was the only one inThe departmentof state will be
The Paw Paw team was Neil jured. His conditionis not serious.
unable to registerand issue license Smith, Miss Willow Brown and
plates after January 1 for trailers
Randall Hall. Rolland Shackson
BEECHWOOD
weighingmore than 3,000 pounds of Grand Rapids Central High
A regular meeting of the Beechunless the trailersare equipped school judged the contest.
wood Parent-Teacherassociation
with brakes in conformity with the
was held Friday evening in the
law adopted by the legislature in HOLLAND PASTOR
Beechwood school. H opened with _
1933.
BEGINS SERIES
the singing of America and devoThe law also prohibitsthe use
OF DISCOURSES tiona. The Rev. Richard A. Elve,
of trailers of 3,000 pounds on the
pastor of the Open Bible church,
highways after that date unless
Rev. J. Lanting. pastor of Im- announced that he is conducting a
they are equipped with brakes that manuel church, will begin a series
class in Beechwood vican be operated by the truck of discourseson “The Second Com- catechism
cinity.
driver.
ing of Christ," tomorrow evening
The program included selections
Reports reaching the department in the Holland armory.
by the junior orchestra composed
of state are to the effect that many
His topic will be: "The Christian of fourtn, fifth and sixth grade
owners of trailers are not familiar Hope and Sure Word of Prophecy,"
children under the direction of
with the provisions of this law. today; on Dec. 23, "The Jews in
Bert Brandt, songs by Gertrude
Section 6-a of Act 253 of Public Relation to the Coming of Christ";
and Elaine Chrispell,cornet solo
Acts of 1933 reads as follows:
Dec. 30, "The Gentiles in Relation by Bert Brandt accompanied by his
"It shall be unlawful to operate to the Coming of Christ";Jan. 13,
daughter, Ethel; reading by Gerany
ny train or combination of motor "The Tribulation of Those Who
trude Chrispell; accordion solos by
veehicles upon the public highways Pass Through It"; Jan. 20, "The
Ethel Brandt and a playlet, “The
off this
this state on or after the first Appearingand Kingdom of Christ";
Prodigal Son." The annual Christday of January, nineteen hundred Jan. 27, "The Judgment and Eter- mas program is taking place this
thirty-five,unless the power gener- nal State of Saved and Lost.**
evening.
ating unit of such train or combination of vehicles be equipped
with brakes as required by law,
and unless each and every other
vehicle in said train or combination of vehicles, the gross weight
of which shall exceed three thousand pounds, be equipped with air,
vacuum, hydraulically or electrically operated brakes, or some
equally effectivedevice, for controlling the speed of such vehicle
and adequate to control the movement of and to stop and hold such
vehicle, which brakes may be applied by the chauffeuror driver of
such train or combination of vehicles to each vehicle in such train
or combination of vehicles concurrently, and which brakes shall at
all times be kept in effective condition of repair and ready for use
at the discretionof such chauffeur

New Trailer
Law Effects
Many Trailers

and Quince Jelly.

DINNEffSGlN

*

de<HH|v_

The

Red Currant Jelly, Crah Apple
Jelly, Qrapa Jelly

Bean Soup
Onion Soup

Spi

NEW

moat important meal Pour kinds:’

18

Build Cha]

to

m?

HEINZ

WHICH

Zeeland Church

Bee Stings Often

Six hundred and eleven children
In Oil
have been born in Allegan county
since January 1 of 1984, according
to a report of County Clerk Carl A.
Mr. George Steketee of Holland,
Warner. Of the total number born,
one was of Indian parents and three president of the Bear Creek Oil
were of Negro parents,the balance and Gas Development company,
being white.
was in Allegan, Monday, when he
During the past year, up u n t i I
made announcement that AugusDecember 1, there were 421 deaths
and 225 marriages. Of the total tine Brothers of Elkhart, Ind., men
deaths, one was a Negro and one a thoroughly conversantwith the
Mexican.
business of drilling for oil and
A total of 45 divorce decrees who have had experience in the
have been granted in Allegan Oklahoma fields where they opercounty circuit court during the past
ated seventeen years as well as in
year and eleven others, filed for acMuskegon where they sunk the
tion, were dismissed.
first well, arrived in Allegan, Mono
day, prepared to begin such operaBorn— To Mr. and Mrs. John
tions in this vicinity.Four thouZylstra of Rural Route 1, Holland
sand acres of land have been
—a daughter, Mildred Jean.
'leased around Dunningville. The
lAugustines began the erection of
their first derrick Tuesday, expecting to finish it oy Saturday
and to be ready to Degin drilling
for oil Monday or Tuesday of next
week. They estimate the well will
be completed in about twenty days
after drilling is begun. They will
go to the lower Traverseformation. On account of their years of
experience in what have proved to
be some of the richest oil fields
in the country their assurance that
the Dunningville area promises to
be a real field should be considered
as pretty authentic information.
The men of the Bear Creek company have taken an interest in the
project and will superintend the
work. The Augustine brothers are
convinced that oil in large quantities is present after their examina(cwiiskt. w. x. o.)
tion of the earth’s strata in that
district, and they are anticipating
big results.They moved to Allegan, Monday, where one of them
cell. The chief’s eye bulged.
with his family is located in the YOUNG AUTO THEFT
SUSPECT VANISHES i
"By golly, he ain’t here," quoth
Lamoreaux residenceon Cutler St.
FROM SPARTA JAIL VandenHout.
and the other is occupying the
“I’ve got your man,” Clifford
"Pulled a Dillinger,” added SulliPerkins house on Hastings St.
The News might add that it VandenHout, Sparta police chief, van.
'hopes the Holland may well strike notified Grand Rapids detectives Johnson had apparently picked
a rich gusher. Not so many yedrs last night, referring to Robert the cell lock. At any rate, he had
ago much Holland capital was Johnson, 16, allegedto have stolen vanished, practically evaporated.
Muskegon county officers early
sunk in Allegan county oil wells in Grand Rapids an automobile benear Allegan.There surely was longing to Mrs. Louis Brown, 909 today were searching the vicinity
some oil but not in paying quan- Chippewa Dr., S.E. Chief Vanden of Fruitport for Johnson, on parole
from the state vocational school,
tities.However with later meth- Hout also had the car.
"All right, we’ll be right over," I^ansing.The youth’s parents live
ods and better equipment coupled
with wider experience it is not was the reply and Detectives A1 near Fruitport.
o
improbable that a rich strike might Scheiem and Frank Sullivan set
Martin public schools will be
be possible. There is oil in Allegan out for Sparta.
Chief VandenHout escorted closed from Dec. 22 until Jan. 2
county but how much is a matter
Scheiern and Sullivan to Johnson’s for the annual Christmas vacation.
of conjecture.
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The number of Inquiries received
relative to informationon the
processingand handling of market
milk has made it imperative that
a short course in market milk be
included in the dairy manufacturing course offered at Michigan
State College from January 2 to
March 1. This special division will
be introduced in the dairy manufacturingshort course for the first
time this winter. It will include a
study of the latest methods in the
processing,handling and distribution of milk, and will provide instruction in sampling, testing, pasteurising and bottling milk, as well
as in washing milk bottles. Special
instructionwill be offered in the
manufacture of chocolate milk, buttermilk,homogenisedmilk, cream
and irradiatedmilk.

Three

prapi

TRAILERS MUST
OF

Brouwer’s Annual

RED TAG

How HEINZ

The fruits of travel go into

wakos up your

HEINZ HOLIDAY DESSERTS

salad's flavors

or driver.*’

HIINZ PUODINOSt Our

HilNZ MINCI MKATi With

Plum Pudding got-hs

ipe from Okie England#.

commendable diligence
ws have stirred together

months

in

Luscious fruits from

prime beef and suet, Valen-

Seville,

Spain, for olive oil pressed from choicest

rec-

far

Ws

age Heins Vinegars many

wood. Wa go

to

the Heins factory in

much

cia raisins,Grecian cur-

ceremonious ado in the

rants, candied citron, lemon

making. But oht it is rich
and fine and teeming with

peel end firm ripe apples.

up the good flavors of your

Bach baa yielded up

Christmas thrills.And no

lightfulnesaand tbs epd of

holiday salad. 4 Vinegars:
Malt, Tarragon, White Pick-

lands

It

calls for, and

'travail, for

you simply heat

and serve.Heins d|ta pudding and fig pudding, too,

it

its ds-

all is •xtra-spscially

superb mince meat to fill
your holiday pastries. In

SALE

olives The months of aging and the mites ws
go art worth it Por these two really do waJta

ling,

end Cider Vinegar.

A specialmeeting of the voters
of Martin school district No. 1 was
held recently. It was decided to
bond the districtfor $10,000 to
build a school addition; to raise
the millage from 15 mills to 18
mills (if necessary); and to transfer $5,000 from the general fund
to the building and site fund as
needed. All of the issues carriedby
more than 2 to 1. A total. of 116
people voted. The addition will p
vide a new gymnasium-auditoni
as well as provide for several ad
ditional classrooms, all of which
are much needed. Th
torium will be specially welcome as
well as being a much safer place
for people to meet The hall used
in the past for the givinff of plays
was not a fireproofbuilding,besides being limited in the number
of exits and fire escapes needed in
an emergency. The varietyof Stock
in the store below made the build-

ing

still

more of a

fire!

G-

Now On

In Full Force

BUY USEFUL

GIFTS

‘

BUY FURNITURE FOR CHRI
At the Old Reliable Furniture Store

| JAMES

A.

212-216 River Ave.

JUST ARRIVED

to the Girls* Intermediate club of

Have You Heard
/

.

FOR

RENTAL PURCHASE PLAN

water heater for only

- ------

1

WW* M
DENTIST

H. R.

Hears:— 41:19 to

Doesburg

12:00

1:89 to 5 p.

Drugs, Medicines and
Toilet

j£Sr:rz:ir:;^5

Enables yon to rent an automatic gas

{vwl

}

Care Holland City New*.

.

our

that

Second Payment

Fourth Reformed church at a
1ALL
>ULE
on Corn-Hogs Is
Christmas party at her home Tuea1984-1985
day evening. A feature of the eveDue in December
Boys* Schedule
Miss Helen Schreur of Drenthe ning's program was the exchangDec. 7...
Plainwell*
and Isaac Van Koevering of Forest ing of gifts. In the game* played
Announcement was made today
East Grand Rapids*
Grove were united in marriage last
iyboer, Kathryn Vieacher that all checks for the first pay- D«c. 14 ..............
week at the parsonage of Drenthe and Frieda Speet were awarded ment on corn-hog contracts In
Christian Reformed /church, the >ri*es. Members present were Allegan county, amountingto $81,Rev. B. J. Danhof performingthe
uth Nyboer, Lois Nyboer, Marion 140.15, have been received and turnceremony. They will make their Van Dyke, Nellie Elenbaas, Kath- ed over to farmers holding such
Godwin*
home with the bride’s father in ryn Visscher, Gertrude Vanden contractsand that the second pay- Jan. 25 ...........
Drenthe for the winter.
Elat, Hazel Atman, Lucille Meyer ment, totalingapproximately $30,Anna Klaver, Frieda Speet and 000, will be made probably oy the
Agatha Vanden Elat. Mrs. A. Speet end of December.
Feb. 12 ..............
Lansing Vocational
Formal approvalis anticipated served refreshments.
Compliance papers, made after a
Feb. 15 ------—
Allegan
in the proposed change in name of
check of acreage and stock, have
Feb. 22 ........................
Hudsonville*
Black lake to Lake Macatawa. ReMembers of the Boosters’ Sun- been forwarded to Washingtonand
Girb* Schedule
quest for the change was made by
day school class of Central Park it is expected that it will require
the councilsome time ago and the
Alumnae*
from
three to four weeks for in- Dec. 21
Reformed church honored Miss
Chamber of Commerce has been
Byron Center*
spection of papers at Washington Jan. 4 ........................
Ruth Harkema, who is to be the
Muskegon
advised by State Geologist R. A.
and mailing of checks to the local Jan. 11 ................................
Jun. 25
...........
-...Byron Center
Smith that the request has been bride of Marvin Smith of Zeeland county agent’s office.
in January, with a shower Tuesday
..........Comstock Park
Part of the expenses of the pro- Feb. .............
forwardedto Washington by Dr.
evening at her home in Jenison gram will be deducted from the Feb. 15 — .......................
Muskegon*
G. H. Fuller, secretary of the hisPark. The young ladiee presented second payment, A. D. Mtfrley,
toricalcommission and chairman
a beautifullamp to Miss Harkema. county agent, declared, and part of
Home Games.
of the state names committee.
An enjoyable evening was spent. the expense on the corn contracts
Guests were Mrs. John
Van will be taken out of checks. Final 6,000 PHEASANTS HAVE BEEN
Mr. and Mrs. James Kapenga of Huis, Mrs. Gerrit Stem, Mrs. H.' expel
nse will be deducted from the
PLANTED
Holland township next Tuesday will W. Helmink, Mrs. George De Vries, third payment.
mark the fifty-fifth anniversary of Mrs. J. H. De Pree, Mrs. S. BecksWhen farmers of the county retheir marriage. They were born fort, Mrs. F. O. Boerma, Mrs. L. J. ceived their second payment a toMore than 6,000 adult pheasants
in this vicinity and have spent their Nead, Mrs. Simon Harkema, Mrs. tal of approximately$60,000 will reared at the state game farm
entire wedded career on the farm. Kenneth Harkema, Miss Irene have been distributedhere and a near Mason, were released last
Kapenga also was a carpenter and Harkema, Mrs. H. J. Van Huis, balance of around 20,000 will be in summer and this fall by conservaserved his township as road officer. Mrs. J. Vander Werf, Mrs. M. Ten the future and will make-up the tion officers in areas of the lower
Mrs. Kapenga ’s parents, Mr. and Brink, Mrs. Albert Van Huis, Mrs. third payment.
peninsulawhere food and cover
Accentingto figures announced conditions are believed favorable,
Mrs. Harm Plaggemars,lived to Clyde Sandy, Mrs. A. Neerken,
celebratetheir sixty-fourwedding Mrs. Earl Mortensen, 'Mrs. Bill by the national agricultural depart- according to the game division, deanniversray and her brother,John Appledorn,
Aonledorn. Mrs. Elmer Teusink,
Teuslnk. TO™ fa™er* °t .A1®*®/1 coU?fty partment of conservation.
Several thousand birds, handPlaggemars, and his wife hope to Mrs. Ben Nyland, Mrs. L. Welton, will receive $80,143 in the entire
round out their fifty-fourthwed- Mrs. Fred S. Bertsch and Mrs. Jus- program, of which $62,380 will be reared this year, have been retainpaid on hog contracts and $17,763 ed at the game farm to serve as
ding anniversary in April, 1935. tin Kronemeyer.
on com contracts.
breeding stock for 1935.
Kapenga is 77 and his wife is 78.
A program on com and hog reTheir children are: Mrs. Harm
An operetta, “The Chimes of duction
has been announced for the FORMER HOLLAND BOY
Nienhuis of North Holland, Her- Normandy," by Robert Planquette,
year 1936 but there has been no
man Kapenga of Holland and Al- also known as "The Bells of Corne- information released concerning
HONORED IN CALIFORNIA
bert and James of East Holland.
ville,”will be presented in the near date contractswill be offered farmfuture by the Holland Music club. ers.
Nineteen men of the freshman
Ottawa county scout officials, The operetta will be directed by
football squad of the CaliforniaInnumbering nearly 100, met at the Mrs. Jeanette H. Kremer, who di- SAID HE MIGHT BE DEAD IF
stitute of Technology were awardHE WAITED; MISSING NOW ed their numerals at the annual
Masonic temple Tuesday evening rected this same operetta in Ypsilanti some years ago. Mrs. Krefor their annual party, members
footballbanquet, held at the RossState Senator John Leidlcin of lyn hotel, Los Angeles, recently,
being present from Holland, Grand mer will be assistedby Mrs. Martha Robbins as accompanist, and a Saginaw took the floor in the state
Haven, Zeeland, Coopersville,FerAmong them was Howard Bowen,
rysburg and Forest Grove. The committeeappointed by Mrs. Har- legislatureMonday to offer sym- formerly of Holland and a son of
old
J.
Karsten,
president
of
the
pathy to a senator who was ill. Carl Bowen, our city engineer,and
officials compose troops 10-14. The
banquet and program were in club. The project is to be given Lieutenant GovernorStehbins said one-time head of the board of pubcharge of council president, George for the benefit of the Interlochen there was important business pend- lic works.
ing. “We’ll get around to your
Mooi of Holland, who was intro- scholarship fund.
Howard Bowen graduatedfrom
business tomorrow,"he remarked the Grand Haven High school, but
duced by Ike De Kraker, Scoutmas125 WARDENS IN
to Leidlein.
ter of troop 7 and patrol leader of
now lives at 2011 Galbreth road,
ALL MICHIGAN “I want it done today," said Pasadena, California.
the Waukazoo patrol. Rev. H. D.
Leidlein pounding his desk. “I
Ter Keurst, pastor of Trinity Re—
— o
In the 83 counties of Michigan might be dead tomorrow."
formed church of this city, as the
FRANCE
AND
HOLLAND
Leidlein is missing in the hotel
principalspeaker of the evening, there are approximately125 conPEACE
STAMPS
POPULAR
servation ifficers,
______ who
_________
are
charged
disaster in Lansing and is now
spoke on "Harnessing Colts.’’Mr.
with responsibility for enforcement listed among the dead.
Ter Keurst stressed the importance
of the game and fish laws, accordPeace stamps issued by France
of early training and recommending to the department of conservaed the Scout movement for its efand Holland to further the propation. These men are chosen through
ganda of the internationalpeace
forts toward developing better citcompetitive examinationand are
izenship.
movement are much sought for in
put through a training or probaEurope. Holland’sstamp is bright
tionary period of one year before

m.

Phone
8-3979

II Monroe— Kendall Bldg.
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GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
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$1"00
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per month
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BUY YOUR CHRISTMAS

NOW
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1

during trial Period?
Cost of operation is very

low under our

We

Guaranteed Gas

Bill

Ask our Representative

Michigan Gas &Elect. Co.

A L C 0 H 0

L

49c

Bring Your Can

Frost Shields
Prest-o-Lite
Batteries

-

Holland Vulcanizing Company

o

180 River Avenue
Phone 3926
Holland, Mich.

HAVEN TIRE SHOP
409 Seventh

St.

church
relief society held their annual
meeting in the church parlors on
Tuesday evening. A miscellaneous
program was presented, reports
made by the society officers, and
offiiers elected for the ensuing
year. The society has a balance
on hand of $965.80 after paying for
claims since its organization a total of $11,732.20. It has a total
membershipof 195. Officers were

Y[Q Can

Mother..

be a

The Trinity Reformed

nowif

committee are E. Barkel and

J.

dipping.

About 20 members of the Grand

Haven Methodist Brotherhood
group of the Grand Haven church
were entertained at a 7 o’clock
dinner and program at Holland
Tuesday evening when the Holland
Brotherhood put on a program.
Rev. John Clemens of the Grand
Haven church, Rev. Thomas G. R.
Brownlow of the Holland church,
H. W. Smith, presidentof the district organization,and Alex Collison, local president,were among
the speakers.Following the dinner games were played and a social was enjoyed.A male quartet
from Hope college gave severalselections. — Grand Haven Tribune.
Pupils of Zeeland High school
are aiding in the local hospital
drive in an unusual way. Each
pupil will contributea penny whenever possible. The quota for the
school already has been oversub-

We

don’t know what plans yon have for the future
of that boy -of yours. Maybe he'll follow in hi*
Dad's footsteps . . . perhaps he’ll have ideas of bis
own when he's a little older.

scribed.

But whatever profession or businesshe enters,his sucno small measure depend on his early sppli.
cation of systematic,daily THRIFT. There isn't a
finer habit for you to encouage — and we’ll gladly help
by inscribinghis name, as "President," in letters of
gold on the “door” of this fascinatingnew
1

cess will in

bank.

novel way to teach him that "time is money."’
deposits the daily coin that brings the calendar "up-to-date,'’
he’ll be "day-after-dayin every way"
is

blue, showing a dove over a broken

sword, while that of France de-

ON
THAN HUMANS

CHICKS

When a human being gets a cold
it’s bad, but when a chicken gets

a

Miss Frieda Speet was hostess

one

it’s

BRANCH OFFICE— SUPERIOR CIGAR STORE-PHONE 9533

Smartest Gift of the year

i

I

timbem

V-/FLAT TOASTER
end BUFFET TRAY
Tmtar ud $t.SO
Tray-an $8.48 valnn-

Th. es.es
Buff at

BOTH $C'95
FOR

WCfmptatt

Wo

have it! Th# toaster ideally aait#d for mm with the Baffat tray
becaoM it toeato brood (2 alieo# at a time), aaadvkkaa (2 at a tim#),
roll*, appottetre—evorytkiac touting improves. Now combined in
lovely harmony with th# boontifal3 -compartment Snaboam
Tray. Como in end ooo fc.

Met

Knoll Plumbing

Canada and Newfoundland.

& Heating Co

17 East 8th Street

Phone 4225

o
Shooting Deer to Fishy

These headlines greet you large
and small;
Each one says they hpve the best
Fearful lest their friends back Of Christmas Gifts, and like the
rest
home might doubt their prowess
with a gun, Herman Krueger and We got a word or two to say
Henry W. Mueller had a witness About these gifts for Christmas
sign an affidavit th^t he had seen
Day.
them shoot their deer before they All other gifts are made by man.
returned with their game to ChiBut ours are made by God’s own
cago, according to the Department
hand;
of Conservation. The two hunters
It’s true some are preserved with
appeared with the witness before
care.
Charles W. Munson, a license
agent, of Republic.They said they But the original handiwork is

— Swares!

TOMORROW
MAY MEAN

there.

were going to have the deer heads
_____
mounted, and their licenses and af- If you want your gift to get a kiss
fidavit framed to settle any argu- By Mother or Sweetheart, remember this;
ments.
Flowers will receive her fond embrace,
MANY DEER IN STATE PARK
Deer are among the most numer- No other gifts can take their place.
ous of the many forms of wildlife
in Wilderness State park, Emmet
county. It is estimated there are
15 deer a sfuare mile, or 150 in the Ebelink’s Flower
park area, according to reports received by the Department of ConPh. 9496 Opposite Post Office

Shop

DISASTER

'

\

'

Auto, Wind

Life, Fire,

servation.

INSURANCE

GRAND CHAMPION STEER PURCHASED BY KROGER STOMi

j

...

1

coming one sup nearer the realizationof his own ambitions ... and your fond hopes
f

^

Step in to our ulWs window to-day and get one foe
him. He'll thank yon in the years to corns.

HOLLAND CITY STATE BANK

Your PollCy INTERNATIONAL

GRAND CHAMPJO

siflious are the

ir

Holland, Michigan

you

and sacrifice. We can

FIRE INSURANCE inexpensive— an'

invalu-

mind.

DONATED TO CHILDREN’S
mi

We

Alio Handle Compensation Insurance

Christmas 1

Visscher-Brooks Insurance
Eighth St.
Phone 4616
Michigan

And a Good New Year Resolution
(No More

barrier between

sonYcea of fires that frequently wipe

able safeguard for your peace of

TO BE

Member Federal Reserve System

A Merry

8 a fireproof

out the rrsults of years of toil

bouejhi btj Ihe Kroner Grocerij & Bakin

i

^

you and ruin. Various and

sell

It

& VANDEN BEND

28th St and Lincoln Ave^ Holland, Mich.

leaves in its beak. It is hoped by
comparing the number of sales of
peace stamps and those of regular
issue, the desire of the people for
peace will be made clear. Among
the countries showing interest in
the plan are the United States,

COLDS ARE WORSE

As be

“Send

fiEDIEN

picts a dove with a spray of olive

worse.
With the chickens a cold lasts
from two to five months, Dr. John
B. Nelson of the RockefellerInstitute’s department of animal and
all re-elected.They are J. Henry plant pathology, told the United
Van Lente, president;GilbertVan- Hates Livestock Sanitary associade Water, vice president; Albert tion.
Nienhuis, secretary; George AlTo prevent the spread of colds
bers, treasurer, and H. Houting, di- among chickens he suggested the
rector. A. Van Ry is honorary sick birds be kept out t>f sneezing
president. Others on the executive distancefrom the rest of the flock,

Bank President

Here

they are considered a part of the

1MR""A“
3734 Holland

For Coal, Wood, Coke, Kindling

-

force.

PK.

DIAL 4651

___

_

early

COOK CO.

G.

GIFTS FOR ALL

Grand Haven, Michigan

have a lot of nice trees to pick from. All sizes

Come

L

TR1

29 East

Holland,

Home Washing)

To The Laundry”

iverage Cost for a Family of
Six per

Try our

famous Southern Fried Chicken, Fish and Steak

Dinners.

Week

'

Dancing Every Nite Except Monday.

Wet Wash

at 4c

Thrifty Wash
Rough Dry at

50c
7c per lb 80c
per

lb.

at
8c. per lb.

.

.

$100
Twl.

I

Flow B«|f -fioe for disk towels -8c each

Laundry

Wf,

f'i.rtf/

J

-

This photo shows Campus Idol,
The company also purchased a
1,144-poundsteer, bought by herd of other prize-wiqningcattle,
The Kroger Grocery and Baking and these are being rushed to variCompany after It had won the
oya branches where they will be
cha
grand champio
‘ tered and the meat distribnational "
to
last
'

a

claimed Campus Idol the best
of all-time; S. A. Douglas, di
of meat sales for the Kroger
pany; A. J. Schli '

of meat

otel Win.
YOU’LL

ENVOY

Ferry
ATMOSPHERE—

AS
creations
__ __
|

*f.

_____

3.

Mill

„

, -

’.
-

NOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALE plumbing and heating;tin and

A. Leendouts

Eye, Ear. Naaa and Threat

work.

rtf?

Specialist

_

•f Grant ft Hiisuaga, Gr. Rapids

STATE OF MICHIGAN
THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE

... „"j|.

,

Peoples 8UU Bank Building
HeiUnd, Michigan
Hours— II ta
2 to 4:86
Phone: Office 8661; Residence 211

12

sheet metal
“--I:
COUNTY OF OTTAWA.
(Vender Yaw Block)
Governor-elect Fnmk D. Piti- Default having been made in the 49 W. 8th 8L, HOLLAND, MICH.
IN CHANCERY
Phone 8204
Office Hoars: t-li a.
24 p. m.
gerald will conaiderproposal!for • •onditionsof a certs n mortgage
Your family burial
Grand Rapids-Holland ship canal, made by Meindert DeWitt and
Evenings— Tuesday and Saturday WILLIAM WESTVEER, R. A.
a mall er Urge
Expires
January
26.
John Bays, Grand Rapids real ee- Antje DeWitt, husband and wife,
be la a beautiful
HOEK, and EDWARD GAR.
MORTGAGE BALE
state man and leading proponent to HoUand City State Bank of HolExplpres Feb. 21
country burial
VELINK,
Trustees of the SeNotice Is hereby given that a
land, Michigan, a Michigan Cor- NOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALE
case the grave ef
gregated AsseU of the FIRST
mortgage dated April 19, 1922,
poration, dated the 18th day of DeDefault having been made in the
given
by
Fred
Hofing
and
Enshould be, at
STATE
BANK
OF
HOLLAND,
cember, 1920, and recorded in the conditions of a certain mortgage
Expired Dec. 29.
geltje Hofing, his wife, to
priately designated
ifficc of the Register of Deeds for made by Antje DeWitt (formerly
a Michigan Banking CorporaGeert Moeke, and recorded in the
or some other me sm
STATE OF MICHIGAN
the County of Ottawa and State Rowaan), to Holland City State
tion. PlanRiffs,
office of the registerof deeds for
wo eon advise you no to
of Michigan, on the 20th day of Bank,
Michigan Corporation, IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR
OtUwa County, Michigan in Libthing to do. Let us show
December, 1920, in Uber 185 of dated the 24th day of March, 1902,
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA, OTTO P. KRAMER, Trustee,
er 137 of Mortgages, page 22, and
design we have and give
mortgages, on page six, said mort- and recorded in the office of the
Defendant.
IN CHANCERY
assigned to John H. Moeke and Almate of the cost „
gage being assigned by said Hol- Register of Deeds for the County
In pursuance and by virtue of a
WILLIAM WESTVEER, R. A. decree of the Circuit Court for the bert J. Moeke, which assignment
land City State Bank to Holland of Ottawa and State of Michigan,
* .
recorded in Liber 247 qf Deeds.
HOEK and EDWARD GAR- County of OtUwa, In Chancery, was
City Depositors’ Corporation, a on the 25th day of March, 1902, in
page 285, on
o June 17. 1931, and
VELINK,
Trustees
of
the
semade and enteredon the 5th day of assigned to Zeeland SUte Bank.
Michigan Corporation, by assign- Liber 70 of mortgages, on page
November, A.D. 1934, in the above ...... . assignment was recorded in
ment recorded January 19, 1984, 116, said mortgage being renewed gregated assets of the First
which assigr
t Block North aad One-Half Waal nf Warm Friend Tavern
State Bank of Holland,a Michentitled cause, notice is hereby givin Liber 165 of Mortgageson page by affidavit of renewal dated FebLiber 141 of Mortgages, page 425, 18 Weal Seventh
Ph«*
igan Banking Corporation,
en that on the 7th dav of January,
110 thereof, in the oflieeof Re^is ruary 4, ,1932, and recorded in the
on June 17, 1981, and assigned to
Plaintiffs,
A.D. 1935, at 10 o’clock in the foreHenry Baron. Corey Poest, and
ter of Deeds for Ottawa County. office of the Register of Deeds for
noon of that day, I, the subscriber,
John A. Hartgerink, Trustees for
Said mortgage was subsequently said County on February 5, 1932, ARTHUR^. VISSCHER and
a CircuK Court Commissionerin segregated aaseU of Zeeland SUte
assigned by said Holland City DeUber 160 of Affidavitsof Re- HELENE K. VISSCHER, husband and for OtUwa County, in the SUte
Bank, which assignment was re- HOLLAND TOWNSHIP
Expires Fen. 21
positors'Corporation to the Re- newal of Mortgages on page 469
and wife, Defendants.
of Michigan, shall sell at nubile auccorded in Liber 105 of Mortgages
construction Finance Corporation, Said mortgage being assigned by
TAXPAYERS’NOTICE
In pursuance and by virtue of a tion to the highest bidder, at the
a federal corporation,by assign- said Holland City State Bank to decree of the CircuitCourt for the north front door of the Court on page 550, on October 6, 1934;
MORTGAGE SALE
ment dated September 21, 1984, and Holland City Depositors’Corpora- County of Ottawa, in Chancery, House, in the City of Grand Haven upon which mortgage there is due
I will be at the Holland
d Citj
City
and unpaid: principal$1,600.00, inSUte bbank every Tuesday,Wedrecorded September 24, 1984, in tion, a Michigan Corporation, by made and entered on the 6th day in said County of OtUwa and State
terest $436.50, making a total of
Default having been made In the
nesday
Liber 105 of Mortgages on page assignment recorded January 19, of November, A.D. 1934, in the of Michigan, that being the place
>y and
___ Saturday, at the
$2,036.50, as wsll as unpaid Uxss
land SUte bank every Thursday terms and conditionsof those
549, in the office of said register 1934, in Uber 165 of Mortgages on above entitled cause, notice is here- of holding the circuitcourt for
together with sUtutory costs ol
of deeds, and reassigned by said page 110 thereof in the office of by given that on the 7th day of said county,all those certainpieces foreclosure,will be foreclosed by and si my home every Friday tain indenturesof mortgagee
toelofje
Reconstruction Finance Corpora- said Register of Deeds. Said January, A.D. 1935, at 10 odock or parcels of land or so much a sUtutory sale of the premises from now until January 10 for the en by Klaas Kok and Roclofje
purpose of collecting taxes.
hit wlfa, to Nellie B. Veneklaaen, j
tion to said Holland City Deposi- mortgage was subsequentlyas- in the forenoon of that day, I, the thereof as shall be necessary to pay therein described,to-wit:
JACOB OOSTERBAAN, bearing date March 4, 1900, and retors’ Corporation by assignment signed by said Holland City De- subscriber, a Circuit Court Commis- and satisfy the amount of said
The Northeast Quarter of
Treasurer, Holland Twp. corded in the office of the Regisdated November 5, 1984, and re positors Corporation to the Recon- sioner in and for OtUwa County, decree, vis.: $11,926.00,and the
the Southwest Quarter of Secin the SUte of Michigan, shall sell costs and expenses of this sale, toter of* Deeds of OtUwa County,
corded in the office of said Regis struction Finance Corporation, a
tion Thirty-six,Township Six,
of the plan, was assured yesterat public auction to the highest bid- gether with interest thereon from
May 1, 1916, at 8:40 o’clock, a. m.
ter of Deeds in Liber 165 of Mort- Federal Corporation by assignment
WANTED
Range
Sixteen
West,
excepting
der, at the north front door of the the date of the decree at 6 per
in Liber 112 of Mortgageeon page
gages on page 274, on which mort- lated September 21, 1934, and reLOUIS
PADNOS
two
acres
in
the
Northeast
ff congress approved the SL
Court House in the City of Grand cent; and if said sale Is insufficient
WsnU to Buy all Kinds of Scrap 12, on which mortgage there is
corner being twenty rods East
Lawrence waterway improvement,gage there is claimed to be due at ’orded in Uber 106 of Mortgages Haven, in said County of OtUwa to pay these amounts, then to cerand West and Sixteen rods Material,Old Iron, Radiators,OM claimed to be due $2,386.00 aa prinpage 549, and reassigned by and SUte of Michigan, that being tify the deficiencyto the court for
such a canal as proposed by Mr. the date of this notice, for princiBatteries and other junk. Bent cipal and $534.00interest, also that
North and South, Township of
Buys would appear to be a splendid pal and interest, the sum of One taid Reconstruction Finance Cor the place of holding the circuit a personal decree against said de
market price; also feed and augar cerUin other mortgage given by
Port
Sheldon,
County
of
OtUHundred
Seventy
Six
and
25-100
poration
to
said
Holland
City
Decourt for said county, all those cer- fendant, Otto P. Kramer. Trustee,
thing, the governor-electtold Mr.
Klaas Kok and Roelofje Kok, his
wa,
Michigan,
dollars,
and
an
attorney’s
fee
as
positors Corporalionby assign Uin pieces or parcels of land or so for the payment of such deficiency.
Buys, according to the latter.
iJoKaat Eighth
HolUnd wife, to Nellie B. Veneklaaen,
provided in said mortgage, and no ment dated November 5, 1934, and much thereof as shall be necessary
Said property is described as at the North front door of the
Phone 2965
Court House in the City of Grand
guardian of Benjamin Venekl
suit or proceedings at law having recorded on November 23, 1934, in to pav and satisfy the amount of follows:
Haven, OtUwa County, Michigan,
minor, bearing date March 4, 1909,
been
instituted
to
recover
the
_____
ree,
cix.:
$2,413.60,
and
the
“Lot
No.
9,
Block
thirtysaia
dec
Liber 165 of Mortgages on page
NOT SO MANY HUNTERS ARE
that being the place for holding
and recorded In the office of thef
seven (37) of the original Plst
moneys secured by said mortgage, 274 in the office of said Register cosU and expenses of this sale, toExpires
December
29.
KILLED BY GUN- MORE
the CircuitCourt of said County,
Register of Deeds of Ottawa Counof the City of Holland, accordor any part thereof.
of Deeds, on which mortgage there gether with interestthereon from
the 28th day of January, 1936,
MORTGAGE BALE
BY AUTO
ing to the recorded Plst therethe date of the decree at 6 per cent;
ty on May 1, 1916, at 8:40 o’cl
is
claimed
to
be
due
at
the
date
of
Notice is Hereby Given, that by
at Ten o’clockin the forenoon.
Default having been made in the a. m. in Liber 112 of Mortgagee
and if said sale is insufficient to
of in the Register of Peed*
virtue of the power of sale con- this notice,for principal and in- pay these amounts, then to certify
Dated:
November
5.
1934.
conditions of a certain mortgage Page 13, which mortgage waa
Office in OtUwa County. State
A marked decrease in the num- tained in said mortgage, and the terest, the sum of Two Hundred the deficiencyto the court for a
HENRY BARON.
dated the 14th day of October. assigned to Nellie Poest, for
of Michigan, being in the c'tv
Eight
and
35-100
ddllars,
and
an
ber of 1934 deer hunting casualties statute in such case made and proCOREY POEST.
of Holland, OtUwa county,
1924, excuted by John H. Boone and
personaldecree against said deJOHN A. HARTGERINK. Matilda Boone, his wife, as mort- Veneklasen, on October 31, 19)
is noted in the records kept by the vided on Monday, the 4th day of Attorney’s fee of Thirty Dollars, fendants. Arthur A. Visscher and
Michigan.”
and said assignment being
Departmentof Conservation.
March, 1935, at 10 o’clock in the as provided for in said mortgage Helene K. Visscher. for the payDated this 21st day of Novem- Trustees of the segregated asseU gagors, to Martha D. Kollen, as •d in said Register of Deed*
of
the
Zeeland
SUte
Bank.
hunters were killed during forenoon, the undersigned will, at and no suit or proceedings at law
Five hur
mortgagee, and which said mort«iKh deficiency.
ber. A.D. 1984.
fice on November 3, 1919, at 2:15
Assignees of Mortgagee.
the open season, all of them by the North Front Door of the Court having been institutedto recover Said property is describedas folJARRETT N. CLARK
ge was recorded in the office of
o’clock p. ir. in Liber 97 of MortMILES
&
SMITH,
hunting companions.Four were House, in the City of Grand Ha- the moneys secured by said mort- lows:
Register
of Deeds of OtUwa
Circuit Court Commission*rin and
.
gages on Page 399, on which
Attorneys for Assignees of
mistaken for nme, the fifth being ven in „tid County( that being the gage, or any part thereof.
for Ottawa Conntv, Michigan.
County, Michigan, on the 17th day
“Lots Sixteen (16), Sevengage there is claimed to t
Mortgagee.
shot accidentally. Only two hunten lace where the cimiit Court for
of
October,
1924,
in
Liber
134
of
teen (171, Eighteen (18), NinePAUL E. CHOLETTE.
Notice is hereby given, that by
12w Mortgages, on Page 344; and $1,614.00aa principaland
Him reported injured in gun acci-|the Count o( otUwa [n he,d geI, virtue of the power of sale con- teen (19). Twenty (20), TwenAttorney for Plaintiffs.
aa interest, and no action at law
dents during the open season, one
I wherebv the power of sale contv-one (21), Twenty-two (22),
Bu«ine«* Address:
i P°i
at public auction, to the highest tained in said mortgage, and the
in equity having been comi
being shot accidentallyin the log
Peoples
National
Bank
Bldg.,
Twenty-three
(23),
TwentyUined
in
said
mortgage
has
bebidder, the premisesdescribed
statutein such case made and proExpires Dec. 29
when mistaken for a porcupine and <aid mortgage, or so much thereof,
four (24), Twentv-flve (2'»),
I come operative,
and no suit or pro- to collect said mortgage
Grand Rapids. Michigan.
vided. on Monday, the 4th day of
STATE OF MICHIGAN
the other receivingan injured hand
'ceeding at law having been Insti- therefore notice la hereby given
and twenty-six (26), of Inglewhen a bullet fired by another as may be necessary to pay the March, 1935, at 10:30 o’clock in side Plat, according to the re15157
tuted to recover the debt secured that said mortgages will be foreamount due on said mortgage, with the forenoon, the undersigned will, corded Plat thereof.”being in
hunter struck the stock of his gun.
PROBATE
COURT
FOR by said mortgage,or any part closed by a sale of the mortgage
MORTGAGE
SALE
seven per cent interest, and all le at the North Front Door of the
Several deaths occurred as a re
Park Township, OtUwa CounTHE COUNTY OF OTTAWA thereof, and there is claimed to be premises at public sale or vendue
costs, together with said At- Court House in the City of Grand
Default having been made in the
. suit of car accidentsand one illegal
cots^» 1
ty, Michigan.
At a session of said Court, held due on the date hereof for princi- to the highest bidder on March
as
provided
for
in
said
Haven in said County, that being
’ deer-huntingaccident in September torney s fee
Dated this 20th day of Novem- conditions of a certain mortgage at the Probate Office in the City of pal. interest and attorneys’ fees 1935, at 10 o'clock in the for
took the life of a 16-year-oldupper mortgage, Ithe premises being de- the place where the CircuitCourt ber, A.D. 1934.
dated the 20th day of March, 1929, Grand Haven in said County, on providedin said mortgage, the of that day, at the north front
scribed in said mortgage as fol for the County of Ottawa is held,
JARRETT N. CLARK. executed by Sylvia Rice, as mort- the 6th day of December, A. D. sum of $2,108
,
peninsula youth.
of the court house in the
CircuitCourt Commissionerin gagor, to OtUwa County Building
NOW,
THEREFORE,
notice is
sell at public auction,to the highGun accidents during the 1938 lows, to-wit:
Grand Haven, OtUwa
1934.
and for OtUwa Co., Mich. and Loan Association,as mortga
hereby given that pursuant to the
est bidder, the premises described
deer season caused seven deaths
All of Lot Nine (9) Block C
Michigan(that being the place
Present, Hon. CORA VAN DE
sUtute and said power of sale in
in said mortgage, or so much PAUL E. CHOLETTE.
gee, and which said mortgage was
in Boaman’s Addition to the
holding the Circuit Court for
WATER, Judge of Probate.
said
mortgage
conUined,
for
the
Business
Address:
recorded
in
the
office
of
the
RegSOUTH OTTAWA REAL ESTATE City of Holland,Ottawa Coun- thereof, as may be necessary to
In the Matter of the EsUte of purpose of satisfyingthe sum due County of OtUwa), to satisfy
Peoples
National
Bank
Bldg..
ister of Deeds of OtUwa County,
pay the amount due on said mortty, Michigan,said premises
amount claimed to be due on
Kate Garrod Post, Deceased.
TRANSFERS
Grand Rapids, Michigan.
on the said mortgage, the cosU and
Michigan, on the 6th day of April,
gage, with seven per cent interest,
being situated in the CHy of
Hoyt G. Post and John C. Post, charges of said sale, and anv Uxes mortgages, both priaeipaland
1929, in Liber 129 of Mortgages,
Holland,County of Ottawa , and all legal costa, together with
on Page 557; and whereby the pow- having filed their petition, praying and insurance premiums paid by terest, totaling $4365.00, and
Peter A. Lievense and wife to
said Attorney’s fee of Thirty doland State of Michigan.
er of sale conUined in said mort- that an instrumentfiled in said the mortgagee before the date of and expenses of foreclosure.
Vanden Berg Bros. Oil Co., lots 7,
Dated December 4, 1934.
lars, the premises being described
Said lands and premises are
Expiree Feb. 21
has become operative,and no Court be admitted to Probate as the sale, the said mortgage will be
8 Knutson’s Addition, Holland.
HOLLAND CITY DEPOSITORS in said mortgage as follows,t
proceeding at law having the last will and tesUment of said foreclosedby sale of the premises scribedaa follows, to-wit:
suit or
(
Kate Veldheer to Estate of HenCORPORATION,
wit:
“Being in the township of
NOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALE been instituted to recover the debt deceased and that administration to the highest bidder at public aucry Pyl, deceased,NW*4 SEVi Sec.
Assigneeof Mortgage.
Lot Nine (9) Block C, in
Jamestown, County of OtUwa
secured by said mortgage, or any of said esUte be granted to Hoyt tion or vendue on the 4th day of
15-6-15 Township of Olive.
Bosman’sAddition to the City
part thereof,and there is claimed G. Post and Bernath P. Sherwood January,1986, at two o’clock in
and SUU of Michigan,via.:
Johannes Kooyers and wife to ELBERN PARSONS,
Default having been made in the
of Holland,OtUwa County,
the afternoon of said day at the
Attorney for Assignee of
to be due on the date hereof for or some other suiUble person.
the Weet half (tt) of the
John H. Kooyers and wife, Ntt
conditions
of
a
cerUin
Mortgage
Michigan, according to the renorth front door of the courthouse
principal,interest and attorneys’ It is Ordered, That the
Mortgage. - Northeast quarter (tt) and
NEVi SEtt Sec. 8-5-15 W. Townmade by Ralph Vos and Hattie fees provided in said mortgage, the
corded plat thereof,all being
Business Address:
the South Eighteen-fortieths
ship of Holland.
8th Day of January, A.D. 1935, in the City of Grand Haven, OtUVos, husband and wife, to Holland sum of $3,865.29;
wa
County,
Mlchhnm,
that
being
in
the
City
of
Holland,
OtUwa
Holland, Michigan.
Martin Lowe and wife to Peter
(18-40) of the Southeast quarat ten a. m., at said Probate Office
City
State
Bank
of
Holland,
Michithe
place
of
holding
the
Circuit
County, Michigan.
12w
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is is hereby appointed for hearing
Kalkman and wife, lot 55 Slagh’s
ter (tt) of the Northeast quargan,
a
Michigan
Corporation,
dated
Court for the said County of OtHOLLAND CITY DEPOSITORS’
hereby given that pursuant to the
Addition,Holland.
ter (tt) of Section Eighteen
the 21st day of October, 1922, and sUtute and said power of sale in said petition.
tawa. Said premises being deCORPORATION,
William H. Benedict to Township
(18) in Township Five (5)
It is Further Ordered, That pubrecorded
in
the
office
of
the
Regscribed
as
follows:
Assignee of Mortgage
said mortgage conUined,for the lic notice thereof be given by pubPark. 8*4 S*4 SE% SEU Sec. 35Expires Feb. 21
north, range thirteen (18)
The
following
described
land
ister
of
Deeds
for
the
County
of
purpose of satisfyingthe sum due
ELBERN PARSONS,
5-16 W.
west, conUming 98 acres of
OtUwa and SUte of Michigan, on on the said mortgage, the costs lication of a copy hereof for three and premises, situated in the
Lillian Taaker to TownshipPark,
land, more or leu.”
NOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALE Attorneyfor Assignee of
successive weeks previous to said
Township of Holland, County
the
23rd
day
of
October,
1922,
in
and
charges
of
said
sale,
and
any
lots 53, 56 Rutgers Addition,TownMortgage.
day of hearing in the Holland City
of OtUwa, SUU of Michigan,
NELLIE POEST,
Liber
135
of
Mortgages,
on
page
Uxes
and
insurance
premiums
ship Park.
Business Address:
News, a newspaper printed and
vis: LoU numbered One (1)
FormerlyVeneklassen.
137, which mortgage was assigned paid by the mortgagee before the
____ w_ Schaftenaar, et 1al, to
Default having been made in the
George
Holland, Michigan.
and Sixty (60) of Oak Lawn
Mortgagee.
circulatedin said County.
Grietje Schaftenaar,lot 7 block 66, 1 conditions of a oerUin Mortgage
12w by said Holland City SUte Bank date of the sale, the said mortgage
Park, al! according to the reCORA VAN DE WATER,
Dated December 6, 1934.
by assignment recorded January will be foreclosedby sale of the
made by Meindert Minnema and
Judge of Probate. corded plat thereof on reedrd
JARRETT N. CLARK,
19, 1934, in Liber 165 of Mortgages premises to the highest bidder,al
Lillis Childs to James Gowdy, Hattie Minnema, his wife, to Holin the office of the Register of
Expires Feb. 21
A
true
copy.
Attorney for Mortgagee.
ublic
auction
or
vendue
on
the
public
loU 122 and 119; also parts 125 and iand city SUte Bank of Holland,
on page 110, to Holland City DeDeeds for OtUwa County,
Business Addreee:
118, Township
Michigan,
Michigan Banking NOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALE positors Corporation, a Michigan 26th daly of January, 1935, at two HARRIET SWART,
Michigan.
Register of Probate.
Zeeland, Michigan.
Conrad Nienhuis to Elmer W. Corporation,dated the 31st day of ^Default having been made in the Corporation, and further assigned]o’clock in the afternoon of said day
Dated Octtober 11th, 1934.
at the north front door of the
12w
Nienhuis and Bertha Boot, part lot March, 1926, and recorded in the conditionsof a cerUin Mortgage
MARTHA
D.
KOLLEN.
the city of Grand
22 Addition 1, Vanden Berge’s Plat, office of the Registor of Deeds
Expires Dec. 22.
made by Adrian DeGroot and BerMortgagee,
Haven, Ottawa County, Michigan,
Holland.
13613
for the County of Ottawa and SUte ths DeGroot, his wife, to Holland nance Corporation,a Federal Cor- that being the place of holding the
DIEKEMA, CROSS & TEN CATE.
Frederick Van Voorst, et al, to
of Michigan, on the first day of City SUte Bank, of Holland, Mich- poration, by assignment dated Jan- Circuit Court for the said County
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Expires Dec. 22
John Le Roy Naber and wife, lot April, 1926, in Liber 147 of MortPROBATE COURT FOR Attorneys for Mortgagee.
igan, a MichiganBanking Corpor- uary 15, 1935, and by Reconstruc- of OtUwa. Said premises being
89 block 2 Prospect Park Addition,
gages, on page 130, on which Mort- ation, dated the first day of Au- tion Finance Corporation- reas- described as follows:
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA Business Address:
Holland.
MORTGAGE SALE
Holland, Michigan.
gage there is claimed to be due gust, 1925, and recorded in the signed to Holland City Depositors The followingdescribedland and
At a session of said Court, held
Sarah Van Der Kolk to EsUte of
12w
at the date of this notice, for prin- office of the Register of Deeds for Corporation by assignmentdated premisessituated in the City of at the Probate Office in the City of
Maatje Van Herwynen, deceased,
Default having been made in a
BE 14 SE*4 Sec. 15-5-14 W. cipal and interest, the sum of Thir- the County of OtUwa and SUte November 5, 1934, and recorded in Holland, County of OtUwa, SUte Grand Haven in said County, on
real esUte mortgage dated the
teen Hundred Ninety-eightand of Michigan, on the fifth day of the office of toe Register of Deeds lof Michigan, vix:
the 3rd day of December, A. D.
Township Zeeland.
Expires Feb. 21
20th of September, 1919, and exeAll that part of the Soxth
1934.
Minnie K. Velxy by guardian to 63-100 Dollars, and the furthersum August, 1925, in Liber 135 of for OtUwa County in Liber 166 of
cuted hv John 8. Oppeneer and
Half
of the Northwest Quarof
Thirty-five
Dollars
as
AttorMortgages
on
page
269,
on
which
Mortgages,
on
page
571
on
which
Present,
Hon
CORA
VAN
DEJohn L Mulder and wife, SE*4
MORTGAGE SALE
ter of the SouthwestQuarter
Lottie B. Oppeneer,husband and
WATER, Judge of Probate.
SE*4 NE14 Sec. 29-7-14 Township neys’ fees, and the further sum of Mortgage there is claimed to be Mortgage there is claimed to be
of Section 32-5-15 West, boundDefault having been made in the wife, of Jamestown,OtUwa counthree and 4-100 Dollars for insur- due at the date of this notice, for due at the date of this notice, for
In the Matter of the EsUte of
Allendale.
ed by a line commencing at a
William Preston Scott, Deceased. terms and conditionsof that cer- ty, Michigan, aa mortgagorato the
Frank Essenburg and wife and | ance paid, making the whole principaland interest, the sum of principaland interest, the sum of
point six rods east and eight
Jamestown SUte Bank, a Michigan
Jacob Essenburg and wife, to Leon- amount claimed to be due at the Two Thousand and Seventy-three Seven Hundred Thirty-one and 2The Peoples SUte Bank, Holland, Uin indenture of mortgage given
rods south from where the
Banking Corporationof Jdmee*
by
Louis
Klamer
and
Emma
Klaard Regnerus and wife, lot 66 Riv- date of this notice, to-wit, the sum dollars and for insurance paid six 100 Dollars, and the further sum
Michigan, by C. L. Jalving, havNorth line of the South Half
town, Michigan, as mortngee,
erview Subdivision,Township Hoi- 0f Fourteen Hundred One and 67- Dollars, and the further sum of of an attorney fee as provided in
ing
filed in said Court its petition mer, his wife, to John A. Van Kley
of the Northwest Quarter of
which mortgage waa recordedIn
100 Dollars,to which amount will Thirty-Five Dollars,as Attorneys' said mortgage,making the whole
praying that the commission on and Nellie Poest, executors of the the office of the Register of Deeds
the Southwest Quarter of said
William Jaarda and wife to Ger- be added at the time of sale all fees, making the whole amount amount claimed to be due at the)
eaUte
of
Adrian
Van
Kley,
de
claims be revived and further time
Section intersectsthe Center
for OtUwa County, Michigan,on
brand Buis and wife, lot 11 block taxes and insurance that may be claimed to be due at the date of date of this notice, to-wit, the sum
allowed for filing claims against ceased, bearing date December 23 the 26th day of September,1919,
line of Michigan Avenue; run2 Prospect Park Addition,Holland. p,id by
Mid Mortgagee be- this notice, to-wit, the sum of Two of Seven Hundred Sixty-six and 21920, and recorded in the office in Liber 112 of Mortgagee, on page
ning thence South four rods; said esUte.
Gernt Vanden Brink and wife. et fween the date of this notice and Thousand one hundred and four- 100 Dollars,to which amount will
of the Register of Deeds of Ot 285, whereby the power of Mle has
It is Ordered, That the
thence West twelve rods to the
be added at the time of sale all
1 the time of said sale; and no pro- teen Dollars,to which amount will
center line of Michigan Ave2nd Day of January, A.D. 1935, tawa County on December£7, 1920 become operative Mid mortgagee
34 block 2 1 rospect Park A^,tlon> Leedingg tt law having been in- be added at the time of sale all Uxes and insurance that may be
nue; thence in a Northeasterly
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, al at 8 o'clock a. m. in Liber 130 of has elected and does elect to deew„u Aa stituted to recover the debt now re- Uxes and insurance that may be paid by the said assignee of Mort- dirertionalong the center line said probate office, be and is here- Mortgages, on page 371, and which clare the principal sum with all
of Michigan Avenue to s point
maining secured by said Mortgage, paid by the said Mortgagee be- gage between the date of this noarrearages of interest and Uxea
by appointed for hearing said pe- mortgage was duly assigned
ceased,by Administrator to Floyd
whereby the
due West from point of beginNellie Poest on September 24 under the terms of the mortgageto
tween
the date of this notice and tice and the time of said sale; and
tition;
M. Lowing and wife, NW<4 SW(4
ning; thence East ten rods to
power of sale conUined in said the time of said sale; and no pro- no proceedings at law having been
1926, which usignment was re be due and payable.
It is Further Ordered, That pubSec. 18-7-14 Township Allendale.
beginning. Said parcel is conThat no suit or proceedings at
corded in said Register of Deeds
lic notice thereof be given by pubHerman Enaing, et al, to William Mortgace has become operative; ceedings at law having been insti- institutedto recover the debt now
veyed subject to right of wav
Now Therefore,Notice is Hereby tuted to recover the debt now re- remaining secured by eaid Mortoffice, September • 30, 1926, law to recoverthe debts secured by
Ensing and wife, NW»4 SW fr. U
lication
of
a
copy
of
this
order,
on west acouired and now held
the Mid mortgage or any part
Given, that by virtue of the power maining secured by said Mortgage, gage, or any part thereof, whereby
Sec. 6-5-18 Township Jamestown.
for three successive weeks prev in Liber 141 of Mortgages on
bv the public for street and
thereof has been instituted,and
of sale conUined in said Mortgage or any part thereof,whereby the the power of sale conUined in said
ious to said day of hearing, in the page 173, and no action at law
highwav purposes.
that there is claimed to be due on
ind in pursuance of the statute in power of sale conUined in said Mortgage has become operative;
Holland City News, a newspaper or suit in equity having been comDated November 1. 1934.
inch case made and provided,the Mortgage has become operative;
Now, therefore,Notice is hereby OTTAWA COUNTY BUILDING printed and circulated in said menced to collectMid mortgage said mortgage at the date of this
debt, therefore notice is hereby giv- notice the sum ef $4500.00 and insaid Mortgage will be foreclosed ' Now Therefore, Notice is Here- given that by virtue of the power
ft LOAN ASSOCIATION. County.
terest of $551.25 and unpaid taxea
by a sale of the premises therein by Given that by virtue of the of sale conUined in said Mortgage
Mortgager
CORA VAN DE WATER. en that said mortgage will be fore- and statutorycoots of foreclosure.
described or so much thereof as power of sale conUined in sai< and in pursuance of the sUtute in DIEKEMA. CROSS A TEN CATE.
Judge of Probate. closed by a sale of the mortgaged Notice is hereby 'riven that by
may be necessary, at public auc- Mortgage and in pursuance of the such case made and provided,the Attornevsfor Mortgagee.
premises at public sale or vendue
A true copy.
virtue of the power of sale contion, to the highest bidder, at The sUtutc in such case made and pro- said Mortgagewill be foreclosed by Ru«{nMI| Address:
to the highest bidder on March 1,
Register of Probate.
tained in said mortgage and in
North Front Door of the Court vided, the said Mortgage will be a sale of the premises therein de1935,
at
10
o’clock
in
the
forenoon
Holland, Michigan.
HARRIET SWART,
pursuanceof the sUtute in such
of that day at the north front door
House in the City of Grand Haven, foreclosedby a sale of the prem scribed or so much thereof as may
case provided, Mid mortj
and County of OtUwa, Michigan, ises therein described or so much be necessary, at public auction, to
of the court house in the City of be foreclosedand the mo
that being the place for holding the thereof as may be necessary, at the highest bidder, at the North
Grand Haven, OtUwa County, premises therein described
Michigan (that being the place of sold to the highest bidder at pubCircuit Court in and for said Coun- public auction,to the highest bid- Front Door of the Court House in
Expires Dec. 22.
MORTGAGE SALE
ty, on Monday the 4th day of der, at the north front door of the the City ol Grand Haven, and
holding the Circuit Court for the lic vendue on the 22nd day of De*
Notice is .hereby given that
March, 1985, at 10 o’clockin the court house in the City of Grand County of Ottawa, Michigan, that
County of OtUwa), to satisfythe c«nber, 1934, at Nine o’clock in ‘
forenoon of said day, and said Haven, and County of OtUwa, being the place for holding the mortgagedated April 23. 1926, givamount claimed to be due on said forenoon. Eastern SUndard T
by Henrv G. De
premises will be sold to pay the Michigan, that being the place for
mortgage,which is principal $4,- at the North Front Door of
amount so as aforesaid then due holding the Circuit Court in and
000.00 and interest thereon amount- Court House, in the City of
on said Mortgage together with six
ing to $1,005.00, toUling $5,005.00, Haven, OtUwa County,
.
for said County, on Monday, the
per cent interest, legal cosU, At- 4th day of March, 1935, at afternoon of said day,
and all legal costs and expenses of that being the place of holding
ll
Circuit Court for the County
torneys’ fees and also any taxes
foreclosure.
premises will be sold to pay the
10:80 o’clock in the forenoon of premises
-'I Liber 184 of Mortgages on pare
and insurance that said Mortgagee said day, and said premises will
Said land and premises are de- OtUwa. Said mortgaged
are describedaa foflowa:
does pay on or prior to the date be sold to pay the amount. so as
scribed as follows, to-wit.:
The South East quarter
of said sale; which said premises
“Situated
in
Township
of
aforesaid then due on said Mortof the South East au
are described in said Mortgage as gage together with six per cent in- Attorneys’ fees and also any
Zeeland, County of OtUwa and
$673>37i totaling $6,173.37
and the East one-half
follows, to-writ:
SUte of Michigan, vix.: All of
terest, legal coats, Attorneys’ fees and insurancethat assignee of Ug well as unpaid taxes, together
West quarter (Ett
the
west
fractional
half
(tt)
Mortgage
do
does
pay
on
or
prior
to
w;th
statutory
costs
of
foreclosure
The South One-Third (S 1-8)
and also any Uxea and insurance
South East quarter (
of
the
Northeast
fractional
said
sale:
which
said
will
be
foreclosed
by
a
sUtutory
the
date
of
of LoU One Hundred Eleven
that said Mortgagee does pay on
North East quarter (
quarter
(tt)
of
section
Four
(111) and One Hundred Twelve
or prior to the date of said sale; premises are describedin said|Mle of the premisestherein de
South East
scribed, to-wit:
(4), Town Five (5) north,
(112) of Steketee- Brothers
which eaid premises are described Mortgage as follows,to-wit:
section one
All
of
Lot
Seven
of
Block
Fortyrange
Fourteen
(14)
West.”
Lots
numbered
Thirty-three
Addition to the CRy of Holin said Mortgage as follows, toa parcel in
two
in
the
City
of
Holland,
exceptNELLIE
POEST,
(33)
and
Thirty-four
(84)
of
land, all according to the Rewit:
ing
the
East
38
feet
thereof,
ac.
.
.
Jenison Park PUt, according
Assignee of mortgagees
corded Plat thereof on record
Lot numbered thirty-one
cording to recorded plat of the
Dated December 5. 1934.
to the recorded plat thereof in
in the office of the Register
(31) of Wabake’a Addition to
Village (now City), of Holland,
JARRETT N. CLARK,
the office of the Register of
With a year’s
of Deeds for OtUwa County,
Attorney for Assignee.
Deeds of OtUwa County, Ottawa County, Michigan, at the
. fii&nn. Said premises
beNorth front door of the Court
Business Address:
Michigan.
(House in the City of Grand Haven,
Zeeland, Michigan.
Dated December 8, 1984.
land, County
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present Saturday night at the in- Bowen home during Mrs. Bowen's J. Van Putten and Wallace of
stallation of the Ladies’ Auxiliary absence.— Grand Haven Tribune.
North Holland, Mr. and Mra. Jacob
at the Masonic temple.— Grand HaHop of Holland, G. Schippers,Mrs.
ven Tribune.
Mrs. H. Smeenge of Holland is Qulrinos Huyser and Cornelius
planning to entertain her mother, Boertie of Zeeland, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Carl Bowen, wife of Hol- Mrs. Marinus DeFouw, on her Will Hop and family,Mr. and Mrs.
eightieth birthday anniversary Dec. Bill Vereeke. Purlin Vereeke and
land’s former city engineerand 22, with open house afternoon and Miss Clara Elzinga of North Blennow county road engineer, will evening.
don.
leave Monday for California, where
• • *

where she
submitted to an operation for appendicitis some time ago, and was
The following officers were re- taken to the home of Mr. and Mrs.
elected for the Sunday School of Gruppen on Lawrence Street, ZeeFirst Reformed church, Zeeland: land, to recuperate.
Zeeland Are departmentis
William Van Eenenaam, superin- The P.-T.A. met Tuesday for a
years old this month.
tendent; William Schipi>er, assist- program featured by a talk by Dr.
ant superintendent;Mat Lookerse, J. Levin, director of the Ottawa
Application for a marriage litreasurer:Arthur Schipper, secre- county Health unit, with musical
: tense was received at the county
The 2 14 -foot of snow that cov tory; and M. C. Ver Hage, libra- numbers by the high school girls’
clerk’s office from Harris E. Westered Holland and vicinityduring rian. •
chorus. The program proved inrate, 24, Holland, and Adelaide R.
the week may
ly have temporarily
temporarily
, . «
structive and entertaining.
is at Pasadena attending college.
‘ Eberhardt, 21, Holland.
aided the employment situationin _ Mrs. Lambert Brouwer. 80, of
Merchants have strong colored
Mrs. Bowen also has several sisthe city, but it hampered hunting Zeelpd, died Friday at the home
The Grand Haven post of the ters and brothers she will visit beMr. and Mra. Prank Charter an- and trapping for local sportsmen. of her daughter,Mrs. Herman lights in the entire business secVeterans of Foreign Wars and fore returning to her home in nounce the marriage of their daugh- The snow was too deep for sue Dams of Holland. Mrs. Brouwer tion. Many have placed trees in the
their wives and friends have been Spring Lake. Mr. and Mrs. Willard ter, Ola, to Leroy J. Essen burgh, cessful rabbit-hunting south of was a charter member of the aid flag sockets. Stores will remain
open eveningsuntil 9 p. m. the
invited by the Holland post to be Bowen of this city will live at the son of Mra. Peter P. Mulder. The the city. North of Holland in a ra- society of First Christian Reformceremony took place Friday after- dius of 80 miles, hunters reported ed church of Zeeland.Surviving are coming week.
noon at 3 o’clock at the parsonage good results.
three daughters, Mrs. Dams^Mrs.
“Mr. and Mrs. Dionne and their
ns. M
of the Trinity Reformed church.
John Bouws of Holland townshipquintuplets” were winners of the
• • •
The couple was attended by Miss
The enlarging of the postoffice and Mrs. William Dinkeloo of Hoi- n™* prize at the Cosmopolitan
KEEP
‘
- Eastman Couple Caper, a party staged in
Velda Blair, friend of the bride,
land; a son, Gerrit, of
and Marvin Essenburgh, brother of
ville, and fourteen grandchildren. the Zeeland city hall by the CosOte bridegroom. The Rev. Henry D.
Funeral services were held in First mopolitan society of Hope college.
arley.
Ter Keurst performed the single Haven project requiresabove $45i- Christian Reformed church of Zee- The parts of Mr. and Mrs. Dionne
ring ceremony.Mr. and Mrs. Es- 000. An allotment of $440,000 for a land Monday. Burial was in Zee- were taken by Miss Mary Elizabeth
Over Twenty-five Years of Experience
stiiburgh have returned from a postofficein Kalamazoo has been land cemetery.
Damstra and John Buteyn. respectrip to Detroit.Mr. Essenburghis cancelled.
Mrs. B. Diekema, who has been tively. Miss Ruth Allen and Gordon
Composition, Gravel or Asphalt Roofs — Roof Paints
an accountant at the Holland Furstaying with her children, Mr. Kardux, as Hiawatha and MinneAsphalt Shingles and Roll Roofing
nace company and the bride is a
and Mrs. Joe Diekema, at their haha, won second prize, third prize
bookkeeper at the same company’s
Telephone 3826 or 2713
home in Beaverdam the past went to Miss Lucile Ver Schure and
plant.
few months, will now make her Tony Mistretta, who represented
Olfice and Warehouse,29 East 6th Street
home with Mr. and Mrs. G. Van Mickey and Minnie Mouse. Miss
MICHIGAN
Dyke, of East Cherry Street, Zee- Irene (Honey) Kleis and Adrian
The Past Noble Grand club met
(Honey) Kolean represented John
land.
We Wish all of You the Greetings of the Season
at the home of Mrs. Mae Hiler with
Mr. and Mrs. Cephas Weed of
Alden and Priscilla. Games were
Mrs. Leona Norfin and Mrs. Saugatuck
augatuck celebratedtheir golden
golden Mrs. John Ter Horst of North played and refreshments were
Blanche Shaffer assistingas host- w<edding
‘
anniversary at the Ganges Blendon left the Huizenga Memo- served. About 55 couples
esses. After a business meeting, Methodist
Episcopal church
lethodistEpiMbpal
the distribution of Christmas gifts day. Their friends were invited to
was a feature, each guest receiving participatein a pot-luck dinner at
a gift from the gaily decorated noon. Mr. Weed is a descendant of
tree. Cards were played, prises be- pioneers of Michigan,being the
ing awarded to Mrs. Rose Harris son of Elisha Weed, one of the
and Mrs. Grace Urick. Refresh- first white men to locate at Singaments were served.The next meet- pore. He built the first warehouse
ing will be held at the home of there and aided in the erection of
Mrs. Carl Hamelink, 194 East 7th the first sawmills of the town.
* • *
Street,on January 4.
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We Extend

to

You

-

The

Holiday Greetings

MAKE YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
A PLEASURE BY CALLING A

Cab

Yellow
to take you to
will be freed

and from the

stores, then

you

from worry about parking space

or congested traffic. Just

call

PROMPT and RELIABLE

2321

for

SERVICE,

DAY or NIGHT. Down Town Stand at the
Warm Friend Tavern. Office corner Central

Avenue and Seventh

Holland,

Street.

Mich

o

-

annual, election of officers
of the Erutha Rebekah lodge resulted as follows: Mrs. Charles
Ketchum was named noble grand;
Mrs. Imogene Wolfert, vice grand;
Mrs. Anne Terpstra,secretary;
Mrs. Grace Urick, treasurer; Mrs.
Josephine Bender, financial secretary; and Mrs. Blanche Burrows,
staff captain. The group decided
to have a joint Christmas party
with the Odd Fellows lodge this
Thursday evening. There was a
Christmas tree, program and a potluck lunch. At the card party at
which there were 12 tables for
players, Mrs. Claude Ketchum and
Bill Bennett won prises for 500.
Pedro prises went to Mrs. Minnie
Sargeant and Ernest Lindberg.

_

^

Thursday for a three-courseluncheon. In the center of each table a
poinsettia bloomed in small red containers. After the luncheon the
poinsettias were lifted and the containers disclosed mixed candies.
Place cards and decorationscarried
out the holiday color scheme intermingled with red topers and silver
bells. During the business session
they decided to spread cheer by
aiding a worthy family. To create
funds for this work they decided
to have a white elephant grab bag.
Mrs. G. R. Gorden and Mrs. Hawkins were guests of the club. The
next meeting will be held at the
home of Mrs. Alex Barnum in Jan-

Dr.

r=£Jn~Jr^Jr=3r

were xtbwtc
* An a ^
^
JNIlWb UNE DOLLAR A YEAR
a

---------

The Christmas vacation period
for students of all Allegan schools
begins on Friday, December 21,
Ned B. Killian, superintendent of
schools, announcedtoday, and students will resume their duties on
Wednesday, January 2. The first
semester of the school year will
end on January 17 and examinations for the first half of the year
wilk be held at that time.

‘ttrlbom Srifttdcn”

The O.E.S. of Saugatuck will give
its annual Christmasball at the
Masonic hall Wednesday evening,
Dec. 26.

• •
Among

those

•

who have

left

•

Strickfadenand Mr. and Mrs. E. E.
Payne of Fennville.

• •

•

Married, in Saugatucklast Friday night, Miss Audrey Garrison
to James Hirner, both of Ganges.
They will live in the Taylor house
during the winter months.
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Burgh and

• •

•

Miss Vivian Nye of Ann Arbor

The Gibson P.-T.A. held its regular meeting Friday evening, Dec.
7, at the school house, this being
the evening for the annual package sale which is held each year
to provide funds for the hot lunches which are served to the children
during the winter months. After
a short business meeting, presided
over by Mrs. Griffin, Mr. McAllister presented the following program: Piano duet by Misses Mabel
and Bernice Bauhahn. Vocal duets
by Mrs. Lillian and Mrs. Maude

•

Just recently the Sunday School
teachers at Drenthe had a farewell
rty on Mr. and Mrs. John De
Pwa,eerd, who recently left for their
home in Zeeland. Mr. De Weerd Sundin, accompanied by Harry
was a teacher in the Drenthe Sun- Sundin on the guitar.Reading by
day School. Mr. and Mrs. De Weerd Mrs. Wolbert, and lastly a very
were presented with a beautiful interestingand instructivetalk on
floor lamp. Mr. De Weerd is a “teeth”by Dr. Kreager.TheP.-T.A.
teacher in the Hawthorne School sincerely wishes to thank Dr. Kreanow and both will be missed in ger for his kindness in coming out
their work in this community and to talk to them. Mrs. George Hemwall, Mrs. Griffin, Mrs. E. Sundin
church.
and Mrs. O. Sundin then took their
« • •
On Monday, after Mrs. Vis of places at the sales counter and the
Drenthe had finishedher washing sale began. The fish pond was preshe had the misfortune of slipping sided over by Mr. Olof Sundin and
and receiving a fracturedfoot Lennart Hemwall and furnishedfun
Miss Johanna Yntema, who called for the kiddies as well as many
at her home, found her suffering grownups. In a short time the groseverelyfrom pains. A doctor was ceries and packages were all sold
called who took her to the Zeeland and then came the drawing of the
hospital where it was found that lucky number for the quilt, which
two bones were broken. Her son, is made by the ladies each year,
Dr. W. Vis, was called from Grand Mrs. Hemwall having charge of it
this year. Mrs. Berlien of Chicago
Rapids.
was the lucky lady who won the
quilt. A blanket, donated by DuThe choir of the CoopersvilleRe* Mez Bros, of Holland, was auctionformed church will give a Christ- ed off by Mr. McAllister and went
mas cantata Sunday evening, Dec. to the highest bidder. There were
23.
several cakes on which chances
were sold and each brought a good
• * t
Mr. and 'Mrs. Cor. Vereeke were amount The P.-T.A. feels their sale
pleasantly surprised Friday when was a huge success and wish to
a number of relativesgathered at thank all who took part and their
their home at Beaverdam to help heartiest thanks go to the merthem celebratetheir 30th wedding chants and citizens of Saugatuck
anniversary.The party includedthe who so generouslyhelped with
guest* of honor and Mr. and Mrs. their donations.
'

Phone 2812

Phone 3074

Bowles as chauffeur,Mr. and Mrs.

• •

•

Above Keefers Restaurant

The Past Matrons’ club of Star V. F. Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Dale
of Bethlehem chapter No. 40, O. Johnson and Mr. and Mrs. Click,
E. S., met with Mrs. Harry White also Mrs. Herbert McCarn, Mrs.

The young people of the Epworth
league of Coopersville are planning a Christmasprogram which
will be given at the Methodist
church Friday evening, Dec. 21.

St.

St.

Ganges and are leavingfor Florida
soon are Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Kiernan, Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Stuller,
About 60 attended. Mrs. Dora Mrs. Thomas Kieman, Jr., her
Haight is chairman of the com- daughter Virginia and mother, Mrs.
mittee.
Emma Trumble, with Stanley

OTTAWA COUNTY NEWS

21 'Vwt 8th

W. 8th

attended.

FOUNDATION

were called to Ganges to attend the
funeral of Gilbert Deters, held in
the Bethlehemchurch in Overisel,
Wednesday afternoon. Rites were
conducted by the Rev. J. Lanting
of Holland. Mr. Deters had been in
poor health for some time but his
uary. Miss Dorothy White and condition was not considered seMrs. Hawkins assisted Mrs. White. rious at first.

SPAULDING BROWNbilt SHOE STORE

31

ItoUatiif

Stomartf Co*

a firm established in this city three

decades

ago extends to you the

^eason’o drevtittOB
0

IJuR slogan '‘Warm Friend”

,

although our trade

mark

. is

especially significantand indicative of the friendly relations

existing between the Holland public and the Holland Furnace

Company. We want these relations to

continue , for

hopes are our hopes, your ambitions are our ambitions,
welfare cannot help but be our welfare. Ours
ship.

is

a

your

and your

mutual relation-

We were founded in Holland and have builded in Holland.

What has been accomplished during these 30 years is self evident.
We are positive that this stressful period is now definitely and rapidly
lifting. Evidence of this has been conclusivelyshown

all

over the nation

months. Further, we are happy to state that the HolFurnace Company has materially shared in this up-turn in business,

within the past six
land

reilected in the tremendous volume of new business that has been booked
and shipped from Holland— these shipments being nation-wide in scope.
It is our earnest desire that we may ail share in these happier days that we
believe are now with us.

HOLLAND FURNACE CO

Me Gugin

Plate Specialist
Will be in his permanent, branch office
at 29V2

W.

8th St, Holland every

Wednesday from

1

to 7 P. M.

to take impressions for

m

